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Abstract
V2D: Virtual Two-Dimensional Capillary Electrophoresis for Protein
Separation and Identification
Andrea Renata Laine

Virtual two-dimensional (V2D) separation is an unprecedented approach to protein separation, offering superior speed, resolution, and quantification compared to conventional
techniques. Instead of performing two separations orthogonally, virtual two-dimensional
electrophoresis combines two collinear separations. Time- and space-resolved measurement are employed to track and reconstruct protein migration. Unlike in conventional
two-dimensional electrophoresis, the resolution is limited by the resolution of the analytical reconstruction. A microfluidic separation format is implemented, which minimises
user intervention and allows fast separations. Label-free detection and quantification
take place on-line, simplifying the workflow considerably.
A first part of this thesis is dedicated toward an error analysis. This establishes which
parameters are critical for performance and gives an idea of performance limits. Three
significant factors contributing to reconstruction inaccuracy due to non-linear migration are identified. Non-linear migration caused by non-constant separation temperature, background buffer migration, and UV-mediated protein fragmentation are studied.
While these factors are of crucial importance for virtual two-dimensional separations,
they represent previously unreported migration behaviour of proteins in capillary gel
electrophoresis. By developing models and estimates for the non-linear migration of
proteins, this could be accounted for in the reconstruction of the migration trajectory,
resulting in a ten-fold improvement of the accuracy of track reconstruction.
A second part of this thesis is dedicated toward applying V2D separations. The concept
of protein track reconstruction is validated in a two-buffer separation system, where
proteins migrate through sections with different chemical conditions. For the first time,
the concept of migration trajectory reconstruction is applied to capillary electrophoresis separations of proteins under non-constant buffer conditions. To implement V2D
separations, a microfluidic system with integrated components for the two separations
was developed. A protocol for rapid prototype fabrication was adapted, including surface preparation and functionalisation. Isoelectric focusing of a protein sample in an
immobilised pH gradient on-chip was demonstrated.
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Papier, Herr Oskar.”
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Scientific advance is largely technology driven, as exemplified by the sequencing of the
human genome. Without the technique of polymerase chain reaction, vast amounts
of biological sample would have been necessary to generate enough DNA to analyse.
Without sophisticated electrophoretic techniques, sequencing one organism would have
taken a global effort of decades of research. The same holds true for other disciplines, e.g.
the Large Hadron Collider experiments at CERN, which would be unthinkable without
advances in grid computing, silicon detector technology, vacuum technology, and particle
accelerator technology. Countless examples can be found for the genesis of scientific
insight through superior technology, with benefits for society such as improved healthcare
and convenience in our daily routines. These are strong motivators for investing resources
in developing and advancing the current stand of a technology.
Biological organisms are extraordinarily complex systems of molecules, built of not much
more than carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen (these constitute 95 % of biomass;
phosphorus and calcium an additional > 4 %, and the remaining < 1 % consists of
over 20 different elements such as K, S, Na, Mg, I, Fe, and Cl). [1] An average human is
composed of some 1028 atoms, the most abundant molecule being water (65 % of total
mass, 99 % of total number of molecules). There are something around 1014 cells in a
human body, in each an estimated 1.76 × 1014 molecules. [2]
Given the complexity of biosystems it comes as no surprise that they are susceptible
to failure in manifold different ways. The World Health Organization classifies 12,420
different disease types, [3] which are caused by the combined impact of external factors
(for instance diet, sunlight exposure, competitive stress) and personal predisposition.
Personal disposition can be characterised with the genome, but this alone is often not
sufficient to explain or predict disease, and much less to cure. Here lies the significance
of the proteome, which is the actual currency of organism vicissitude.
21
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Protein science overview
Biomedicine

One of the core tasks of civilisation is to relieve suffering. In our society, medicine is
one of the fundaments of wellbeing. Access to medical care is included in the universal
declaration of human rights (Article 25: “Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family, including [. . . ]
medical care [. . . ]”). [4]
In an effort to improve health care, medicine has increasingly moved from faith-based
(pre-19th century) to an experience- or phenomena-based medicine (up to around 1950).
Since then, medical science has developed toward a scientific approach, requiring understanding on a molecular basis. This is exemplified by how penicillin has evolved from
a ‘magic bullet’ for bacterial infections, to a family of antibiotics that lyse bacteria by
inhibiting various steps in the synthesis of the peptidoglycan layer of bacterial cell walls.
Molecular biology itself has experienced a shift in focus over the last 100 years from identifying and characterising individual agents, such as haemoglobin in blood cells, toward
exploring whole networks of interactions where many agents influence how a system
performs.
With the aim of understanding biochemical processes on a biomolecular basis, research
is focusing increasingly on biomarkers. These are molecules that may differ between
health and disease, and can be used to diagnose a pathology, to evaluate progress of a
disease, or measure efficacy of a drug. Under certain circumstances biomarkers can be
used as a drug target, which leads to the secondary focus of biomedical research: the
corrective intervention in the form of therapy or drug development. This is the setting
of the -omic disciplines, which share the study of a system of biomolecular agents.

1.1.2

The Omics

Genomics is usually considered the founding discipline of the -omics, although arguably
the -ome suffix predates genomics. [5] As early as 1924 ‘genome’ was used to refer to
the haploid chromosome set of a species. [6] The modern definition of the term ‘genome’
refers to a complete genetic sequence on one set of chromosomes—this includes the genes
as well as the non-coding sequences. The first sequenced genome was that of the virus
bacteriophage MS2 (with a length of over 5,300 base pairs) in 1976 by W. Fiers et al. [7]
The human genome with over 3 × 109 base pairs was sequenced by 2000 as a result
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of international collaboration on the Human Genome Project. [8] Today the genomes of
over 25 species including mammals, fish, insects and plants have been sequenced.
In the post-genomic era, something of a paradigm shift has occurred. This is illustrated
by the following observation: in the human genome there are about 25,000 proteinencoding genes. At the same time, an estimated 1,000,000 different proteins occur in
humans, all encoded in those 25,000 genes. Clearly there is another level of complexity
beyond the genome. This is where the other -omic disciplines come in.
The next -omic discipline that emerged was proteomics. The term was first introduced
in 1995, and refers to the entire complement of proteins in a given organism or system
at a given time. Proteomics is the logical complement of genomics, and is much more
intimately involved in discerning function from malfunction. The proteome reflects
the state of the cell, tissue, or organism. Function, health, age, and environment can
influence the proteome, whereas they do not necessarily reflect on the genome. The
genome alone does not determine the proteome.
Beside the genome and the proteome, something over 200 -omic terms have been coined,
many of which are not in common usage, such as Introme: the whole set of introns. [9]
Beside genomics and proteomics, some of the more widely accepted terms are transcriptomics and metabolomics. These four prevalent -omic disciplines are illustrated in
Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: The Omics. Artwork adapted from Molecular Biology of the Cell [10] .
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Transcriptomics studies the entire complement of messenger RNA present in a given
single cell or a population of cells. This can be considered a linking element between
genomics and proteomics, where the tools and techniques of genomics are used to gain
knowledge concerning the proteome. While transcriptomics can achieve excellent results
with highly advanced techniques such as DNA chips, it is still one level removed from
the phenotype. Some mRNA can be non-encoding, alternative splicing can occur, and
the mRNA quantity does not necessarily correlate to the protein quantity. Furthermore,
proteins can undergo numerous forms of post-translational modifications (PTM). Many
PTMs have a regulatory function on proteins. Common PTMs include phosphorylation
and glycosylation, but many more are possible such as ubiquitination, formation of
disulfide bonds, or deamination. These are differences which feature in the proteome,
but not in the transcriptome.
Metabolomics studies the entire complement of small molecules and metabolites (such
as metabolic intermediates, hormones and other signalling molecules) of a cell or organism. Proteins are very often participants in biochemical pathways that can involve
numerous cofactors, substrates, intermediates, and products. The genome, transcriptome, proteome and metabolome are all linked in a dynamic network: the metabolism.
Studying the metabolome is useful since numerous diseases such as atherosclerosis, diabetes, or osteoporosis are metabolic diseases, and often a metabolite serves well as a
biomarker—for instance cholesterol for cardiovascular diseases. [11]

1.1.3

Proteomics

Proteomics : the systematic study of amount, modifications, interactions, localisation and function of proteins in whole organisms, tissue, the cell, or subcellular
components. [12]
Since proteins are responsible for structure, transport, storage, regulation, signalling and
metabolism, this definition opens a large field for research. Some sub-sets of the proteome
are occasionally specified, such as the structural proteome, or enzymes. On the other
hand, a global perspective is necessary given the complex behaviour of some illnesses
such as cancer. One of the central questions of proteomics is whether the proteome
changes in a characteristic way for a given change of state. Given this is a reasonable
assumption for many illnesses, studying the protein expression profile and how it changes
allows identification of a ‘fingerprint’ for that illness, indicating biomarkers and therapy
possibilities.
Following the genetic revolution, proteomics has been heralded as the ‘Next Big Thing’.
This seems fitting, since the word ‘protein’, derived from Greek, means ‘of first rank’.
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In the past 10 years publication numbers have exploded from fewer than 100 to a couple
of thousand yearly, with numerous new journals dedicated exclusively to proteomics
(PROTEOMICS, Journal of Proteomics, and Journal of Proteome Research, to name
but three). The current trend indicates a saturation of the qualifier ‘proteome’ with
tendencies toward diversification and specification of proteome research. The focus is
increasingly on a particular organism, or on a particular subsystem. This might be
explained by a lack of techniques able to deal with the extraordinary complexity of
the entire proteome. It would appear that the technology has moved beyond a oneprotein-at-a-time approach, but struggles to achieve all-encompassing proteomics (see
Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2: Annual citation numbers for -omics. The citation numbers for the terms
‘proteome’and ‘proteomics’ have levelled off, whereas increasing numbers of publications
relate to the transcriptome or the metabolome. Source: ISI Web of Knowledge (PubMed
survey similar, data not shown).

Of the organic molecules of a cell, proteins are one of the more abundant and diverse.
In a liver cell, an estimated 7.9 × 109 protein molecules are present. [12] Estimates for
how many different proteins types are present in a single cell vary between 10,000 and
100,000 depending on type of cell and whether post translational modifications are considered. [12,13] The number of protein molecules per protein species, the dynamic range,
varies between 10 copies and 1 million copies in any given cell. Figure 1.3 illustrates
the abundance of different proteins species present in blood serum. Often it is the
least abundant proteins that are indicative of the processes and changes an organism is
undergoing.
One of the most powerful resolving techniques for proteins, two-dimensional (2D) gel
electrophoresis, can resolve up to 10,000 proteins. Under most circumstances 5,000
resolved proteins may be considered a success. To analyse organisms such as Escherichia
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Figure 1.3: Pie chart representing the relative contribution of proteins within plasma.
Only 22 different proteins constitute 99 % of the total protein mass, with albumin alone
contributing 50 %. From Tirumalai et al [14] .

coli with no more than 1,000 proteins present at any one time, 2D gel electrophoresis
is an ideal tool, but for many applications it quickly reaches its limits. This will be
discussed in further detail in Section 1.2.
To study the proteome, the experimental cornerstones are separation, identification, and
quantification. Separation is necessary to reduce the complexity, allowing selection of
subfractions of interest. Quantification is often equally important, because the increase
or decrease of a particular protein species may be meaningful. Once protein groups of
interest have been determined, they are characterised, with an outlook toward identification.
The standard workflow is sample preparation followed by 2D gel electrophoresis for
separation and quantification, and finally mass spectrometry (MS) for identification.
This is illustrated in Figure 1.4. Although other techniques exist and are in use, 2D
gel electrophoresis combined with MS is very common. Liquid chromatography based
separations are also widely used and will be discussed in Section 1.2.3.
Sample preparation includes removal of non-protein components of tissue (DNA, small
molecules, lipids), and possibly pre-fractionation of the protein bulk (e.g. cytoplasmic,
cytoskeletal, etc.). 2D gel electrophoresis separates proteins by two independent properties, molecular weight and isoelectric point. This gives a more powerful separation
than either one on its own (as discussed in detail in Section 1.2.4). The separated (and
localised) proteins are visualised and quantified, either with fluorescent protein derivatisation or by staining. By comparing the quantities of the separate protein groups to
a reference, groups of interest are determined. Mass spectrometry is the technique of
choice for identification. To this end proteins are usually cleaved into fragments in a
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Figure 1.4: Standard workflow in conventional electrophoresis. The prepared sample
is separated by two-dimensional electrophoresis. Relative quantification is achieved by
comparison with a control. Once spots of interest have been determined, they are
cut out of the gel for identification. Proteins are digested and cleaned before they
are introduced into a mass spectrometer. The mass spectrum of a protein is matched
to protein database information for identification. Artwork adapted from Molecular
Biology of the Cell [10] .

controlled way, for instance by trypsin digestion. The resulting set of peptides is characteristic of the parent protein. The mass spectrum of the fragment mixture is determined,
and matched to information in protein databases. After a protein has been identified,
further studies on structure and function may follow. For elucidating protein structure
X-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy may be used. For studying interactions,
affinity-based assays such as western blotting, enzyme linked immunosorbent assays
(ELISA), or protein chips may be used. In vivo interaction can be studied with a yeast
two-hybrid system. [15,16]

Figure 1.5: Annual citation numbers for proteomics-related research. While the citation numbers of proteome-related research have levelled off, biomarker-related research
is on the increase. Source: ISI Web of Knowledge.
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Since proteomics has become a major focus of scientific research, the number of reports
on biomarkers has made a parallel jump (see Figure 1.5). A selection of potential protein
biomarkers is shown in Table 1.1. Although these biomarkers are still far from routine
clinical application, and many still need validation, this is a very promising field. [17–19]
Some of the first applications of such biomarkers include cancer screening tests for
prostate specific antigen, carcinoembryonic antigens, α-fetoprotein, β2-microglobulin,
neuron-specific enolase, and amylase. [20,21]
Table 1.1: Protein biomarkers for different pathologies. [16]

Pathology
Ovarian cancer

Prostate cancer
Breast cancer

Lung cancer
Hepatocellular carcinoma
Leukaemia
Colorectal cancer
Bladder cancer
Alzheimer’s disease
Rheumatic arthritis

Protein biomarkers
RHOGDI, glyoxalase-1, FK506BP, haptoglobin, HAP1,
transferrin, apolipoprotein A1, truncated form of
transthyretin, inter-α-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain H4,
cSHMT, Tbx3, utrophin [17]
Annexin-1, prohibitin, calgranulin-B, serotransferrin precursor, gelsolin, HSP-60, SBP, IgBPLP [22]
HSP-27, HSP-60, HSP-90, PCNA, transglein, RS/DJ-1,
ubiquitin, ferritin, light chain, 14-3-3-σ, cSHMT, Tbx3,
utrophin, tumor protein D52, folate receptor α [17]
PGP.5, cytokeratinsf
Hcc-1, lamin B1, sarcosine dehydrogynase
Op18, nm23-H1
HSP-70, S100-A9, S100-A11
Keratins, psoriasin
Antithrombin III, carnosinase I, α1-antichymotrypsin,
zinc-α2-glycoprotein [23]
α-Enolase, citrullinated α-enolase, serum amyloid A, calgranulin B, myeloid-related protein 8 [24]

Despite the huge potential of proteomics research, numerous limitations exist. The two
techniques with the greatest level of detail and the highest accuracy, 2D gel electrophoresis and mass spectrometry, are demanding of the operator, and time-consuming. Achieving good reproducibility poses high demands on sample preparation and handling. The
instrumentation, in particular mass spectrometers, is expensive and limits widespread
application. It seems that the technology is still in a state of flux, and no true standard
has established itself. Until these problems are addressed, research of the proteome will
struggle to realise its full potential. [25,26]
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Separation science

Separation : the act or process of moving things apart, categorising or distinguishing
things, or splitting something into component parts. [27] Separation science deals
with the fundamental physical and chemical phenomena involved in the achievement of separations, as well as with the development, application, and reproducibility of various separation processes. [28]

One of the great challenges of proteomics lies in the extraordinary complexity of the
analyte. Strategies to reduce the complexity and bring order into it are essential. This
is the role that separation science plays in proteomics. Over the years many different
approaches have been developed. 2D gel electrophoresis has been in use for over 30
years, [29] with many refinements since its invention. Others, such as protein chips, are
more recent developments. [30] The variety of techniques that are available indicates that
there is no universal separation solution, and each approach has some severe disadvantages.
In this section, metrics of separations will be introduced. The dominant techniques of
liquid chromatography, gel electrophoresis, capillary electrophoresis, and protein chips
will be introduced. A brief excursion into the technique of mass spectrometry will also
be included. Hyphenated separation techniques, where two different separations are
combined, will be discussed and compared. This will provide an overview of what is
available, and what the limitations are. Table 1.2 at the end of this section summarises
the typical performance of different techniques available for protein separation.

1.2.1

Quantifying separations

Separations can be quantified in various terms such as resolution, accuracy, sensitivity, dynamic range, sample load, or peak capacity. Other characteristics include the
throughput and the ability to automate a separation.
In separation operations, the phase equilibrium ratio K is defined as: [31]
K=

yi
xi

(1.1)

where yi and xi are the mole fractions of a species present in two phases. In chromatographic separations, K is termed the distribution ratio, and yi and xi are replaced by the
analyte concentrations c in the stationary (cs ) and mobile (cm ) phases. The partition
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ratio or column capacity factor k 0 of a chromatographic separation is: [32]
k0 =

qs
qm

(1.2)

where qs and qm are the quantities of analyte in stationary and mobile phase, respectively. With q = cV for a volume V , Equation 1.2 can be written as:
k0 = K

Vs
Vm

(1.3)

The average fraction of time an analyte molecule spends in the stationary phase is:
(s)

ta

(total)

=

ta

qs
k0
=
qm + qs
1 + k0

(1.4)

and similarly, the average fraction of time a molecule spends in the mobile phase is:
(m)

ta

(total)
ta

=

qm
1
=
qm + qs
1 + k0

(1.5)

If the mobile phase flows through a column at a constant velocity of vm , then from
Equation 1.5 the apparent velocity va of an analyte band becomes:
va = vm

1
= vm R
1 + k0

(1.6)

R is the retardation factor, or the fractional rate of movement of a band relative to the
mobile phase. Given the analyte retention time tr and the solvent retention time tm are
given, then R can be expressed as:
va
tm
1
=R
=
=
vm
tr
1 + k0

(1.7)

With Equations 1.1–1.7, the analyte retention volume Vr can be described in dependence
of the mobile phase volume (dead volume) Vm with:
Vr =

Vm
= Vm (1 + k 0 ) = Vm + KVs
R

(1.8)

Equations 1.1–1.8 allow a quantitative description of the chromatographic separation
process. For quantifying the merit of a separation, the column efficiency or number of
theoretical plates (also plate number) N is defined as: [33]

N=

tr
σi

2


=

Vr
σV

2
(1.9)
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using the variance σi of the band in the chromatogram. Alternatively, the baseline peak
width wb or the width at half maximum wh/s can be employed:

N = 16

tr
wb

2


= 5.54

tr
wh/2

2
(1.10)

The height equivalent to one theoretical plate (HETP), or the plate height H, is a related
measure of column efficiency using the column length L:
H=

L
N

(1.11)

The resolution Rs of two neighboring bands is defined by the distance between the peaks
divided by the peak widths:

Rs =

tR2 − tR1
w1 + w2


(1.12)

With Equation 1.10 the resolution can be expressed in terms of the plate height:
√
Rs =

N
4



t1
1−
t2

√


=

N
4



1 + k10
1−
1 + k20


(1.13)

The separation factor or selectivity factor α is defined as:
α=

k20
k10

(1.14)

In Equation 1.13 the resolution is related to the plate number and the column capacity
factor. The plate number changes with the length of the chromatographic column, the
particle size, and the velocity of the mobile phase. The capacity factor depends on the
interactions between stationary phase, mobile phase, and analyte.
For comparing different separation techniques, the concept of peak capacity is useful.
In simple terms, this is the number of analyte species a separation can distinguished
(number of peaks that can be fitted into a chromatogram, each peak being separated
from its neighbor by 4σ).

1.2.2

What is needed

As discussed in Section 1.1.3, the analyte is a mixture of proteins with 104 –105 different
types of proteins. The width of the dynamic range of protein abundance is 105 –109 ,
depending on sample type (e.g. tissue or serum). Because amplification of proteins,
unlike DNA, is not possible, the sensitivity needs to be good enough to detect the least
abundant protein.
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Proteins have several properties by which they can be separated. Molecular weight,
isoelectric point, hydrophobicity, charge, or affinity for a particular ligand are commonly
used properties. Most proteins have a mass of less than 100 kDa, but some clinically
interesting proteins (e.g. antibodies) are among the > 100 kDa molecular weight proteins.
Theoretical genome calculations predict a majority of proteins with isoelectric points (pI)
between 4 and 6.5, with a second group of proteins of pI 8–12. [15] The greatest challenge
for protein separations is the detection of low abundance proteins, as well as separation
of proteins with extreme properties—especially low and high molecular weight, low and
high pI, and high hydrophobicity. Quantification, especially absolute quantification, is
not always satisfactory, and reproducibility remains problematic. Another hurdle is that
many separation techniques need considerable user skill and effort, and that some of the
instrumentation is expensive, highly sophisticated and not widely accessible. In the
words of a recent proteomics textbook:
“It should be emphasised that [. . . ] many of the technologies in proteomics
are still prototypical and better material, instrument design and methodology are expected to improve sensitivity, resolution and repeatability in
future.” [16]

1.2.3

Protein separation techniques

Prefractionation:

This is an important tool to improve sensitivity (‘deep proteome

mining’) and reduce sample complexity. Techniques such as centrifugation, chromatography, or electrophoresis are often employed. Centrifugation can separate cell organelles.
Similarly, by successively adding different solvents, various protein fractions can be
washed out of a whole cell sample. A typical commercial kit separates cytoplasmic,
membrane, soluble nuclear, chromatin-bound and cytoskeletal protein fractions (Subcellular Protein Fractionation Kit from Thermo Scientific Inc.). Most liquid chromatographic techniques are applicable to prefractionation. Electrophoretic techniques that
are performed in free medium (i.e. non-gel based) are used, especially techniques related
to isoelectric focusing. [34] Depletion of high abundance proteins is a variant of prefractionation. Closely related, so-called ‘equaliser beads’ capture equal amounts of all the
different protein species, with the help of ligand libraries. [35] With all prefractionation
techniques, it must be kept in mind that with each additional treatment step come losses,
the potential for contamination and variation, the introduction of biases and systematic
effects, and additional time and effort investments.
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Liquid chromatography (LC), also high pressure liquid chromatography or high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC): This method of separation depends on the
relative affinities of the different sample components with a mobile phase and a stationary
phase. The sample mixture and a solvent (the mobile phase) are pumped through a
column (the stationary phase) where interactions between the proteins, solvent, and
stationary phase occur, causing the different species to spend longer or shorter time in
the column. This is quantified with the chromatogram from a detector at the end of
the column. Different columns separate proteins by different properties. Typically the
stationary phase is a column filled with packed beads, which have unique chemical and
physical properties.
In size exclusion chromatography, the stationary phase is porous but inert (for instance
agarose beads, or SephadexTM ). Put simply, smaller molecules reside longer in the
column since they spend more time in the pores than larger proteins. This is the only
mode of liquid chromatography where stationary phase interactions do not play a role
in the separation.
In ion exchange chromatography, proteins interact with a stationary phase that carries
ionic groups on the surface. Usually the sample is allowed to adsorb to the column
before gradual elution is effected by changing the ionic strength of the buffer. As the
buffer ionic strength increases, increasingly highly charged, strongly binding proteins
are displaced with buffer ions and eluted. The separation mechanism is based on ionic
interactions between the analyte and the mobile phase, and competing interactions of
the mobile phase.
Reversed phase chromatography is also based on reversible adsorption of proteins to
the column, but instead of charge, the interaction is based on hydrophobicity. Elution
is achieved with an organic solvent such as acetonitrile. Hydrophobic interaction chromatography is similar to reversed phase chromatography, with hydrophobic ligands on
the column, but the elution is achieved with an inverse salt gradient instead of an organic
solvent gradient.
Affinity chromatography is based on the specific interaction of certain proteins with
ligands that are presented on the surface of the column matrix. After the sample is
applied to the column, unbound proteins are flushed out, before the bound proteins are
eluted in a second step. Various types of affinity tags are used, such as antibodies or
antigens, lectins for glycoprotein enrichment, and metal ions for phosphoproteins.
Figure 1.6 illustrates how typical liquid chromatographic separations perform. [36] Plate
capacities (i.e. theoretical number of species that can be resolved in a separation) are
plotted for different molecular weights. Notably, chromatographic separations are most
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Figure 1.6: Separation power (peak capacity) for different sizes of protein analyte,
depending on separation technique. RPC: reverse phase chromatography, IEC: ion
exchange chromatography, HIC: hydrophobic interaction chromatography, SEC: size
exclusion chromatography, AC: affinity chromatography, CE: capillary electrophoresis,
2D PAGE: two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Adapted from Westermeier and Naven [36] .

efficient for proteins smaller than 1 kDa. This is at the lower end of protein molecular
weights, and more relevant for protein fragments (peptides). For analysis of unfragmented proteins, the separation power lags behind other techniques.
As a pressure driven separation, the resolution in chromatography is affected by flow
dispersion, as opposed to electrophoresis, where diffusion is more relevant. Amongst the
advantages of liquid chromatography are the compatibility with high sample loads, or
the concentrating capabilities, and the large number of experimental parameters that
can be tuned to design the protein separation. This can become critical if only a particular species is under investigation, but is less useful if a more global overview is
necessary. Amongst the drawbacks of liquid chromatography are difficulties associated
with quantifying the amounts of proteins. This is very important for comparing differences between samples. Another disadvantage of the technique is that the property by
which the proteins are separated (e.g. charge) is not easily quantified. This could be a
useful help in identifying a protein. It should also be mentioned that the visualisation
of the separation is less intuitive than for instance gel electrophoresis. Overall, liquid
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chromatography is powerful for separating peptides, and for prefractionation, but is not
necessarily the ideal technique for protein separations.

Protein chips also protein microarrays, or biochips: This is one of the newest additions to the palette of separation techniques. Protein chips are related to chromatographic techniques in so far as they rely on similar interactions, but the hardware is
similar to DNA chips. The chip consists of an array of spots that are designed to capture specific proteins or protein classes. Surface arrays are available for hydrophobic
interactions, ion exchange interactions, metal affinity interactions, alongside a range of
more specific baits such as antibodies. [30] Detection can be achieved with fluorescent
labels (similar to conventional enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays, ELISA). Protein
chips can be combined with mass spectrometry, as is the case in surface enhanced laser
desorption/ionisation (SELDI) mass spectrometry. [37]
Although protein chips are amenable to automation and high throughput screening,
obtaining capture agents for the global proteome is problematic. [38] Protein chips are best
suited for confirming the absence or presence of a known agent, but not for discovering
unknown or unexpected entities. This, and the fact that many capture agents are
difficult and expensive to produce and purify, makes proteins chips a tool with limited
applications.

Gel electrophoresis (GE), also polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE), or sodium
dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE): In denaturing gel electrophoretic separation of proteins, the sample is usually treated with sodium dodecyl
sulphate (SDS). This is an anionic detergent that denatures and binds to proteins, resulting in a uniform charge per unit length of protein, as illustrated in Figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7: SDS linearises proteins and imparts a uniform charge-to-size ratio. Artwork adapted from Molecular Biology of the Cell [10] .

Native PAGE separations without SDS can also be performed, but are far less common.
The electrophoretic force molecules experience is proportional to their charge. The drag
a protein molecule experiences in free medium is proportional to its mass. If the chargeto-size ratio is uniform for all different species of a mixture, then they all move with the
same velocity, regardless of size. If the mixture is made to migrate through a type of
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sieve, smaller molecules travel farther in the same time than larger, more ‘cumbersome’
molecules. In PAGE the sieving matrix is crosslinked polyacrylamide, which provides a
solid, porous network with a suitable mesh size.
In practice, the SDS-treated sample mixture is deposited in a reservoir at one end of
a gel slab, and an electric voltage is applied over the gel, inducing protein migration
through the gel toward the anode. After the separation, proteins can be visualised by
staining, and the molecular weights determined by comparison to a known molecular
weight marker.
SDS-PAGE separations were devised by Shapiro et al [39] and have been a staple technique in biomolecular research for the last 40 years, with a variety of commercial systems
available. Although the technique is relatively easy to use and does not require sophisticated instrumentation, it is not adequate for visualising the global proteome. Like liquid
chromatography, gel electrophoresis does not have the capacity to resolve large numbers
of proteins.

Capillary electrophoresis

(CE): This is a family of techniques that share a common

capillary-based format. Representatives include micellar electrokinetic capillary chromatography (MECC), isotacheophoresis (ITP), capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE),
isoelectric focusing (IEF), and also capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE). CGE is closely
related to gel electrophoresis in so far as the basic separation mechanism is the same,
with SDS-treated proteins being sieved to separate by molecular weight. Instead of
a crosslinked polyacrylamide slab gel, the sieving matrix is an entangled polymer solution such as linear polyacrylamide (LPA), poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), or dextran.
This solution is filled into capillaries, typically fused silica capillaries with 25–100 µm
inner diameter. The sample mixture is injected at one end of the capillary, and proteins
are made to migrate by applying an electric voltage over the capillary. Proteins are
visualised near the cathode as they migrate past a detector.
In SDS-PAGE, the separation speed is limited by the heat generated by the flow of
electric current (Joule heating). In capillary electrophoresis, the volume is very small
with a high surface area-to-volume ratio, which is favourable for increased heat dissipation. This allows high field strengths of 500 V/cm and more, an order of magnitude
greater than the typical field strength in SDS-PAGE. CE allows faster separations for
the same peak capacity. Although CE can resolve a greater number of proteins than gel
electrophoresis, the peak capacity (under good circumstances 100) is insufficient for a
proteome with over 1,000 species. [40–42] Both CE and SDS-PAGE can only determine the
absolute molecular weight value of a protein by calibration against a known standard.
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Isoelectric focusing (IEF): This is another electrophoretic technique, which, unlike
SDS gel electrophoresis, relies on the intrinsic charge of proteins.
Most amino acid residue groups are neutral, but some are acids (glutamic acid and
aspartic acid), while others are bases (histidine, lysine and arginine), see Figure 1.8.
The basic groups protonate if the buffer pH is below their respective pI and contribute
a positive charge to the intrinsic charge of a protein. The acidic groups ionise and carry
a negative charge if the buffer pH is above their respective pI.

Figure 1.8: Acidic amino acids: glutamic acid and aspartic acid; and basic amino
acids: histidine, lysine and arginine. Artwork from Mosby’s Medical Dictionary [43] .

The relative number of basic and acidic amino acids is characteristic of a protein and is
quantified in the protein’s isoelectric point (pI). This is the pH at which the net charge
of a protein is zero. Conversely, the further away the pH is from a protein’s pI, the
greater the charge on the protein.
In isoelectric focusing, the separation can take place in a slab-gel-based format, or in a
capillary. Proteins are introduced into a pH gradient and subjected to an electric field.
This causes the proteins to move toward their isoelectric point in the pH gradient. Once
at the isoelectric point, proteins have zero net charge, and remain static. Figure 1.9
shows an illustration of isoelectric focusing.
Proteins not only separate, but actually focus at their isoelectric point, effectively concentrating the sample. This has many important implications. One is that sample
injection does not affect the separation. Another is that theoretically, the separation
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distance does not affect the resolution, favouring short separations. For routine isoelectric focusing, the pH gradient is generated with an immobilised pH gradient strip (IPG).

Figure 1.9: Isoelectric focusing: a protein migrates toward its isoelectric point in a
pH gradient when an external electric field is applied. Artwork adapted from Molecular
Biology of the Cell [10] .

Mass spectrometry

(MS): This is the most common technique for protein identifi-

cation, but it is in essence a separation technique, and as such a brief overview will be
included here. MS separates peptides of differing mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) in the gas
phase with electric or magnetic fields. Several techniques are used for ionisation, and for
mass analysis. Peptides are usually ionised either by electrospray ionisation (ESI), or
by matrix assisted laser desorption/ionisation (MALDI). Proteomics mass analysers include quadrupoles, ion-traps, time-of-flight (TOF) detectors, and Fourier transform ion
cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) analysers. Under some circumstances two mass analysers
are coupled in series (tandem MS or MS/MS, for instance TOF-TOF), whereby further
fragmentation of the peptides is induced between analysers. There are many different
setups and combinations in use for MS analysis, each with strengths and weaknesses,
but no real standard.
Generally the resolution of MS is very high, with excellent accuracy and sensitivity
(10−15 –10−1 mole quantities of sample with an precision of 0.1–0.01 %). Measurements
are quick (in the range of minutes), and only small amounts of sample are required
(less than 1 pmol). Some of the limitations are: larger molecules can be fragmented
during ionisation (favouring peptide analysis over protein analysis); the same peptide can
carry multiple charges (in particular in large molecules and ESI) which makes spectrum
interpretation challenging; and quantification is difficult without internal standards and
isotope labelling. For these reasons MS is usually applied not to investigate the proteome,
but to identify individual proteins separated with other techniques.
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For protein identification, peptide mass fingerprinting is the preferred technique. Starting with ideally a single protein, site-specific protein cleavage (typically with trypsin)
is performed. The cleavage products are analysed to give a mass spectrum, which is
compared to predicted mass spectra from protein databases. In the case of tandem
MS, select peptides can be sequenced in addition to the mass spectrum, giving further
information for identification. [15,16,36]

1.2.4

Hyphenated and multidimensional separations

The separation techniques introduced in the foregoing section individually can separate
a few tens of proteins up to at most a hundred, which falls far short of the 10,000–
100,000 different protein species of a cell. The solution to this problem is to combine
separations that are independent of one another, or orthogonal. The theoretical peak
capacity is then the product of the two individual peak capacities. [44] Combination
of electrophoretic techniques (two-dimensional gel electrophoresis), and combination of
chromatographic techniques are discussed.

Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DGE), also two-dimensional electrophoresis (2DE), or two-dimensional sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2D SDS-PAGE): For dealing with larger numbers of proteins, this technique of choice
combines IEF with SDS PAGE. [45] The sample is separated by isoelectric focusing in the
first dimension. The resulting strip is treated with SDS and affixed to a slab of polyacrylamide gel. Thereafter, an electric field is applied orthogonal to the first separation, and
proteins are separated by SDS-PAGE. The result is a two-dimensional pattern of protein
spots, as illustrated in Figure 1.10. After the separation, proteins can be stained, the
gel scanned and processed with image recognition analysis, and compared to other gels
for relative quantification. Finally, spots of interest can be excised, purified, cleaved to
smaller polypeptide fragments, and identified with mass spectrometry.
2D gel electrophoresis was developed over 30 years ago, [29] and is still one of the most
powerful protein separation tools in use. Either of the electrophoretic techniques of SDS
gel electrophoresis or IEF can resolve a few tens of proteins up to at most a little over a
hundred. The peak capacity of a 2D method is the product of the peak capacities of the
component 1D methods. [44] A theoretical peak capacity for an 18 × 18 cm gel is around
15,000 spots, and under the more realistic consideration of non-uniform distribution
and wide abundance range the theoretical capacity is 2,000 spots. [47] Depending on the
type of stain (Coomassie, silver, fluorescent dyes) the sensitivity is in the range of a few
nanograms to tens of nanograms protein mass, and the dynamic range is around 10–30
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Figure 1.10: Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. a) Schematic of a two-dimensional
gel electrophoresis separation. After isoelectric focusing follows polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis. b) 2D gel image (human lymphoma, from ExPASy [46] ).

(higher for fluorescent dyes, up to 103 ). The dynamic range of proteins present in a cell
is around 105 molecules.
In practice a 2D gel can resolve up to around 6,000 protein spots, making it the most
powerful protein separation tool available, and one of the key techniques in proteomics.
Despite its essential role in proteomics, 2D electrophoresis has a number of shortcomings,
and it has been postulated repeatedly that it is time for a technology shift. [48] The price
for the outstanding resolving power is that 2D gel electrophoresis is very slow, labourintensive and difficult to reproduce. It might easily take up to a week to obtain data from
a sample, and there are many human interventions necessary, making it poorly suitable
for automation. [49] This low throughput is a significant bottleneck for protein expression
screening. In many textbooks on the subject of proteomics, the reader encounters a
statement to the effect of:
“Methodologies such as 2D PAGE are labour-intensive and do not lend themselves easily to the analysis and comparison of dozens of samples.” [37]
Another obstacle is that 2D gels suffer moderate reproducibility and comparing different gels for quantification can be ambiguous. These drawbacks have inspired some
innovations and much research, yet the need for a technique with better performance
remains unsatisfied. One of the trends is the use of prefabricated gels for IEF and SDS
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PAGE, which has improved reproducibility to some extent. [50] With regards to protein quantification, differential gel electrophoresis (DIGE) allows better comparison and
calibration. However, DIGE involves labelling proteins which can influence separation
results. [51,52] Although 2D gel electrophoresis is the gold standard of protein separation,
low throughput and mediocre reproducibility remain significant problems.

Two-dimensional liquid chromatography

(2DLC), also multidimensional liquid

chromatography (as in multidimensional protein identification technology, MuDPIT),
hyphenated liquid chromatography (LC-LC or (LC)n , or shotgun proteomics (coupled
to mass spectrometry): Given the challenges of using 2D electrophoresis, separation by
two coupled chromatographic techniques has been developed. [16,36,53–55] Most commonly,
reversed phase chromatography is coupled to ion exchange chromatography, either in one
single column, in connected columns, or with fraction collection between two independent
columns. The whole protein mixture is digested with trypsin prior to separation. The
eluate can be coupled directly into a mass spectrometer with electrospray ionisation.
Furthermore, comparison of two samples can be achieved by labelling one with a masscoded tag, prior to performing 2D liquid chromatography on the combined samples.
The advantage of 2D liquid chromatography is that it can be fully automated, which
implies fewer losses, less contamination, and greater ease of use. Although both 2D gel
electrophoresis and 2D liquid chromatography struggle with particular proteins (2D gel
electrophoresis with basic, large, hydrophobic proteins, 2D liquid chromatography with
small, hydrophilic peptides), they are mutually complementary. Disadvantages of 2DLC
are that the technique fails if the sample is too complex, and very high computational
power becomes necessary to identify proteins with good confidence.

Liquid chromatography1

Protein chips2

Gel electrophoresis3

Capillary electrophoresis4

Isoelectric
focusing5

2D gel electrophoresis6

2D liquid chromatography7

Peak capacity

50 [36]

100–200 (maximum 5800) [16]

65 [40]

65 [40]

130 [56]

2,000–
10,000 [47]

100–500 [36]

Dynamic range
(orders of magnitude)

3 [36]

semiquantitative [57]

< 3 [45]

4 [58]

< 3 [59]

< 3 [36]

3 [36]

Sensitivity

< 100 pg [36]

1 pg [57]

< 0.01 pg [45]

400 pg [58]

100 pg [59]

100 pg [50]

20 pg [36]

Accuracy

n/a

n/a

1–10 % [38]

1–10 % [58]

0.15 pH unit [60]

1–10 % [38]

< 1 Da [38]

Sample load

µL [57]

10–60 µL [57]

< 50 mg [45]

nL [58]

50-100 µg [50]

50-100 µg [50]

µL [36]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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Table 1.2: Typical performance metrics for a variety of protein separation techniques.

Reverse phase LC, nanoLC, UV detection
Fluorescent detection
SDS-PAGE, silver stain
Capillary gel electrophoresis, UV detection
In immobilised pH gradient strip, silver stain
Silver stain
Ion exchange-reverse phase LC, nanoLC coupled to nanoESI, detection by MS
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Protein electrophoresis

In this section different aspects of protein electrophoresis will be introduced in more
detail. This includes fundamental laws governing electrophoresis as well as a more
detailed discussion of different modes of electrophoresis. Particular attention will be
given to capillary electrophoresis. Scaling laws will be discussed, and the technology of
Label Free Intrinsic Imaging will be introduced.

1.3.1

Background

Under the influence of an external electric field, charged molecules migrate toward the
electrodes. This is the principle of electrophoresis. Charged particles experience an
electric force F~E [N] in the direction of an electric field,
~
F~E = q E

(1.15)

~ [V/m] is the electric field. In media, particles experience
where q [C] is the charge, and E
a friction force F~D [N] in the opposing direction, as described by Stokes’ law,
F~D = 6ηr~v

(1.16)

where r [m] is the Stokes’ radius of the particle, η [sPa] is the viscosity of the medium,
and ~v [m/s] is the velocity. At constant migration, the electric force F~E and the drag
force F~D are equal, and the electrophoretic mobility µ [m2 /(sV)] can be described as: [40]
µ=

q
|~v |
=
6ηr
~
E

(1.17)

The electrophoretic mobility is commonly used to describe the migration of charged
species. In the case of proteins, which are not necessarily charged, the two widespread
techniques of sodium dodecyl sulphate gel electrophoresis and isoelectric focusing employ
different methods of fixing a charge to proteins, and this allows separation. In gel
electrophoresis techniques, sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) confers a uniform charge
per length, which affects the (q/r) term in Equation 1.17. All proteins have the same
mobility, but they are made to migrate through a sieving matrix, which encumbers long
proteins more than short proteins.
Isoelectric focusing does not employ additives, but relies on the intrinsic charge of proteins. The intrinsic charge of a protein in aqueous solution depends on the pH. Each
protein has a characteristic isoelectric point (pI), which is the pH at which the protein
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has zero net charge. In isoelectric focusing (IEF), proteins are introduced into a pH
gradient and subjected to an electric field, which causes proteins to move toward their
isoelectric point in the pH gradient. Individual proteins that diffuse away from their pI
lose neutrality, and return to their pI. This effectively focuses and concentrates proteins
at their isoelectric point.
The pH gradient in IEF can be generated by different means. The most common methods are use of carrier ampholytes (CA) and immobilised pH gradients (IPG). Carrier
ampholytes are a large group of oligoamino-oligo-carboxylic acids that can be designed
with varying pKa. They display a good buffering behaviour around their isoelectric point
and therefore are good candidates for generating pH gradients. The pH gradients display
drift, and can be uneven. CAs are rather expensive, can interact with protein samples,
and are troublesome to eliminate. They reduce sensitivity of UV detection and interfere
with mass spectrometry. Buffer mixtures other than ampholines have been suggested. [61]
However, they have largely been discontinued due to poorer pH gradient characteristics
with exception of specialist applications. [62–64] An immobilised pH gradient (IPG) is
essentially a polyacrylamide gel that has copolymerised with carrier ampholytes. [59] A
gradient of ImmobilinesTM (acrylamido-derivatives with carboxyl- and amino-groups) is
cast with a gradient mixer, and thereafter copolymerised with acrylamide. [65]

1.3.2

Capillary electrophoresis

While the previously described electrophoretic techniques differ in how proteins are
mobilised and separated, ‘capillary electrophoresis’ designates a particular format of
separation, with associated characteristic behaviour. In capillary electrophoresis (CE),
separations are performed in capillaries with an inner diameter of 20–200 µm with high
field strengths of 500 V/cm and more. Conventional electrophoresis in gels such as
polyacrylamide or agarose operates with slabs of tens of centimetres in length and field
strengths of around 10 V/cm. By contrast capillary electrophoresis permits far faster
separations with the same or better resolution. This is due to reduced Joule heating,
improved heat dissipation, and less diffusion.
One phenomenon particular to capillary electrophoresis is electro-osmotic flow (EOF),
in which surface charges on the capillary induce hydrodynamic flow in the capillary.
This is described by the equation:
µEOF =

ξ
vEOF
=
E
η

(1.18)

where µEOF [m2 /(sV)] is the electro-osmotic mobility, vEOF [m/s] is the velocity, E [V/m]
is the electric field,  [Farad/m] is the dielectric constant of the liquid, ξ [V] is the zeta
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potential of the liquid-solid interface, and η [sPa] is the viscosity of the liquid. [40] Due
to the surface charge on the silica walls, solute ions are not distributed homogeneously
but form a gradient, as illustrated in Figure 1.11a. [40,66,67] In particular the compact
and diffuse layers (in the range of a few tens of nanometres from the interface) are of
relevance, since they both have an overall charge and are mobile. Under the influence
of an external electric field, these layers experience a force and migrate toward the electrodes. This causes a flow in the entire capillary. In the case of negatively charged silica
walls it causes a flow toward the cathode with a mobility of around 10−8 m2 /(sV).

Figure 1.11: Electro-osmotic flow. a) Diagram of ion distribution near a charged
surface. After Weinberger [40] . b) Plug dispersion and flow profiles for pressure-driven
and electro-osmotic flow.

While the flow profile across the capillary is parabolic for pressure-driven flow, the
electro-osmotic flow profile is uniform across the channel, as illustrated in Figure 1.11b.
Pressure driven flow is unwanted in a separation, as the parabolic flow shape adds extra
band widening in addition to diffusion. Electro-osmotic flow on the other hand does
not affect bands, and transports the undisturbed capillary filling along. In the most frequently encountered case of untreated fused silica capillary walls and negatively charged
proteins (e.g. from SDS), the electro-osmotic flow direction is opposite to the protein
migration direction. By convention the term ‘normal polarity’ refers to a separation
configuration where injection occurs at the anodic end, and detection occurs at the cathodic end of the capillary. Here the net mobility of the analyte is toward the cathode.
SDS-CGE separations are usually operated at reverse polarity, whereas EOF-based separations often proceed at normal polarity. Capillary surface charge and EOF can be
tuned in direction and magnitude with a variety of surface treatments. Local adhesion
of proteins to the surface causes discontinuity in the electro-osmotic flow, resulting in
non-uniform flow profiles and band broadening. Surface charge and therefore electroosmotic flow is influenced by buffer ionic strength and pH as well as a number of organic
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modifiers and surface coatings. Controlling the surface properties to minimise variations
in electro-osmotic flow is an important aspect of capillary electrophoresis.
Within the capillary format, different electrophoretic separation modes can be implemented. Capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE) and polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE) share the same separation mechanism. In CGE, filling the capillaries with
cross-linked polyacrylamide is less common, and preferentially aqueous solutions of entangled linear polymers are employed, for instance poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), linear
polyacrylamide (LPA), dextran, or polymers of the cellulose family. [68,69] In capillary
zone electrophoresis (CZE), proteins migrate depending on their intrinsic charge-to-size
ratio in a suitable non-sieving buffer. In capillary isoelectric focusing carrier ampholytes
are often used to generate the pH gradient, and the EOF can be used to move the
focused proteins past a detector.
Several detection schemes are common in capillary electrophoresis. In absorption detection, the capillary is illuminated at a wavelength where the absorption of analyte
and buffer differs. The absorption of light passing through a solution of concentration c
[mol/m3 ], is described by the Beer-Lambert law:
I = I0 × 10−c(λ)Lp

(1.19)

where I0 [W/m2 ] is the light intensity prior to entering the solution, I [W/m2 ] is the
intensity after the light has passed through, Lp [m] is the path length the light travels
through the solution, and  (λ) [m2 /mol] is the wavelength-dependent molar absorption
coefficient. [58,70]
From Equation 1.19 different approaches to improving sensitivity can be derived. The
illumination must be optimised to avoid light passing beside the lumen of the capillary,
which would cause an unwanted increase in the background signal. [70,71] . Increasing the
path length the light travels through the solution also increases sensitivity. Configurations with Z-cells and bubble-cells have been suggested to this ends. [40] Z cells include
bends in the capillary such that the illumination occurs along the capillary axis for a
strech. Bubble cells feature a detection zone with a greater cross section area. Finally,
as the molar absorption coefficients of both analyte and buffer depend on the illumintion
wavelength, this may be chosen to maximise the difference in absoprtion.
For proteins, the low ultraviolet wavelength is suitable (200–220 nm), because aqueous
solutions are transparent and proteins absorb well. Diode array detector instruments
can simultaneously detect at different wavelengths, although this is more common for
detecting small molecules than proteins. [72,73] Instead of using a wavelength where the
analyte absorbs strongly, the background medium can be modified with an additive that
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Figure 1.12: Absorption spectra of aromatic amino acids tyrosine, tryptophan, and
phenylalanine. Absorption spectra from Neckers [77] .

absorbs strongly where the analyte is transparent (indirect absorbance detection). [58]
Another common detection scheme involves sample (or background) fluorescence. Although this can be very sensitive, it requires derivatisation of many analytes, including
proteins. [74] Other more unusual approaches have been reported, for instance radioactive detection, Raman scattering detection, refractive index detection, or electrochemical
detection. [40,58,75,76]
Proteins absorb at around 280 nm due to aromatic amino acid residue groups in tryptophan, tyrosine, and phenylalanine (Figure 1.12). Since different proteins have different
amounts of aromatic residues, the absorption at 280 nm is not only dependent on the
amount of protein in the detection volume, but also on composition. At lower wavelengths, below 220 nm and with a maximum at 190 nm, the peptide bond absorbs
light. The peptide bond is equally present in all proteins, therefore the absorption below 220 nm is related to the quantity of amino acids in the detection volume. UV light
at 214 nm is employed to avoid signal variation depending on protein species, and to
remain within the limits of quartz transparency (which begins to drop below 200 nm).
The efficiency of capillary electrophoresis is often given in terms of the theoretical plate
number. This is a figure that is related to the maximum number of peaks that could be
observed (if the entire length of capillary were filled with consecutive peaks, each peak
just distinguishable from the next). In the simplest of approximations, the only reason
for peaks to have a width is molecular diffusion. The Einstein equation (1.20) describes
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diffusion in liquids with: [40]
σD 2 = 2Dt

(1.20)

where σD 2 [m2 ] is the zone variance, D [m2 /s] is the diffusion coefficient, and t [s] the
time. The theoretical plate number N is defined as:
N=

L2s
σD 2

(1.21)

for a separation length of Ls [m]. This is the distance from the capillary inlet to the
point of detection. A related figure of merit is the peak capacity n, with:
n=

Ls
4σD

(1.22)

Customarily the time t in Equation 1.20 is replaced with:
t=

Ls
Ls Lc
=
v
µV

(1.23)

using v = µE (see also Equation 1.17), and E = V /Lc . Here v [m/s] is the migration
speed, µ [m2 /(sV)] the mobility, E [V/m] the electric field strength, V [V] the separation voltage, and Lc [m] the capillary length. Inserting Equations 1.20 and 1.23 into
Equation 1.21 gives: [58]
N=
Assuming Ls ≈ Lc , the

Ls
Lc

µV Ls
2D Lc

(1.24)

term becomes negigible, and the separation length does not

affect the separation efficiency. The most important experimental factor is the applied
voltage.
Beside molecular diffusion, numerous other factors can contribute to the width of a band.
Common sources of band widening include injection width, capillary wall interactions,
thermal effects, laminar flow, and geometric broadening. It is not always possible to
accurately describe the overall band width analytically, but the equations above can
provide a best-case estimate. [40]
The techniques for sample injection are also particular to capillary electrophoresis. In
gel electrophoresis, the sample is deposited in loading cavities, ‘wells’, in the gel. Since
this is not possible in capillary electrophoresis, the techniques of electrokinetic injection
and pressure injection are applied. For electrokinetic injection, the capillary end is
immersed in the sample vial, and an electric field is applied. This causes the sample
solution to migrate into the capillary. After a short time, the capillary end is removed
from the sample and replaced in the reservoir vial. Now the separation of the sample
plug in the capillary can begin. Electrokinetic injection has the advantage that it is fully
compatible with the electrophoresis hardware that is already available. It can introduce
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a bias in the sample, since not all species of a complex sample migrate into the capillary
with the same speed. The alternative sample injection technique, pressure injection,
forces a sample plug into the capillary under external pressure, either with pressurised
gas, or by changing the liquid levels so that the sample end is higher than the capillary
outlet for a short time. While this avoids sample biases, it requires more sophisticated
instrumentation.

1.3.3

Dimensions and scaling laws

As previously indicated, electrophoretic separations benefit from size reduction for reasons of improved thermal characteristics. This can be seen from Equations 1.25 and 1.26,
which describe the power input from Joule heating and power drain from convective heat
transport. Joule heating:
P =

V2
V 2A
V 2 d2 π
∂Q
= Q̇in =
=
=
∂t
R
ρL
4ρL

(1.25)

with power P [W], energy Q [J], time t [s], voltage V [V], resistance R [Ω], cross section
area A [m2 ], resistivity ρ [Ωm], capillary length L [m], and capillary diameter d [m].
Newton’s law of cooling:
∂Q
= Q̇out = kS (T − T∞ ) = k∆T πdL
∂t

(1.26)

with heat transfer coefficient k [W/(m2 K)], surface area across which heat is transferred
S [m2 ], temperature T [K], and environment temperature T∞ [K]. The quotient between
power input and drain, in dependence of capillary diameter, becomes:
Q̇in
V 2 d2 π
V 2d
E2d
=
=
=
4ρLk∆T πdL
4ρk∆T L2
4ρk∆T
Q̇out

(1.27)

with electric field strength E [V/m] (E = V /L). A large (input/drain) quotient is
indicative of poor cooling, where a lot of the power remains in the capillary and causes
the temperature to increase. From Equation 1.27, for the same electric field strength,
the smaller the diameter is, the more efficient cooling becomes.
The advantages of miniaturisation are often demonstrated with scaling laws. Forces
that are a function of the area decrease more slowly than forces that depend on the
volume. For electrophoresis applications, heating is a critical factor, but other experimental parameters such as separation time or detection can be described in terms of
scaling factors. In diffusion controlled systems, the time scales with (typical length)2 .
For a 10-fold reduction of diameter, the typical separation time is 100-fold reduced. [78]
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The different detection schemes have different dimension dependencies. Absorption detection depends on a linear function of dimension. The absorbance (and detection signal)
depends on the length of the light path, as seen in Beer-Lambert’s law (Equation 1.19).
In fluorescence detection, the signal depends on the volume of sample that fluoresces.
Although fluorescent detection is more sensitive than absorbance detection, it suffers a
greater decrease in signal with miniaturisation. [79]
In addition to the benefits that scaling can bring regarding performance, small volumes mean low sample consumption, which can be of importance with scarce samples.
Microfluidics also offers a platform for micro total analysis systems (µTAS), where a
variety of functionalities are combined and implemented on a single chip. [80] This is
more amenable toward automation, which in turn makes a technique easier to use and
reduces operator variability. It also means that a multiplexed channel layout is easy to
implement, which allows numerous separations in parallel. [81,82]

1.3.4

Label Free Intrinsic Imaging

DeltaDOT Ltd. is a is a spin-out company from Imperial College London that has
developed tools and techniques to enhance the sensitivity of UV absorbance detection
in capillary electrophoresis. The core intellectual property is based around the concept
of Label Free Intrinsic Imaging (LFII) and its associated analysis algorithms. [83–88]
A significant limitation in CE is that when UV absorbance detection is used, only poor
concentration detection limits are attainable. At the heart of the deltaDOT algorithms
is the principle that accuracy can be improved by performing multiple measurements and
subsequent signal averaging. Signal averaging may be achieved during a single run, by
means of multiple point detection along the capillary. The signal-to-noise enhancement
is equal to the square root of the number of diode detectors, if the detection is shot-noiseor white (random)-noise-limited.
Typically, linear photodiode arrays are employed with 512 consecutive pixels. The
pixels are arranged linearly along the capillary. Each pixel produces an independent
electropherogram, thus generating 512 electropherograms available for signal averaging.
Generalised Separation Transform (GST) is the algorithm designed to combine all electropherograms, while retaining maximum information on shape and absolute peak size.
This can bring about a signal-to-noise improvement of up to 22.6, theoretically (square
root of 512). In fact, the improvement is typically less than this, as there are other
factors (beside the diode white noise) that contribute to detection errors.
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The Equiphase Vertexing Algorithm (EVA) is the core of the deltaDOT analysis package.
In each individual electropherogram, a band passing that pixel coincides with a signal
minimum. In an equiphase map, these minima are plotted in a space-time diagram,
as seen in Figure 1.13. In this representation, analyte bands are seen as straight lines,

Figure 1.13: Equiphase map. 1) Background signal. 2) Marking on capillary for
alignment. 3) Light saturation from opening and shutting instrument lid. 4) Bands from
sample buffer chemicals. 5) Protein bands migrating past detection window. 6) Bubble
or other non-analyte contaminant. Data from capillary gel electrophoresis separation
(BioRad CE-SDS run buffer) of a commercial standard (8 proteins, BioRad CE-SDS
Protein Size Standard 14-200 kDa). Experimental conditions: fused silica capillary,
75 µm ID / 375 µm OD, 20 cm separation length, total length 35 cm, separation
voltage 12 kV, electrokinetic injection for 10 sec at 10 kV, detector pixels 25 µm wide.

because they progress past the detector in a linear fashion. Background signals appear as
randomly distributed points. The slope of analyte lines in an equiphase map represents
their velocity. All analytes that were injected into the capillary together share a common
(time/position) coordinate in their trajectory. In a time-position plot of the migration
trajectories, analytes that were injected together form a vertex. This is very helpful to
distinguish analytes from other things that are detected, such as bubbles or particles in
the background buffer. In Figure 1.13, number 6 labels two non-analytes that migrate
past the detector on irregular trajectories. As all the bands from a common sample
injection start at the same point in space-time, these lines will have a common vertex.
A fit to this vertex can reduce the error on the fit of the velocities. [89]

1.4

Microfluidics and electrophoresis

Electrophoresis in microstructures benefits from the reduced dimensions. As previously
elaborated, smaller separation geometries inherently improve separation performance.
Smaller channels mean greater surface area-to-volume ratios, which in turn improves
heat dissipation. Better heat dissipation means higher voltages can be applied without
a loss of resolution. As greater electric fields can be applied, faster separations can
be achieved. With smaller dimensions, reduced sample volumes are required. Using
a lab-on-a-chip approach, multiple functionalities (such as sample loading, injection,
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and separation) can be implemented in the same microfluidic structure. This concept
of micro total analysis system (µTAS) is favourable with regards to automation, ease
of use, and minimal user manipulation. [90] Chromatographic techniques benefit from
miniaturisation to a lesser degree. As a pressure driven separation, very narrow channels
can cause high back pressures. Capillary electrochromatography (CEC) is a notable
exception, where an essentially chromatographic separation is driven by electro-osmotic
flow.

1.4.1

One-dimensional electrophoresis on-chip

Much work has been published on capillary electrophoresis in microfluidic chips. [91]
Many different substrate materials have been studied, such as silicon, [92] glass, [93,94]
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), [95] poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS), [74] SU-8 photoresist, [96] cyclo-olefin copolymer (COC), [97] and other polymers. [98] To deal with problems such as protein adsorption and unfavourable electro-osmotic flow, a number of
surface modifications have been reported. [99,100] Chip-specific developments such as optimised sample injection, [101] integrated detection, [102] and sample stacking [103] have also
been studied. Caliper Life Sciences is marketing the LabChip [104] for use in Agilent’s
2100 Bioanalyzer for electrophoresis of proteins, DNA, and RNA.
Isoelectric focusing in microfluidic environments has been reported for a variety of approaches. One of the crucial elements is generating a pH gradient. With carrier ampholytes, a pH gradient forms under the influence of an electric field. Because this is
compatible with many separation designs, isoelectric focusing with carrier ampholytes
has been demonstrated in numerous microfluidic systems including in glass chips, [105]
in PMMA chips, [106] PDMS chips, [107] and COC chips. [108,109] Optimised sample introduction has been studied, [110] and multistage isoelectric focusing has been reported. [111]
A variation of isoelectric focusing, free-flow IEF, has been reported, [112–114] along with
other pI-based free flow separations. [115,116]
In some instances carrier ampholytes are not the ideal choice to generate the pH gradient,
in particular if the pH drift is unacceptable, or if carrier ampholytes interfere with the
downstream analysis. Here immobilised pH gradients can be more useful.
Several techniques are reported for generating gradients in microfluidic structures, for
example with ladder-like mixing regions, [117,118] with multiple parallel channels, [119]
with interconnected reservoirs and electro-osmotic flow, [120] or dynamically with buffer
pulses. [121] Though many of these approaches are more suitable to continuous flow gradients, they could be used to generate a pH gradient prior to immobilisation.
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Among the reports dedicated to forming immobilised pH gradients on-chip, approaches
using monolithic columns with carrier ampholytes grafted to the surface are found. [122–124]
Success has also been reported with diffusion-based gradients in acrylamide that are
photopolymerised. [56] As an alternative to smooth gradients, multiple chambers with
discreet pH values have been used to demonstrate protein separation. [125,126] Other
methods to generate a pH gradient include thermal techniques, [127–130] or electrolysis
of water. [131,132] Going beyond isoelectric focusing in a pH gradient, alternative electrofocusing techniques have been suggested, such as hydrodynamic flow gradient against
electrophoretic migration, hydrodynamic flow against electrophoretic migration gradient, electrophoresis in a conductivity gradient (ion concentration gradient), or electrophoresis against a gradient of denaturant. [133]

1.4.2

Two-dimensional electrophoresis on-chip

Academic research reflects the quest for improved protein separation techniques. Compared to conventional techniques, microfluidic structures have the advantages of convenience for automation, and ease of integration of downstream analysis and auxiliary
functions. A number of publications report a variety of approaches for implementing
two-dimensional electrophoresis on-chip. Previous work can be categorised as either 2D
by sampling, or 2D by capillary arrays. An example of both can be seen in Figure 1.14.

Figure 1.14: Examples of previous work on two-dimensional electrophoresis in microsystems. a) 2D by capillary array: the second separation takes place in an array
of capillaries orthogonal to the first separation. [134] b) 2D by sampling: the second
separation takes place in a single cross-channel. [135]

Microfluidic structures for 2D separations by capillary arrays consist of a channel for
a first IEF separation and an array of orthogonal capillaries for a second SDS separation. This is in close resemblance to conventional 2D gel electrophoresis, with the
slab gel replaced by a multitude of parallel channels. Capillary array systems have
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been fabricated with poly(dimethylsiloxane), [136] cyclic olefin polymer, [137] quartz, [138]
poly(methyl methacrylate), [139,140] and glass. [141] The number of orthogonal capillaries in
the array section has ranged from 10 [142] to 300. [134] Variations have been reported, such
as capillary zone electrophoresis in the first dimension, [143] or native gel electrophoresis
in the second dimension. [144]
Uniformity over the capillary arrays is one challenge facing this type of design. Furthermore, the resolution is reduced to the capillary array ‘bin width’. If there are 10
orthogonal capillaries, the focused proteins are split into 10 groups for the second separation, so the resolution of the first separation is at best 1/10th the span of the first
separation. Given the shortcomings of capillary arrays, there have been some attempts
toward semi-microfluidic integration of isoelectric focusing and polyacrylamide slab gel
electrophoresis. [145–148] Although these systems generally perform faster than conventional 2D gel electrophoresis, they are still slower than microfluidic separations and do
not achieve the resolution of conventional 2D electrophoresis.
The second category, 2D separations with effluent sampling, also termed ‘hyphenated’
separations, combine any two separation modes by collecting the effluent of the first separation with a given sampling frequency and feeding the batches into a second separation.
The separations can be the classical combination of isoelectric focusing and capillary
gel electrophoresis, for instance in poly(dimethylsiloxane) microfluidic chips [149] or in
poly(methyl methacrylate) microfluidic chips, [150] or with a non-microfluidic setup. [151]
Other separations have also been combined, either in microfluidic channels or in capillaries. Such hyphenated separations include the combination of isoelectric focusing
and transient isotachophoresis-zone electrophoresis; [152] isoelectric focusing and capillary
zone electrophoresis; [150,153,154] micellar electrokinetic chromatography and capillary gel
electrophoresis; [155–159] micellar electrokinetic chromatography and capillary zone electrophoresis; [160,161] micellar electrokinetic chromatography and capillary isoelectric focusing; [162] electrochromatography and capillary electrophoresis; [135] isoelectric focusing
and hollow fibre flow field fractionation; [163] and isoelectric focusing and liquid chromatography. [164] There have even been reports of three-dimensional separations coupling capillary zone electrophoresis and isotachophoretic separations. [165] Furthermore,
capillary electrophoresis has been coupled with mass spectrometry [166,167] which constitutes a two-dimensional separation. Other non-electrophoretic separations such as
two liquid chromatographic separations have been coupled. Multi-dimensional protein
identification technology (MuDPIT) is a well known representative of this approach. [54]
One of the inherent weaknesses of sampling techniques is that the separation outcome
after the first dimension is ‘binned’, reducing resolution. Although the resolution can
be improved by increasing the sampling rate, this increases the number of individual
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separations. In all two-dimensional hyphenated separations, there is an unfavourable
trade-off between resolution and speed.
Finally, there have been reports of separations that measure two different properties of
the analytes by unconventional means. In one instance, proteins were first subjected to
isoelectric focusing, before being allowed to diffuse freely in the capillary. Diffusion is
related to molecular weight, allowing an estimate of protein size. [168] Other work used
partial capillary filling [169] and plugs [170] to modify the chemical state or separation
conditions mid-separation. Although these approaches make use of multiple properties
of analytes, they only used them to improve the separation result, and not to record
different analyte properties.
Of all the published work, none has achieved resolutions comparable to those of conventional 2D electrophoresis, due to the inherent limitations of temporal and spatial
sampling approaches. There remains a need for fast, high-resolution multi-dimensional
separations of complex protein samples.

1.5

Virtual two-dimensional separations

Instead of performing two separations orthogonally, virtual two-dimensional (V2D) electrophoresis performs two sequential separations collinearly, and employs time- and spaceresolved measurement to track and reconstruct protein migration. [171,172] This approach
is derived from ‘vertexing’, which has its progenitor in recognition of short-lived decays
in high energy physics. Unlike the techniques discussed above, the resolution is limited
in the first instance by the resolution of the analytical reconstruction. The sequence of
procedures is as follows: a first separation over isoelectric point (pI) is followed by a
second separation over molecular weight (MW). This is illustrated in Figure 1.15.
A first separation is performed much the same as in conventional 2D electrophoresis. In
a pH gradient, proteins migrate to their isoelectric point in an electric field. The pH
gradient is immobilised in a gel-based separation matrix (immobilised pH gradient strip,
IPG). Once the proteins are focused, the pH strip is subjected to a rinse with SDS, much
as in conventional 2D electrophoresis, resulting in the electric charge necessary for the
second (molecular weight) separation.
The second separation is performed in a collinear channel that extends beyond one end
of the pH gradient. The second separation is exactly the same as a conventional capillary
gel electrophoresis separation, with the difference that there is no common starting point,
but the starting point of each protein is defined by its isoelectric point. In the course
of the second separation small, fast proteins can overtake larger, slower proteins as they
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Figure 1.15: Schematic diagram of virtual 2D electrophoresis. A protein mixture is
introduced into a channel with a pH gradient. Under an external electric field, the
proteins migrate according to their charge. At the position in the pH gradient that
corresponds to a protein’s pI, the protein has net charge zero, and remains inert. Thus
proteins are effectively focused at their pI position (IEF, isoelectric focus). Once this
has been completed, an SDS-denaturing environment replaces the pH gradient. Upon
application of an external electric field, the proteins begin their second separation by
molecular weight. Proteins are detected as they progress along the channel; from these
position-dependent measurements, the migration trajectory of a given protein can be
reconstructed.
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progress. At the end of the separation length, proteins are no longer simply ordered by
either size or pI, but in a more complex manner.
As illustrated in Figure 1.15, protein bands are detected as they advance along the channel. Detection is by optical absorption of proteins at ultraviolet wavelength (214 nm).
Passage of a band results in photonic intensity differences that are measured by an array
of photo diodes that are placed along the channel. From the progression of a band, it
is possible to reconstruct the starting point (which determines the isoelectric point), as
well as the migration speed (which determines the molecular weight).
In Figure 1.16 the reconstruction of pI and MW values is illustrated. Reconstruction is
done by recording the migration trajectory of each protein along the channel. From this,
the travelling speed (or mobility) can be calculated, which correlates to the molecular
weight. Given the migration trajectory of a protein in the detection window, its starting
position can be evaluated, which is its isoelectric point in the pH gradient. From this
simple process we can get two dimensions of information, in addition to information
regarding quantity from the UV absorption data.
The V2D system will be implemented in a microfluidic chip-based format with integrated
reservoirs, liquid handling elements, the separation geometry, and a detection window.
Separation progression and data acquisition will all be software controlled. This minimises user intervention and eliminates a number of the problems surrounding 2D gel
electrophoresis.
V2D separations have numerous advantages over other separations. Due to the capillary
based format, very fast separations are possible. By bringing this into a microfluidic
format, even faster separations are possible. The resolution is not limited by sampling
rate or structural layout, but mainly by reconstruction accuracy, which can be improved
by optimising the track fitting algorithms, and by increasing the number of time-space
measurements (e.g. detection along a larger segment of the separation distance). Finally,
the Beer-Lambert approach means that quantification is relatively bias-free—there is not
the error associated with the use of a label and its perhaps incomplete uptake.
Procedures such as staining, destaining, and scanning, customary in conventional 2D
gel electrophoresis, are unnecessary because the information for quantification is already
included in the data collected for tracking. Since the separation is monitored online and
the results are digitally reconstructed and stored in a numerical format, data analysis
can be performed immediately. Graphical representation of a V2D separation in the
traditional spot-image format is straightforward.
This combination of speed, resolution, and quantification is what sets V2D apart from
other separation techniques. In Figure 1.17 V2D proteomics is set against conventional
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Figure 1.16: Reconstruction of isoelectric point and molecular weight with the migration trajectory of proteins. a) In the detection window, the migration trajectory of
proteins is observed as they progress along the channel. From this a migration track
is reconstructed. b) The reconstructed migration tracks provide information about the
starting position in the pH gradient of any particular protein. This defines the isoelectric point of proteins. Additionally, the slope of the migration track provides the
migration speed. From this a protein’s mobility and molecular weight can be found.
c) Using the reconstructed pI and MW of a track as well as the peak area, the separation
data are presented in the same way as a conventional 2D gel.

electrophoresis-driven proteomics, and chromatography-driven proteomics. The processing steps for quantification in conventional gel-base proteomics (gel staining, destaining,
imaging and image analysis) can be performed on-line in V2D proteomics, simplifying
the workflow.
Embedding the complete separation on a single chip is an encouraging start for fully integrated proteomics. Thanks to the freedom of design of microfluidic chips, downstream
functions can be added on, much in a pick-and-mix style. One option is selecting and
switching out proteins for further scrutiny. After a protein has passed the detector, its
further migration trajectory may be predicted from the observed trajectory. This allows
determination of the exact time point a particular band reaches a downstream junction,
or outlet. Flow switching technologies will enable selection and acquisition of specific
bands for further analysis. [173] To combat excessive peak broadening, the stream of effluent can be contained in droplets. [174] Furthermore, the V2D approach lends itself to a
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multiplexed approach, allowing many channels to be analysed simultaneously. This will
lead to direct comparisons between samples not possible with SDS 2D PAGE systems.
Combined, these elements enable downstream analysis after a V2D separation.

Figure 1.17: Comparison of different proteomics workflows.

Chapter 2

Error Analysis
Un physicien éminent me disait un jour à propos de la loi des erreurs:“Tout le monde y
croit fermement parce que les mathématiciens s’imaginent que c’est un fait d’observation,
et les observateurs que c’est un théorème de mathématiques”.
Henri Poincaré: Thermodynamique, Paris 1892

In this chapter, an error analysis for virtual two-dimensional separations is presented. A
first section introduces the fundamental principles and statistical methods. The second
section specifies the experimental methods including the model system, instrumentation, and data analysis algorithms. The third section of this chapter is dedicated to
presenting the results of the error analysis. This includes a study of separations under
standard conditions, followed by studies on systematic variations of the standard conditions. The last section of this chapter discusses the results. This includes developing
and validating different models for error sources, and estimating the magnitude of errors
from different sources. These findings are applied to produce mock-V2D data and assess
the performance of separation reconstruction.
Virtual two-dimensional separations constitute an unprecedented approach to 2D separations, and as such conceal unknown challenges and weaknesses. Part of the purpose of
this thesis is to identify and quantify error sources, circumvent them if possible, otherwise minimise their impact. To elucidate which parameters are critical for performance
and give an idea of performance limits, an error analysis is necessary. V2D separations
operate in a multivariate parameter space, with unknown interdependencies of parameters. To disentangle the effect of a palette of experimental settings from one another,
accessible parameters were systematically varied and separation results were studied
and compared. From these measurements, different sources of errors were identified
60
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and characterised, leading to an optimisation strategy for V2D separations as well as a
performance estimate.

2.1
2.1.1

Introduction
Errors

When measuring the natural world, it must always be kept in mind that any measurement is flawed and only an approximation. It is helpful to distinguish between
systematic and random errors, both of which can contribute to the overall error in a
measurement. Random errors create an unpredictable, but generally unbiased scattering of measurements around a central value. Standard procedure here is to average values
from repeated measurements, so that the individual fluctuations cancel one another out.
The mathematical basis for this is the central limit theorem, which states that the sum
of independent variables approaches a Gaussian distribution with an increasing number
of variables. This means that random errors, which may be considered the sum of many
minute effects, follow a Gaussian distribution around the true value. For a Gaussian
distribution, the mean of repeat measurements provides a good estimator for the true
value, hence averaging can minimise the impact of random errors. [175] In Figure 2.1 a
schematic representation is shown of 20 measurements of a value with random errors.
The random measurements follow a Gaussian distribution around the true value, for
which the mean gives a good estimator.

Figure 2.1: Schematic of 20 measurements x1 , x2 ,...x20 with random errors. In blue
the estimator x̄ for the true (unknown) value of x, and the estimator s for the standard
deviation σ. In the schematic on the right, the measured values are binned into a
histogram, illustrating that they follow a Gaussian distribution around the true value
x with true standard deviation σ (red).
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The mean, or average, x̄ of n measurements is:
n

1X
xi
n

x̄ =

(2.1)

i=1

with xi being the i-th measurement. The term ‘error’ refers to the Gaussian standard
deviation σ, which is the square root of the variance V :
n

V (x) = σ 2 =

1X
(xi − x̄)2
n

(2.2)

i=1

For repeat measurements with random error, the unbiased estimate of the variance, V̂ ,
is:

n

V̂ (x) = s2 =

1 X
(xi − x̄)2
n−1

(2.3)

i=1

The variance of this estimate is:


V V̂ (x) = σs2 ≈

s2
2 (n − 1)

(2.4)

for Gaussian distribution and large n. [175]
Systematic errors behave differently from random errors. Systematic errors arise when
there are discrepancies between model and experiment, and not all factors are accounted
for. Repeat measurements will not help avoid systematic errors, but they will allow the
experimenter to recognise systematic effects more clearly. In an error analysis, systematic
errors are indicative of significant influences on the experiment that need consideration.
Sources of systematic errors can also be related and so can generate highly correlated
errors.

2.1.2

Estimators

The aim of quantitative science is to describe a set of measurements with a mathematical
model. The model is a set of equations with parameters of unknown value. These
parameters need to be estimated so that the data and the model fit with minimal overall
error. The method of least squares is a generally useful—certainly the most widely
used and popular—approach to the task of linear regression. Alternative regressions
include least-absolute-deviations regression, M-regression, and rank-based estimates. [176]
As the name suggests, the sum of the squared difference between data and model is
minimised while varying the model parameters, giving an optimal estimate for those
parameters. Although different curves can be fitted with this approach, a straight line
fit is relevant to the studies herein, since the space-time trajectory of the observed
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protein migration is expected to be linear. [40] A straight line that is fitted to a given
set of data requires determination of two parameters: intercept a and slope b. This
is a well-characterised problem, and an extensive analysis of linear fit approaches for
different statistical categories of data is available. [177] The most common model is that
where of the n paired values xi and yi , one is assumed to be without error and the other
has constant variance, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Schematic of a least squares estimate for a straight line fit to three
measurement values. The measured value pairs (xn ,yn ) have x-values with a constant
error (indicated in green) and precisely known y-values. The sum of the horizontal
distances Rn (orange) is minimised to obtain estimates for the intercept a and slope b.

To fit a straight line x(y) = a + by to n measurement points (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ). . . (xn , yn )
the sum of the horizontal distances is minimised. The sum R2 of horizontal squares is:
R2 (a, b) =

n
X

(xi − (a + byi ))2

(2.5)

i=1

R2 is minimised with

∂R2
=0
∂a

and

∂R2
=0
∂b

(2.6)

By solving Equations 2.5 and 2.6 for a and b, the following estimates for the fit parameters are obtained:
n
b=

n
X

xi yi −

i=1
n
X

n

i=1

yi2

−

n
X

xi

n
X

yi

i=1
i=1
!2
n
X

(2.7)

yi

i=1

a = x̄ − bȳ

(2.8)
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The estimates for the errors associated with the estimates for a and b are: [175]
σa2 = s2



1
ȳ 2
+
n y 2 − nȳ 2

σb2 =

with

s2 =



s2

y 2 − nȳ 2




x2 − nx̄2 − b y 2 − nȳ 2

(2.9)

(2.10)

n−2

The least squares fit model is based on two assumption regarding the paired measurement
values xi and yi . First, it is implicitly assumed that yi values are known without error,
and second, it is assumed that the variance of the xi values is constant. If this is not
the case, a weighted (by variance) least squares fit is more appropriate. Use of a least
squares fit requires validation of these assumptions.
For the purposes of the V2D error analysis, the paired measurement values are in the
form of space/time coordinates of protein detection, as will be discussed in more depth
in Section 2.2. The space component of these coordinates, the pixel number, is known
with negligible error, since pixel spacing is precise, accurate, and does not change (pixels
do however have a finite imaging width, which must be taken into account, as well as a
systematic error insofar as the detector might be positioned at an offset).
The other assumption, constant variance of time coordinate measurement, requires closer
consideration. As peaks move from one pixel to the next, they get progressively flatter
and wider, due to molecular diffusion and other effects. [40] For flatter, wider peaks, the
coordinates of the minima vary within a greater range. This implies that the variance
of the time coordinates is not constant, but increases. To ensure that a least squares
fit is still applicable, the increase of the time coordinate variance must be negligible
within the observation space. This is confirmed in Figure 2.3, where the observation
coordinates (relative to a fitted line) are plotted for five protein peaks migrating past
the detector. Here it is seen that the time coordinates fall within a band of constant
width (indicated with green dashed lines in Figure 2.3). We conclude that any increase in
the time-dimension variance along the detection window is indeed negligible. Hence the
proposed least squares fitting model is applied, despite aforementioned caveat regarding
this fit’s implicit assumptions.
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Figure 2.3: Coordinates of measurement pairs for five protein bands. To exaggerate
the distribution of coordinates, not actual detection coordinates are plotted, but the
time values (x-axis) are plotted relative to a straight line (residual plot, illustrated in
Figure 2.13a). The distribution does not grow wider with increasing pixel number, as
illustrated with dashed green lines for the third band. This supports the assumption
that increases in variance are negligible.

To ensure that the linear least squares fit describes the measurement data well, goodnessof-fit estimates are consulted. The correlation coefficient ρ gives the proportion of data
that is accounted for in the fit. For the tracks plotted in Figure 2.3 above, values for ρ
are in the range of 0.9991 to 0.9999, indicating an excellent quality of fit.
Another quantity to describe the goodness of a fit is the χ2 (‘chi square’) value. This is
the squared difference between observed values and the corresponding value of the fitted
line, weighted by the errors of the measurements. Given n paired measured values xi
and yi , the fitted function f (x), and a measurement error of σi , then χ2 of the fit is:
2

χ =

n
X
(yi − f (xi ))2
i=1

σi2

(2.11)

For large n, the probability distribution of χ2 has a mean that is equal to the number
of degrees of freedom. The degree of freedom is defined as the number of measurements
(n) minus the number of variables that have been optimised for the fit (for a linear
fit: two variables, intercept a and slope b). Applied to a track with 512 data points,
the degrees of freedom are 510. In this case, the most likely value for χ2 is 510. If χ2
is of similar magnitude as the degree of freedom, the fit function agrees well with the
measured values.
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For a given degree of freedom, the probability of observing a certain χ2 value follows a
defined distribution, the χ2 distribution. For 510 degrees of freedom the χ2 distribution
is shown in Figure 2.4. This can be used to assign a confidence level to the goodness of
a fit.
The confidence level for a set χ2 value gives the probability that an observed χ2 value
exceeds the set χ2 value by chance, even for a correct model. For instance, for 510
degrees of freedom, there is a 5 % probability that if the fit is correct, then a χ2 value
greater than 563 is observed; there is a 0.01 % probability that if the fit is correct, then
a χ2 value greater than 683 is observed.

Figure 2.4: χ2 distribution for 510 degrees of freedom. Blue probability density
function, and green cumulative distribution function.

2.1.3

Combination of errors

The outcome from fitting lines to sets of data is an estimate for values of slope and
intercept of these lines. Since it is not necessarily the values of slope and intercept
that are of interest, further mathematical operations are performed. Depending on
what operations are performed, the errors on the estimated values can combine and
propagate according to the law of combination of errors. [175] For the case of a single
function f (l, m) with two independent variables l and m, the law of combination of
errors is:
σf2


=

∂f (l, m)
∂l



σl2


+

∂f (l, m)
∂m



2
σm

(2.12)

Figure 2.5 illustrates how the combination of errors pertains to the problem of fitting
a migration trajectory through a set of detection data. From the least squares fit estimators are obtained for the slope b (Equation 2.7) and intercept a (Equation 2.8) of
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of protein detection coordinates (orange), fitted straight line
(pink), and different errors σ. The fitted parameters for the straight line (intercept a
and slope b) have associated errors σa and σb (green). The errors of the fitted line at
position (t∗ , p∗ ) are σt∗ and σp∗ (blue).

the fitted lines, along with estimators for the errors associated with the slope σb (Equation 2.10) and intercept σa (Equation 2.9). With these values, Equation 2.12 allows
propagation of the error on the fitted line to any point of interest. In the case of protein
migration in the space-time coordinate system, this means that the errors associated
with an arbitrary point on the line (t∗ , p∗ ) can be found, see Figure 2.5.
The linear equations describing the migration of proteins in the time-position coordinate
system are:
t = a + bp
p=

t−a
b

(2.13)
(2.14)

where a is the intercept and b is the slope estimated with a least squares fit to detector
data, and t and p are time and position coordinates, respectively. Note that in this
coordinate system a [s] is the intercept with the 0-pixel axis (i.e. the time a band enters
the detection window) and b [s/mm] is the inverse of the migration speed. From the
least squares fit, we also obtain estimates for the errors of intercept and slope, σa [s] and
σb [s/mm]. Starting with the errors on intercept and slope, the law of error propagation
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is applied to yield the error on time and position:
σt2 = σa2 + pσb2
σp2 =

σa2
+
b2



a−t
b2

2

(2.15)
σb2

(2.16)

The error on position σp2 [mm] is particularly useful, since the position is the parameter
from which the isoelectric point is determined in V2D data.

2.1.4

Error sources in capillary gel electrophoresis

For conventional capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE), a body of work examining the impact of various factors on resolution is available. [40,178–181] In conventional CGE, error
analysis is somewhat simplified compared to multiple pixel detection systems. A single
detector records changes in a given signal (e.g. intensity of transmitted light), and from
this electropherogram peaks are distinguished from the background and assigned a migration time. Important factors influencing detection are peak width and peak height,
i.e. theoretical plate number and signal-to-noise value.
Peak width is affected by sample injection, molecular diffusion, geometric broadening
(for microfluidic chips with turns), band dispersion from non-uniform flow, temperature
(Joule heating), surface interactions, gravity, as well as detector width and data acquisition frequency. Peak height is affected by detection mode (i.e. fluorescent label detection
or intrinsic absorption detection, as introduced in Section 1.3) and detector sensitivity,
detection length, as well as buffer and sample properties.
The errors from aforementioned sources can be reduced by choice of buffer formulation
(transparency, conductivity, surface control and electro-osmotic flow); by experimental
settings (voltage, separation length, [182] or injection mode; [183] ) and by hardware setup
(detector specifications, [184,185] capillary geometry, [186] or temperature control. [187] ) Furthermore, advanced data analysis has been proposed to achieve better data quality. This
includes deconvolution of overlapping peaks with calibration data and partial leastsquares regression, [188] convolution of detection data with a Shah function or a sine
function and then filtering with Fourier transform, [189–193] and signal enhancement by
pseudorandom multiple sample injection and data decoding with a Hadamard transform. [194]
In multipixel detection, the same error sources affect peak detection on a single pixel
level. By combining data from multiple pixels, random errors (noise) of detection can
be reduced and the signal-to-noise ratio improved. Taking advantage of the fact that
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bands migrate in a linear fashion (as defined in Section 1.3, Equation 1.17), additional
constraints may be applied to band detection.
In single pixel detection, the average migration speed is calculated with the migration
time and the migration distance to the detector. On the contrary, multipixel detection
allows direct measurement of the actual migration speed at the detector. From studying
the migration trajectory across the detection window, non-linear migration behaviour
can be studied. This allows new insights into fundamental aspects of protein separations.
For an error analysis of V2D separations, the error sources may be categorised as random
errors, detection errors, and non-linear migration errors. While random and detection
errors are expected to behave in a manner similar to conventional CE, non-linear migration presents a new and uncharacterised error source.

2.2

Experimental methods

2.2.1

Multiple injections as a model system for V2D error analysis

In a V2D separation proteins first undergo isoelectric focusing, and thereafter separation
by CGE. At the end of the CGE separation proteins migrate past a photodiode array,
allowing direct observation of migration. From the migration trajectory, the migration
speed and the starting position can be reconstructed. These parameters are directly
related to molecular weight (migration speed), and isoelectric point (starting position).
The correlation of the molecular weight MW and electrophoretic mobility µ is described
by:
 
1
log(MW) = p + q
µ

(2.17)

where p and q are unknown parameters that are determined on the basis of a calibration
run. [195]
For the purpose of evaluating the errors on migration speed and starting position, conventional CGE separations present a suitable model system. Studying CGE reduces the
complexity of the error analysis and enables use of very simple equipment (without the
need for a pH gradient, capillaries instead of microfluidic chips suffice). One aspect must
be carefully considered, namely that in CGE separations protein migration trajectories
do not intersect, since they originate from the same point of injection. In V2D separations individual protein bands can overtake one another. It is unknown whether these
band crossings affect protein migration.
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To ensure effects from band crossings are not neglected, separations with multiple injections are studied. In multiple injections, sample is injected more than once, from the
same starting point. Following an initial injection of sample, the separation progresses
the same as standard runs. However, after a set time, a second injection of sample is
introduced into the same capillary, with minimal interruption of the already ongoing
separation of the first injection. Depending on the time interval between the injections,
slow proteins from the first injection can be overtaken by fast proteins from the second
injection, as illustrated in Figure 2.6. The outcome is the same if different proteins
start at different positions (as with V2D), or at different times (as with multiple injections). Therefore separations with multiple injections of sample are a valid model for
error analysis of V2D separations, with the advantage of experimental simplicity.

Figure 2.6: Schematic of protein bands crossing (marked with red circles). In blue on
the left are the migration trajectories of six bands in a V2D separation. In green on
the right three protein bands from a first injection (Inj1) intersect with bands from a
second injection of the same sample (Inj2), injected after an interval of ∆t.

2.2.2

Instrumentation

A custom-built capillary electrophoresis system was used for standard measurements.
A translation/tilt adjustable stage for the capillary was fixed on an optical rail. The
capillary ends were immersed in vials with buffer and platinum electrodes (Alpha Aesar,
99.9 % Pt) to a high voltage power supply. The optical train can be seen in Figure 2.7;
in essence, a light source (Heraeus-Nobellight DS225/05 J deuterium lamp) was filtered
(bandpass filter at 214 nm, 22 nm bandwidth) and focused onto the capillary in the
stage.
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Figure 2.7: Optical train of capillary electrophoresis instrument. 1) Deuterium lamp
in lamp holder. 2) Collimating lens and filter. 3) Cylindrical lens. 4) Capillary stage.
5) Photodiode array detector.

A photodiode array (PDA) was positioned immediately behind the capillary, without
imaging optics. This was chosen to ensure that optical calibration (and possibly distortion) does not affect the detected migration trajectory.
Optical alignment was performed for each new capillary to reduce excessive background
(i.e. from light passing beside the capillary lumen). The far UV light that is focused onto
the capillary lumen is absorbed by passing proteins. UV light at 214 nm was employed,
as discussed in Chapter 1.3.2. The capillary was projected onto a PDA to record the
UV light intensity. The light ray diagram for illumination and detection is shown in
Figure 2.8.
The PDA was a self-scanning linear array of 2048 pixels, each 2.5 mm by 25 µm (active
area 20 µm), from Hamamatsu (S3904-2048Q). Photodiodes were N-channel MOS transistors, current output type, with low dark current (0.1 pA) and high saturation charge
(25 pC) for long integration times and a wide dynamic range. The PDA was mounted on
a driver board/pulse generator, also from Hamamatsu (C7884G-01), that supplied start
and clock pulses and charge-to-voltage conversion. The PDA frequency and integration
time can be adjusted (set to 62.5 kHz, 100 ms).
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Figure 2.8: Light ray diagram for illumination and detection.

Data acquisition readout was set to 10 Hz. The analog PDA signal was read out to a
USB data acquisition function module (Data Translation DT9800) which also recorded
trigger and clock pulses from the PDA board. The data acquisition module performed
16 bit analogue-to-digital conversion and was linked to a computer via a USB interface,
from which C++ code was used to control data acquisition and storage. For the 2048
pixel PDA, data from four adjacent pixels was averaged to curb the data volume. The
overall effect of this averaging is the same as using a 512 pixel PDA with 100 µm pixel
width.
One consideration with regards to error analysis was that the pixels need to be small
enough, and data acquisition fast enough, to resolve the expected signal. The instrumentation used employed 0.1 mm pixels at 0.1 seconds per scan, and produced data
volumes in the range of 40 Mbytes per run. In single-detector CE equipment, detector
dimensions are in the range of 1–5 mm (which might differ from detected dimensions),
and readout times of 0.5–2.5 seconds are usual. [40] The typical extent of a protein band
in a capillary was in the range of 4–20 mm, and under routine migration conditions a
band took from 4–120 seconds to pass the detector. Compared to even very quick and
narrow protein bands, the detector sampling in space and time dimension was at least
an order of magnitude smaller.
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Data analysis: hit-finding and track-fitting

A set of custom offline analysis packages (ENIUS, deltaDOT, developed by Phil Lewis)
were used and adapted to the requirements. Code was written in C++, [196] extended
by the ROOT framework (version 5.12/00). [197] To outline the data analysis process as
illustrated in the flow chart in Figure 2.9, the program begins with loading detector data
from a file, then identifies hits where something has passed the detector, and finally fits
tracks through the found hits. Once this is done, various operations can be performed,
for instance plotting the residuals for tracks.

Figure 2.9: Flow chart for hit-finding (left) and subsequent track-finding (right) algorithms.
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of hit-finding algorithm on measurement data (a-e), and
time averaging (h). a) Electropherogram of a pixel. b) Noise sample at beginning of
electropherogram. c) The noise value is multiplied by a threshold value to give a hit
threshold (pink line). Hits are minima below the threshold (red asterisk symbols). For
each hit the nearest maxima are also determined (red circle symbols). d) The hits of
all pixels are determined, resulting in e) a hitmap. f) Time averaging: moving average
of 10 time values along an electropherogram (raw data black, time averaged red).

In Figure 2.10a-e the hit-finding algorithm is illustrated. Prior to finding hits, a five
second noise sample is collected for each pixel (Figure 2.10a). The photocurrent data
values for each pixel are normalised to this initial intensity. This is necessary because
the absolute photocurrent level varies from pixel to pixel, as does the noise level. Next,
one pixel after the other is processed for hits (Figure 2.10c). A hit is a minimum in
photocurrent (where a protein band absorbs some of the UV illumination), that exceeds
the noise value multiplied by a threshold value. The default threshold value is set to
100 (representing 100 x the noise floor of the data), but can be modified with a graphic
user interface. A threshold value of 100 is very high compared to the limit of detection
threshold slightly above 3. [198] This can be useful to distinguish true proteins bands from
other signals, as demonstrated in Figure 2.12. Hit-finding can be assisted by applying
a moving average filter, again adjustable with a graphic user interface (with the default
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setting, 10 adjacent scans are averaged) (Figure 2.10h). For each hit, along with pixel
and scan and signal value, the preceding and following maxima are recorded (giving
front and back widths of the peak in the time-dimension), as well as the area of the
peak.
Once all the hits have been determined, hits are assigned to tracks. One by one, hits
are tested as to whether they can be added to an existing track, and if not, they are
used to start a new track. Hits are added to a track if they lie within an acceptance
window, as illustrated in Figure 2.11. For the first few hits of a track, the acceptance
window is related to the width of the peak of the previous hit. Once there are enough
hits to provisionally fit a track, the acceptance window is centred on the provisional
track. Appropriate settings for hit testing and acceptance widths are crucial and can
quite easily cause failure if not well chosen. These settings were adjusted for a standard
run and not modified thereafter. Once all hits have been tested, tracks with too few

Figure 2.11: Illustration of track-finding algorithm. a) Starting with all hits found
in a hitmap, hits are analysed in ascending time. A hit is either added to an existing
track if it passes the acceptance criterion, or it is used to start a new track. b) If a
track has fewer than 20 hits, then the acceptance criterion is related to the width of
the last hit added to that track. Blue arrows indicate the acceptance window for the
illustrated peak; the orange circled hit lies within the acceptance window, and is added
to the track. The crossed out hit is outside the acceptance window and is used to
start a new track. c) Once a track has more than 20 hits, these hits are used to lay a
provisional track (with least squares fitting). The projected time coordinate of a pixel
on the provisional track is given an acceptance window (blue arrows) for testing hits.
The acceptance width is related to the spread of hits around the provisional track, but
is capped at a set value. d) Once all hits have been assigned to a track, the tracks
with only few hits (< 150) are deleted. Fitted tracks (blue lines) are plotted and track
parameters are available for further analysis.
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hits are discarded to avoid inclusion of unmeaningful tracks. After every addition of a
hit to a track, the fit values are updated. This includes the estimators for slope and
intercept, along with error estimates, as well as the sum of squared deviations (for all
hits belonging to a track, in time dimension). This last value gives an estimate of track
quality and can be used to discard poor quality tracks.

Figure 2.12: Electropherogram and hitmaps for different threshold values. a) Default
threshold 100. Note only five of the expected seven bands are found at this threshold. Using the graphic user interface the threshold could be reduced until the missing
two bands are found. b) At a threshold value of 50 all seven bands are found. c)
Threshold value is 10, which is near the limit of detection. Here excessive secondary
bands are found. The data is from a standard separation (200 mm separation length,
350 V/cm electric field, 75 µm inner diameter capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with
the standard sample (7 proteins, 10-225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL).

Once track data have been determined, a variety of further analyses can be performed,
as illustrated in Figure 2.13. Tracks can be plotted and a vertex verified. The residuals
(distance hit-track in time dimension) can be plotted to assess migration trajectory
shape. The peak half-width (i.e. toward front and back) of any given peak can be used
to describe and define peak shape and asymmetry.
Given the start time of migration, the track error estimators can be propagated back
to the beginning of migration, to give a start position estimated error. Finally, since
the actual starting coordinates are known, the distance between real and reconstructed
starting position can be used for comparison. These two error values will be distinguished
as ‘track error’ and ‘starting position error’. Note in a V2D separation, only the track
error is available, but the starting position error value is necessary for correction.
In plots of migration trajectories, the x-axis is the time axis (in units of seconds) and
the y-axis is the position axis (in units of millimetres). For track fit plots, a is the
intercept with the 0-pixel axis (i.e. the time a band entered the detection window) and
b is the inverse migration speed. For error plots, the units are in millimetres and seconds,
and position error values are propagated to the start time (illustrated in Figure 2.13c).
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Figure 2.13: Further analysis to evaluate track data. a) Residual plot: distance in
time dimension between hits and the fitted track. Only the first 20 pixels of the 512 in
total are shown. b) Half widths at half maximum of a hit: toward front (slow flank)
and back (fast flank). c) Track error and starting position error: propagated fitting
error at starting time, and distance between recorded starting position and track.

The precise (to 0.1 seconds) start time is read out of the PDA data, which show a
characteristic drop when the external high voltage is switched on.

2.2.4

Experimental parameters

A set of standard experimental conditions is defined along with a sample preparation protocol. The same preparation protocol, buffer, and equipment are used unless otherwise
indicated. A selection of experimental and analytical parameters that are expected to
have an impact on errors is chosen and systematically varied. Many of these parameters
affect multiple error sources which compete or are compounded, giving rise to complex
error behaviour patterns. These data have been studied to understand how proteins
migrate and, more specifically, how this migration behaviour affects V2D separations.
Varied experimental parameters include separation voltage, capillary diameter, separation length, separation buffer formulation, sample dilution, hit threshold, and pixel
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inclusion. Since it is desirable to decouple error sources as much as possible, errors arising from band crossings (after multiple injection of sample) are studied independently
from other effects.

Experimental procedures and reagents

Unless otherwise noted, fused silica cap-

illaries (PolyMicro Technologies) with 75 µm inner diameter and 375 µm outer diameter
are used. Standard separation length (to first pixel) is 20 cm, with a 5.5 cm imaging
window and 35 cm total length. Capillaries are subjected to a cleaning routine immediately prior to every separation (flush 3 minutes 0.1 M NaOH, 3 minutes 0.1 M HCl,
3 minutes ultrapure water, 7 minutes separation buffer, and 3 minutes separation buffer
into anode vial) as well as a special cleaning routine for new capillaries (5 min methanol,
3 min ultrapure water, 5 min 1 M NaOH, 3 min ultrapure water, 5 min 0.1 M HCl, 5 min
ultrapure water).
Standard separation buffer is a SDS-MW gel buffer for protein CGE (Beckman Coulter Inc., proprietary polymer buffer formulation, pH 8.0, 0.2 % SDS). The sample used
is a 7-protein SDS-MW sizing standard 10-225 kDa (Beckman Coulter Inc., recombinant proteins, 16 mg/mL total protein concentration, MW 10, 20, 35, 50, 100, 150,
225 kDa). The sample is diluted to 3.2 mg/mL. Sample buffer (Beckman Coulter Inc.,
100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 9.0, with 1 % SDS) is diluted with ultrapure water so that in the
final sample, sample buffer is diluted 1:1. To reduce and denature proteins, 5 % v/v
2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) is added to the sample and heated above 90 ◦ C
for 5 minutes. Sample and separation buffer are degassed under vacuum prior to use.
At the beginning of each run at least 1 minute is allowed for noise data collection.
Sample is injected electrokinetically (as described in the Section 1.3.2), with 200 V/cm
field strength for 15 seconds. Standard separations proceed at 350 V/cm field strength.
The UV light source is allowed at least 15 minutes to stabilise, and not left on over
3 hours to avoid intensity fluctuations.
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Results

In the first part of the results from the error analysis, standard separations—and their
associated errors—are characterised. This includes studying run-to-run variations, as
well as comparing estimated position errors with actual errors of reconstructed starting
position. The shape of the migration trajectories from detection data is examined to
validate the track-fitting model. The errors for different molecular weights are compared. Next, the effects of hit-finding and tracking parameters on errors are explored.
In particular the significance and dependence on hit threshold and detection length are
considered. Thereafter variations of separation parameters are studied. A first study
will characterise the effect of four different separation conditions, namely sample dilution, separation voltage, separation length, and capillary diameter. Furthermore, different separation buffers are compared. Finally, the effect of overlapping analytes—the
so-called band crossings—are included in the analysis by studying errors from multiple
injection separations.
In this thesis, the verb ‘to vertex’ will be used to refer to the situation where a cluster
of space-time correlated tracks apparently emanate from a single space-time coordinate.
If proteins share a common injection coordinate, then the corresponding tracks vertex.
The term ‘measured error’ will be used to refer to the position error from the least
squares fit, propagated back to the starting time of the separation. The term ‘starting
position error’ will be used to refer to the difference in position between the recorded
starting position (at the start of the capillary) and the reconstructed starting position
(from the observed migration trajectory).

2.3.1
2.3.1.1

Characterisation of errors for standard separations
Vertex analysis

Before probing the various separation parameters, the errors of a standard separation
are scrutinised. In Figure 2.14 the fitted tracks for a standard separation can be seen.
The recorded vertex is marked with a black star. As can be seen, although some tracks
do appear to converge at a vertex (indicating a common starting position and time),
the vertex does not coincide with the recorded starting coordinates. The track pattern
displayed is characteristic, with the first four bands (10, 20, 35, 50 kDa) vertexing better
than the last three (100, 150, 225 kDa). If the vertex region is inspected in more detail
as shown in Figure 2.14b, it becomes clear that the first tracks do not vertex either, but
intersect at staggered coordinates. This indicates that migration may not be linear, or
that other unknown systematic errors could be affecting the results.
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Figure 2.14: Track plot: reconstructed protein migration trajectories. a) Entire
separation space (with detector zone shaded orange). b) Enlarged vertex region of
tracks. The recorded injection coordinates are indicated with a solid black star symbol.
The ‘best fit’ vertex with minimal summed distances of tracks is indicated with a
green asterisk symbol. The black track indicates the lowest molecular weight protein
(10 kDa), and the cyan track labels the highest molecular weight protein (225 kDa).
The separation conditions are standard (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric
field strength, 75 µm ID capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard sample (7
proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL).

To ensure that the discrepancy between the recorded starting coordinates and the observed vertex is not simply a problem of positioning the imaging window incorrectly
or other instrumentation bias, a ‘minimum-error’ vertex was evaluated. The minimumerror vertex is at the coordinates where the summed track distances is minimal. In the
track plots in Figure 2.14, the minimum-error vertex is displayed as a green eight-point
asterisk. Note the coordinates of the minimum-error vertex: sub-zero time coordinate,
indicating sample injection prior to starting data acquisition, and position coordinate in
the neighbourhood of 31 cm, 11 cm away from the capillary inlet at 20 cm. Both coordinates are beyond reasonable errors for the recorded vertex. This minimum-error vertex
is not very credible, indicating that it is not a simple problem of detector positioning
for instance.
In Figure 2.14 the last three tracks do not converge at all, but the first four tracks
might give a more meaningful vertex. If only the first four tracks are considered, the
minimum-error vertex (in the blue shaded area in Figure 2.14b) is closer to the recorded
starting coordinates. The position coordinate of this minimum-error vertex is then
around three centimetres beyond the recorded starting position (capillary inlet). The
time coordinate of the minimum-error vertex is around 75 seconds too early, compared
to the recorded starting time. This minimum-error vertex is farther from the recorded
starting coordinates than what could be explained by a simple positioning mistake or
inaccuracy in the starting time from capacitive effects.
Obviously the choice of vertex has an effect on the errors of the reconstructed starting
positions. This is displayed in Figure 2.15. While the track errors change only very little, the behaviour of starting position errors depends on the choice of vertex. The four
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Figure 2.15: Track errors and starting position errors for different vertices. a) Errors with recorded vertex (solid star). b) Errors with ‘best’ vertex (minimum-error) of
all 7 tracks (asterisk). c) Errors with minimum-error vertex for the first four tracks
(crosshairs). d) Tracks around vertex region with different vertices (full star—recorded
starting coordinates, asterisk—‘best’ vertex, crosshairs—minimum error vertex of first
four tracks) and errors (green—starting position error, orange—track error). The separation conditions are standard (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric field
strength, 75 µm ID capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL).

graphs in Figure 2.15 reflect nothing other than the linear nature of the tracks. Furthermore, although the graphs illustrate that different vertices can be found to minimise the
starting position errors for the first four tracks (Figure 2.15c), or minimise the starting
position errors for all tracks (Figure 2.15b), they also display that for any choice of
vertex there remain considerable errors. This is also obvious from the track plot, where
there is no single clear vertex. This indicates that the difference between recorded and
observed vertex is not a simple mistake in capillary length, and may not be dismissed as
irrelevant. Another important consideration is that in a V2D separation, the tracks will
not vertex, and no other information besides recorded starting time is given. We are
considering vertexing merely to judge the likely errors in the reconstructed V2D starting
coordinate. For this reason, the recorded starting coordinates will always be used in all
analyses.
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Track errors and starting position errors

One of the first questions that springs to mind on observing track plots pertains to
the large discrepancy between track error and starting position error. Because these
errors are of a different order of magnitude, separate graphs are necessary to display
their behaviour. Comparing track error and starting position error for different tracks,
as seen in Figure 2.15a, it is seen that the starting position errors are roughly a factor
of ten greater than the track errors. This indicates that while the migration across
the detection window is approximately linear, there remains unaccounted non-linear
migration in the course of the separation that needs to be investigated.

Figure 2.16: Track error and starting position error of seven proteins, plotted against
molecular weight. a) Track errors. b) Starting position errors. The separation conditions are standard (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric field strength, 75 µm
ID capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa,
3.2 mg/mL).

On comparing track errors for increasing molecular weights in Figure 2.16a, one observes
a slight decrease in tracking error for the lower 10–50 kDa range, and thereafter the track
error increases again, from 0.1 mm to 0.7 mm. The track error indicates how well the
migration trajectory fits a straight line. It is expected that heavier, slower proteins
experience greater band broadening and display flatter peaks, [181] and therefore the
errors for their tracks are expected to be greater than for smaller, faster proteins.
While peak diffusion explains the track error increase above 50 kDa, track errors in the
lower molecular weight region remain unexplained. Although it is a possibility that the
sample is not well balanced and the greater errors for the first bands are caused by
relatively smaller peaks, a quick check of a single pixel electropherogram (Figure 2.17)
shows that this is not the case. These data indicate that there might be some unexpected
reasons why migration trajectories differ from a straight line, and that the migration
trajectory needs closer examination. Overall, a track error in the range of 0.1–0.7 mm
is not very large and indicates a good track fit.
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Figure 2.17: Electropherogram of a standard separation with seven proteins, 10–
225 kDa. Pink stars indicate ‘hits’ as determined by the tracking algorithm. The
separation conditions are standard (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric field
strength, 75 µm ID capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer).

As mentioned above, the starting position errors are around a factor 10 greater than
the track errors. For increasing molecular weight, the starting position error increases
from around 10 mm up to 50 mm. The negative values of the starting position errors
in Figure 2.16b indicate orientation relative to the recorded starting coordinates. The
error increase is not simply linear, but shows an exaggerated change above 50 kDa.
To ensure that the observations made are representative and reflect day-to-day variations, data from repeated runs were collected. These runs were not performed consecutively, but interspersed with other experiments over months. In Figure 2.18 the fit
parameters for all the tracks are plotted, along with error estimates.
In the plot of fit parameters, the values lie on a straight line when the tracks form a
vertex, and the values that deviate from the straight-line trend are from tracks that
do not have a common vertex with the others. Although the separations show some
variation, values from different runs show a similar flattening off, away from a straight
line.
The separations where the values lie outside the general trend coincide with the separations that are of poor quality, where bubbles intersect migration tracks or the sample
is slightly depleted. Figure 2.19 shows how a bubble intersects with migration trajectories, adding false hits to a track. Least squares fits are known to perform poorly when
the data include outliers. Inclusion of some outliers is a trade-off for an acceptance
width for hits around a track that is wide enough to include most of the correct hits.
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Figure 2.18: Track slope and intercept for 12 repeat separations. Track equation
(time = a + b × position) with intercept a and slope b. a) Grouped by run. b)
Grouped by band molecular weight. Runs with poor data quality are marked with an
asterisk in the legend. The separation conditions are standard (200 mm separation
length, 350 V/cm electric field strength, 75 µm ID capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer),
with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL).

This illustrates the problem of track interference, and the impact of small experimental
irregularities.
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Figure 2.19: Hitmap illustrating a bubble interfering with protein tracks. Hits (red)
and fitted tracks (blue) are shown. In the upper half a string of ‘false’ hits from an
unknown disturbance such as a bubble are included in tracks. The data shown are from
run 5 of the standard separation series in Figure 2.18.

2.3.1.3

Error correlation

With the collected data from 12 repeat runs, it is possible to study the dependence
of errors on various properties. This is important in view of V2D separations, where
the error of the reconstructed starting coordinates is not known. If these errors are
correlated with some other measure, such as mobility or migration time, this can be
used to estimate errors, and correct the reconstructed starting position.
From the track-fitting, two track properties are readily available: intercept and slope,
or migration time and mobility. An initial hypothesis is that errors (starting position
error as well as track error) are correlated to migration time. This is explained by
peak broadening with time-dependent molecular diffusion. For molecular diffusion, the
diffusion length σD is dependent on the diffusion coefficient D and the time t as described
2 = 2Dt (Eq. 1.20 in Section 1.3.2).
by the Einstein equation σD

Figure 2.20 shows that although errors do increase with migration time, and a quadratic
function can be found to fit values of the same run, the differences between runs are
considerable and a global correlation between starting position error and migration time
is difficult. Since migration time and migration speed are correlated for this experiment,
migration speed (i.e. mobility) behaves similarly.
Although migration time or mobility can be replaced with relative migration time, or
relative mobility, respectively, to achieve better alignment, the run-to-run variance is
still too large for reliable calibration, as shown in Figure 2.21.
Neither migration time nor mobility is a convincing candidate for calibration to correct
the reconstructed start position error for an unknown track. Another readily available
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Figure 2.20: Starting position errors plotted against migration time and mobility. a)
Starting position error vs. migration time, grouped by run. b) Starting position error
vs. migration time, grouped by band molecular weight. c) Starting position error vs.
mobility, grouped by run. d) Starting position error vs. mobility, grouped by band
molecular weight. Runs with poor data quality are marked with an asterisk in the
legend. The separation conditions are standard (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm
electric field strength, 75 µm ID capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard
sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL).

Figure 2.21: Starting position errors plotted against relative migration time and
mobility. a) Starting position error vs. relative migration time, grouped by run. b)
Starting position error vs. relative mobility, grouped by run. For calibration the first
peak of a series is used as reference. Runs with poor data quality are marked with an
asterisk in the legend. The separation conditions are standard, with standard sample.
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quantity is the track error. If the starting position error were correlated to the track error, this would enable estimation and correction of unknown position errors. Figure 2.22
shows starting position errors plotted against track errors for 12 runs with seven tracks
each, grouped either by run (Figure 2.22a) or by molecular weight (Figure 2.22b).

Figure 2.22: Starting position errors plotted against track errors. a) Starting position
error vs. track error, grouped by run. b) Starting position error vs. track error, grouped
by molecular weight. Runs with poor data quality are marked with an asterisk in the
legend. The separation conditions are standard, with standard sample (7 proteins,
10–225 kDa).

As observed earlier, the track error is sensitive to outliers, which can occur in the form
of false hits from bubbles or other background signals that are added to tracks. This
affects the graphs in Figure 2.22, where runs 5 and 8 shear out from the rest. As for
the majority of separations, the starting position error does appear to correlate with the
track error, and this might possibly be used for error correction.
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Figure 2.23: Molecular weight versus mobility. a) log (molecular weight) vs. log (mobility). b) log (molecular weight) vs. inverse mobility. The dashed black line indicates
a straight line fit for data from run 3. Data were taken from 12 separations (runs with
poor data quality are marked with an asterisk in the legend) performed under standard conditions (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric field strength, 75 µm ID
capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa).

The collected data are used to verify that the buffer is not approaching loss of separation
for the 225 kDa proteins, [69] and that the molecular weight may be calibrated to the
mobility. Figure 2.23 shows two versions of molecular weight-mobility plots.
In the log (mobility) vs. log (molecular weight) plot (the conventional format for analysing
separation performance), it can be seen that even for the highest molecular weight protein, the curve has not flattened out entirely, and sieving is still effective. It does however
appear that 225 kDa is near the upper limit of sample molecular weight for which this
buffer is effective.
In the log (molecular weight) vs. inverse mobility plot, a straight line can be fitted as a
 
calibration function in the form of Equation 2.17, log(MW) = p + q µ1 with molecular
weight MW [kDa], mobility µ [cm2 /(sV)], and fitted intercept p and slope q. [199] The
calibration curves for different runs demonstrate the same shape, but with an offset. For
a purposeful calibration, samples would need to include a calibration marker, so that the
relative offset could be corrected. This is common practice in many protein separation
techniques.

2.3.1.4

Goodness of fit analysis

To study the quality of the fit obtained, different quantities are compared. In Figure 2.24,
the correlation coefficient ρ (proportion of data that is accounted for in the fit), the
χ2 (chi square) value, and standard deviation σt of hit coordinates relative to the fitted
lines (in the time-dimension) are shown for five sets of tracks.
In Figure 2.24a, the correlation coefficient of different tracks is shown for five separations
under standard conditions, with tracks plotted by molecular weight. The correlation
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Figure 2.24: Goodness of fit for data from five standard separations. a) Correlation
coefficient for protein tracks, plotted by molecular weight. b) Standard deviation of hit
time coordinate relative to fitted line. Solid lines represent all hits of a track, dashed
lines indicate where only the first 20 hits of a track are considered. c) χ2 (chi square)
values of fits, plotted by molecular weight. In black the χ2 value that is associated with a
0.01 % confidence level of the fit being correct. Runs with poor data quality are marked
with an asterisk in the legend. All separations are performed under standard separation
conditions (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric field strength, 75 µm ID
capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa).

coefficient indicates how strongly the two coordinates (time, position) of each hit are
correlated. Correlation coefficient values fall between 0.996 and 0.999, which may be
interpreted as a high degree of linear dependence between time and position coordinate
of hits. It is noteworthy that the correlation decreases slightly with higher molecular
weight bands, which is plausible because these bands have flatter, wider peaks and the
exact hit coordinate varies slightly more. The run with especially poor correlation is
one of the runs that was already earlier identified as a particularly poor quality run with
bubbles interfering with protein tracks.
In Figure 2.24b, the standard deviation of hit time-coordinates relative to the fitted line
is shown for different tracks. This standard deviation is plotted for inclusion of all the
hits belonging to a track (solid lines), and for inclusion of only the first 20 hits of a track
(dashed lines). With increasing molecular weight, peaks get wider and flatter, and hits
are spread further around the fitted track, hence the standard deviation increases with
molecular weight. The standard deviation of the first 20 hits is smaller than for the
complete set of hits belonging to a track. This is explained by the non-linear migration
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discussed above. The standard deviation of the first 20 hits indicates the (random)
error on the time coordinate of hits. The standard deviation of the complete set of hits
indicates the (systematic) error of hits relative to a track. The χ2 values express the
discrepancy between these two standard deviations and indicate how much of the track
lies within a reasonable distance (the expected standard deviation) of the measured
values.
In Figure 2.24c, χ2 values are plotted for increasing molecular weight. The number of
degrees of freedom for most tracks is 510, with certain poor quality tracks below that
(only in three instances below 300). For a good fit, the χ2 values are slightly higher
than the value for degree of freedom. The black line (open triangle symbols) indicates
critical values for χ2 at a 0.01 % confidence level that the track fits the measurements
(0.01% probability that an observed χ2 exceeds the critical χ2 values by chance, even
for a correct model). These critical χ2 values fall between 280 and 640 for the plotted
tracks. In contrast, the obtained χ2 values are orders of magnitude greater. This means
that only very few of the measured values actually coincide with the track.
To summarise, although time and position coordinates are highly correlated and indicate
a good linear fit, the measurement values do not actually follow a linear migration track,
but more complex non-linear trajectories. Although the fitted lines represent the data
well, they are only an approximation of the non-linear migration trajectory of proteins.

2.3.1.5

Shape of migration trajectories

From analysis of errors so far it has become clear that the trajectory shapes need close
scrutiny. For this purpose, the residuals, i.e. the distance in the time-dimension between
each hit and the fitted track (as illustrated in Figure 2.13), are plotted for all seven
tracks of a separation. In Figure 2.25a the hits and fitted track for a 50 kDa band are
shown, and in Figure 2.25b the residual plots for all seven tracks are shown.
In conventional capillary gel electrophoresis, the relationship between position and time
is generally assumed to be linear. [40] With single-point detection there is no evidence to
the contrary. With detection at multiple positions along the capillary, it appears that
the trajectories are not straight. Contrary to the expected straight lines, the residuals
plots are curved and bend at certain points. This is confirmed for all separations.
The residuals of different tracks are positioned correctly relative to one another, so the
observation that the bends in migration trajectories lie in a straight line deserves further
investigation.
Figure 2.26 displays the hitmap with migration trajectories of the 100, 150, and 225
kDa bands. On closer inspection of this hitmap, a bend in the migration trajectories
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Figure 2.25: Shape of migration trajectories. a) Hits (red) and fitted track (blue) for
close-up of 50 kDa band trajectory. b) Residuals of seven tracks are plotted. Residuals
are positioned correctly relative to one another. The section shown in Figure a) is
coloured red in Figure b). Standard separation conditions and sample apply.

Figure 2.26: Bend in migration trajectories. a) Section of hitmap showing last three
bands (100, 150, and 225 kDa). Hits are shown in red; light green indicates a straight
line for reference; the kinks lie on a line, indicated with a dashed dark green line.
b) Three-dimensional electropherogram. A lighter background band can be seen from
front right to back left. Standard separation conditions and sample apply.

is visible, especially when compared to a straight line (light green line). In this plot, it
can be seen that the bending point of the three trajectories lie on the same line (dashed
dark green line in Figure 2.26a).
Further evidence is found in the three-dimensional electropherogram plot (Figure 2.26b).
Here the traces from all pixels are included to give a comprehensive image of the separation, with the colourscale additionally illustrating height or z-coordinate (absorbance).
The seven protein bands are seen as ridges from the front toward the back right. Note
the lighter stripe along the baseline that moves from front right to back left, against the
protein bands, at a shallower angle than the proteins.
This counterband is not an image artefact, but can be seen in the single pixel electropherograms as a step. The point of intersection of this counterband with the protein
peaks coincides with the trajectory kink. The counterband can be seen in a blank run,
where no protein sample is injected, as displayed in Figure 2.27b.
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Figure 2.27: Background disturbance. a) 2D projection of 3D electropherogram.
Time-position representation of detection data, with colour representing peak height.
Seven proteins bands migrate from left to right (red line in blank zone). Four counterbands migrate from right to left (blue lines in blank zones). In black on the left the
length of the capillary is represented, positioned at the coordinate of the injection time.
Tracks are laid through the protein bands (red) and counterbands (blue). The point
of intersection of each blue track with the black capillary indicates its position at the
start of the separation. b) (Inset) Three-dimensional electropherogram of a blank run
with no sample injected. Standard separation conditions and sample apply.

The counterband is a background disturbance that migrates from the anode to cathode,
in the opposite direction as the proteins. Counterband migration is relatively slow compared to protein migration. The counterband causes non-uniform migration conditions
and interferes with protein migration. Due to the step shape of the counterband in
electropherograms, it is not detected by peak-finding algorithms.
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In a two-dimensional time-position image of detection data, with colour representing
peak height, the counterband steps are seen as blank zones (in a slope the peak-finding
algorithm fails and no peak heights can be assigned) in Figure 2.27a.
A graphic analysis of the counterbands indicates that they migrate at the same speed,
and that the starting positions are in the capillary for the first bands, and in the anodic
vial for the last band. The background migration along with the non-linear protein
migration it appears to cause will be discussed in further detail in Section 2.4.2.
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Peak shape analysis

In Figure 2.28 an enlarged section of the residual plot of the second (20 kDa) track is
shown. The section displayed is only from the first 150 pixels, before the counterband

Figure 2.28: Non-linear migration trajectory in an enlarged section of the residual
plot. The first 150 hits (blue) of the second (20 kDa) track of a standard separation
are shown. The straight reference line (dashed green) illustrates that this band is not
undergoing linear migration, but accelerating.

intersects with this band. If this band migrates in strictly linear fashion, as expected,
the shape of the residual is a straight line. Comparing the residual shape in Figure 2.28
with a straight line (dashed green) shows that this band does not migrate in a linear
motion, but accelerates as time progresses. At the same time, the shape of peaks in the
single pixel electropherograms changes, from symmetrical to asymmetrical, as seen in
Figure 2.29.

1

Figure 2.29: Electropherograms of pixels at different positions along the detector.
a) Pixel near beginning of detection window. b) Pixel near end of detection window.
Approximately 50 mm lie between the two pixels. Standard separation conditions and
sample apply.
1

This effect was first observed in 2003 by deltaDOT Ltd. We are indebted to Dr Nathan Lacher of
Pfizer Global R+D for bringing it back to attention in 2006.
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To quantify the peak shape, the values for half width at half maximum (HWHM) in
time-dimension toward the front (‘slow’ trailing edge) and back (‘fast’ leading flank) of
the maximum are compared (see Figure 2.30a). If the peak is symmetrical, HWHM
toward front and back are same. If the peak shape remains the same for different electropherograms from different pixels, HWHM develop in the same way. In Figure 2.30b
the HWHM are displayed for seven bands. For each hit, the HWHM toward fast (black)
and slow (red) edge of a peak is plotted against the position coordinate of the hit (the
pattern remains the same if plotted against the time coordinate). In Figure 2.30 it can
be seen that the front-end width and back-end width diverge as peaks migrate across
the imaging window.

Figure 2.30:
Peak shape as migration across detection window progresses.
a) Schematic of half maximum, and half width at half maximum (HWHM) toward
front (slow) and back (fast) flank of a peak. b) HWHM plot for a standard separation.
Each line pair represents a band, with red for the ‘slow’ HWHM and black for the ‘fast’
HWHM.

To find the cause for the development of peak asymmetry, a comparison is made for
the same separation, but with the midsection of the imaging window shielded from
illumination. In Figure 2.31 the HWHM plot of the first five bands is shown for this
separation, along with its control (PDA blocked out but capillary illuminated).
The effect of blocking UV illumination in the midsection of the imaging window is that
the front-end width and back-end width do not diverge. This indicates that non-linear
migration which goes together with peak asymmetry is a UV-mediated effect. UV effects
will be discussed in further detail in Section 2.4.3.
The aspect of non-linear migration in capillary gel electrophoresis of proteins has not
been explored prior to this work. As will be obvious, such non-linearities represent at
the very least a major challenge to the V2D methodology, and ultimately may provide
the limits in performance for the approach.
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Figure 2.31: Peak shape for five bands with and without capillary midsection covered.
Peak shape data from a standard separation is underlaid (pale traces). a) Capillary
and detector midsection blocked from UV illumination. The traces deviate from the
standard separation, as indicated with arrows. b) Control: only detector midsection
blocked from UV illumination, the capillary remains illuminated. Traces behave same
as for the standard separation (pale traces). Two line pairs represent a band, with
a gap in the middle from the blocked detector section. Red lines indicate the ‘slow’
HWHM and black lines the ‘fast’ HWHM.

2.3.2

Effect of hit-finding and tracking parameters

To assess how the track-finding parameters affect results, a set of data from one separation is evaluated with different settings. A first study focuses on the threshold value for
finding hits. Thereafter, the number of pixels included in the tracking procedure is varied, and finally the tracking results of pixel subsets at different positions are compared.

2.3.2.1

Hit-finding threshold

As described in Section 2.2.3, a hit is a minimum in the electropherogram that exceeds
the noise value multiplied by a threshold value. The choice of threshold influences which
hits are included in a track, as illustrated in Figure 2.32, where two different settings of
threshold are compared.

Figure 2.32: Hits (red) and tracks (blue) for different hit thresholds. a) Threshold 100.
b) Threshold 20. Hit-finding and tracking are performed on the same set of data from a
standard separation (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric field strength, 75 µm
ID capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa).
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For the lower threshold (Figure 2.32b), the hits extend farther along the track. This has
to do with the relative signal strength of the different proteins in the sample. The first
four tracks belong to low molecular weight proteins (10–50 kDa), which have far higher
signals than the high molecular weight proteins (see electropherogram in Figure 2.29).
Peak-finding for low molecular weight proteins is only affected when the threshold is
very high, over 500. By contrast, hit-finding of the high molecular weight proteins
(100–225 kDa) responds more strongly to the threshold value.
At a constant threshold, fewer and fewer hits are incorporated as the molecular weight
increases. This is not unexpected, however the impact on track errors is instructive.
In Figure 2.33, the errors for different molecular weights with varying threshold are
displayed. As expected, for 10–50 kDa proteins no great variations are seen with increasing threshold. These peaks are well above even high thresholds. The track errors
of 100–225 kDa proteins first decrease with decreasing threshold, then after a minimum
around 100 the track errors increase with yet lower thresholds.
With lower thresholds, more hits are included in a track, and due to non-linear migration
effects from counterbands and UV effects, these hits deviate from the track more and
so increase the track error. The same behaviour is seen in the starting position errors.
For lower thresholds, more hits are included in a track, and the non-linear parts of the
migration shift the track.
Recalling the sinusoidal shape of residual plots (Figure 2.25), and observing the hits in
Figure 2.32, if a certain number of hits is included, the non-linear errors can balance
out to reduce the track error again. This is seen in the 150 kDa track, where with lower
threshold the error generally increases, but has some regional minima. For thresholds
over 200 the relatively small peaks of high molecular weight proteins are no longer found
by the hit-finding algorithm, and no tracks are identified.
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Figure 2.33: Track error, starting position error, and number of hits per track for
different hit threshold levels. a) Track error vs. hit threshold. b) Starting position
error vs. hit threshold. c) Number of hits per track vs. hit threshold. Hit-finding
and tracking performed on the same set of data from a standard separation (200 mm
separation length, 350 V/cm electric field strength, 75 µm ID capillary, Beckman SDS
gel buffer), with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL).
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Pixel subsets: length of subset

It is useful to study errors depending on how many pixels are included in the analysis
data. Again the same data set is evaluated, and thresholds are adjusted to ensure hits
are present along the entire pixel range of a track. This is illustrated in Figure 2.34.

Figure 2.34: Hits (red) and tracks (blue) for different lengths of pixel subset. a)
100 pixel subset (pixel 0–99). b) 300 pixel subset (pixel 0–299). The recorded vertex
is indicated with a black star. Hit-finding and tracking are performed on the same
set of data from a standard separation (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric
field strength, 75 µm ID capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard sample
(7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL).

In Figure 2.35 the track error and starting position error for different molecular weights
with varying detection length are compared. For a very short tracking distance, the
track errors are large, but beyond 20 mm tracking distance the track errors do not
change much and are all below 1 mm. The decrease in track error can be taken as
an indication that from a track-fitting point of view, there are considerable gains for
increasing the tracking distance above 20 mm. Improvements come from the increased
number of measurement values included in a fit (the error of the fit decreases with
√
1/ N ), but also with geometrical factors (extrapolation distance relative to tracking
distance, smaller slope error for greater tracking distance).
The starting position errors seen in Figure 2.35b show a more varied behaviour than the
track errors. Small proteins, 10–35 kDa, show increasing error with increasing detection
length. Midrange proteins, 50–100 kDa, have decreasing starting position errors with
increasing detection length. Large proteins over 150 kDa behave similarly to small
proteins and show increasing errors.
The best explanation for this unexpected pattern is that different causes for non-linear
migration and their effects on migration trajectory counteract each other. In the first
few pixels, the effects from counterbands and UV degradation have not yet had much
impact, and only thermal effects should cause much of a starting position error. In the
residual plot (Figure 2.25) it can be seen that the first counterband intersects with the
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Figure 2.35: Track errors and starting position errors for different lengths of pixel
subsets. a) Track errors vs. number of pixels. b) Starting position errors vs. number
of pixels. Hit-finding and tracking performed on the same set of data from a standard
separation (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric field strength, 75 µm ID
capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with the standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa).

10 kDa track around the 250-th pixel, the 20 kDa track around the 200-th pixel, and
the 35 kDa track around the 125-th pixel. In the starting position errors it is observed
that with progressively longer detection length the 35 kDa error takes the first drop,
followed by the 20 kDa error, and finally the 10 kDa errors. It is noteworthy that nonlinear effects can combine to reduce the overall error, as the 50 and 100 kDa tracks
demonstrate.
Another unexpected observation is that at full detection length the lower molecular
weight bands have roughly the same starting position error, i.e. they form a vertex, if
not at the recorded starting coordinates. From these observations it becomes clear that
the migration departs from a linear trajectory in a complex manner.
In studying the goodness of fit for standard runs (Section 2.3.1.4), it was determined
that although linear tracks represent the migration trajectory of proteins well, they are
only an approximation of more complex non-linear migration. It is likely that if only a
very small sub-section of the tracks is considered, then linear tracks become a very good
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Figure 2.36: Goodness of fits as quantified by the χ2 values, plotted by number of
pixels considered for the track-fitting. a) Full range of χ2 values. b) Enlarged view of
the range up to 2500. In black the χ2 value that is associated with a 0.01 % confidence
level of the fit being correct. Data are from a standard separation (200 mm separation
length, 350 V/cm electric field strength, 75 µm ID capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer),
with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL).

fit for that sub-section of migration trajectory. To assess this, the track χ2 values are
compared for data of the same separation, but increasing numbers of pixels are included
for the fitting algorithm. Figure 2.36 shows χ2 values grouped by molecular weight of
the protein band. For all tracks, non-linear migration becomes dominant beyond a pixel
length of 250. Already at very short pixel lengths the χ2 value is very high. At 100 pixels
half the tracks are outside the 0.01 % confidence limit. Furthermore, it appears that
high molecular weight proteins retain a good fit for longer. This is due to greater initial
spread of hit coordinates, so the band within which a trajectory is accepted as adhering
to the linear fit is wider.

2.3.2.3

Pixel subsets: position of subset

In the preceding study the number of pixels included in the analysis was varied, with all
such artificial detection windows starting at the same position, the 0-pixel. A slightly
different but similar approach takes always the same number of pixels, but shifts the
starting position along the capillary, to capture different sections of the full detection
window.
A subset width of 150 pixel was chosen, because the data from the previous experiments
indicates that above this the track errors show little further decrease. The starting pixel
of the 150-pixel interval was increased in 50-pixel intervals, considering pixels 0–150,
then 50–200 and so on. Thresholds were chosen such that all tracks incorporated hits
along the full 150-pixel window. Figure 2.37 shows the effect on track errors and starting
position errors for different positions of such 150-pixel windows.
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Figure 2.37: Track errors and starting position errors for different 150-pixel data
subsets starting at different positions along the capillary. a) Track error vs. position.
b) Starting position error vs. detector position. Data were taken from separations
performed under standard conditions (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric
field strength, 75 µm ID capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with the standard sample
(7 proteins, 10–225 kDa).

Track errors increase as the 150-pixel subgroup moves in the direction of migration (i.e.
increasing start pixel number), particularly for high molecular weight proteins. This is
presumably due to molecular diffusion and UV effects. As described in Section 2.3.1,
electropherogram peaks get wider and flatter across the detection window, especially for
high molecular weight bands. This results in a wider spread of hits along a track and
consequently greater track errors.
Starting position errors display more complex variations, because of the non-linear migration of proteins across the capillary window. Recalling the sinusoidal residual plot
observed for standard separations (Figure 2.25), if only a subset of data points is taken,
the fitted track varies depending on data section. This is again reflected if the χ2 values
of the fitted tracks are compared. Figure 2.38 shows χ2 values of the fitted tracks for
150-pixel data subsets starting at different positions along the capillary.
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Figure 2.38: Goodness of fit for short data subsets along detection window. a) χ2
values of fits, plotted for 150-pixel data subsets starting at different positions along the
capillary. In black the χ2 value that is associated with a 0.01 % confidence level of the
fit being correct. Only the range of up to 2500 for χ2 values is shown. b) Residual
plot of two migration trajectories (10 kDa and 20 kDa), with tracks for different pixel
subsets. Data are from a standard separation (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm
electric field strength, 75 µm ID capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with the standard
sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL).

In Figure 2.38a the χ2 values buckle up, depending on the position of the 150-pixel
subset. This can be explained in light of the sinusoidal shape seen in residual plots, as
illustrated in Figure 2.38b. If the pixel subset happens to include the apex section of
the non-linear migration trajectory, then the χ2 value will be particularly high, since the
migration trajectory is in particularly poor agreement with the linear track. Conversely,
if the 150-pixel subset falls on a section of the trajectory that happens to be reasonably
linear, then the χ2 value is relatively low. High χ2 values also coincide with zones with
large variation in starting position error values. If the apex section of the non-linear
migration trajectory falls in the 150-pixel subset, then the neighbouring subsets will have
a rather different section of the trajectory and a different track will be fitted, resulting
in a change in starting position error.
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Nearly all χ2 values are above the 0.01 % confidence level, indicating that non-linear
migration effects dominate the track error. This is in agreement with the results plotted
in Figure 2.36, where it was seen that for short pixel subset lengths (100 pixel), χ2 values
are high. Finally, the χ2 baseline seems to be increasing slightly as the 150-pixel subset
position is shifted along the detection window. This could be explained by a general
increase in band width (and hit scatter), either by molecular diffusion, or by UV effects
(as discussed in Section 2.4.3).

2.3.3

Effect of different separation conditions

It is well established how various separation conditions such as capillary length and
separation voltage influence separation. [40,181] On the single pixel level, detection is
related to peak width and peak height (plate number and signal-to-noise ratio).
Given instrumentation and separation chemistry, the choice of separation conditions
balances the following factors: high separation voltages give minimal duration and low
molecular diffusion, but also high Joule heating. Long separation distances give high
plate numbers, but also high molecular diffusion. Large capillary diameters give high
signal-to-noise ratio, but also high Joule heating.
With the help of multipixel detection, it becomes possible to study the effect of these
parameters on migration trajectories and migration track reconstruction. For this purpose the sample dilution, separation length, separation voltage, and capillary diameter
are systematically varied, and the effect on track reconstruction errors is studied.

2.3.3.1

Sample dilution

Separations with varying sample dilution help to established how the signal-to-noise
ratio affects errors. The stock sample of 16 mg/mL protein was diluted to between
0.2 % and 20 % stock concentration. The 20 % dilution (3.2 mg/mL) corresponds to
the standard conditions as defined in Section 2.2.4.
In Figure 2.39 the starting position errors and track errors are shown. The track errors
initially remain constant with decreasing concentration. Beyond a certain threshold
concentration, track errors begin to increase. At very low concentrations the track
ceases to be detectable. Large proteins are already near their detection threshold at
20 % sample concentration.
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Figure 2.39: Track errors and starting position errors at different concentrations of
sample. a) Track error vs. sample concentration, grouped by track molecular weight.
b) Starting position error vs. sample concentration, grouped by track molecular weight.
Sample concentration is given relative to stock concentration (16 mg/mL). All other
separation conditions are standard (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric field
strength, 75 µm ID capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with the standard sample
(7 proteins, 10–225 kDa).

The starting position error follows largely the same pattern. If the track error is much
greater than 1 mm, then detection errors appear to bear an influence on the starting
position errors.
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Separation length

A next set of experiments is dedicated to varying the separation length of capillaries.
This is the distance between capillary inlet and the first pixel of the detector. The total
capillary length is 15 cm longer than the separation length, 5.12 cm for the detection
window and slightly less than 10 cm between the last pixel and the capillary outlet.
The separation length was varied from the standard 20 cm to lengths between 10 and
35 cm, with all other separation conditions standard. Capillaries shorter than 10 cm are
difficult to handle, whereas separation lengths over 35 cm need voltages above 20 kV
to maintain the standard separation field, and are prone to arcing. In Figure 2.40 the
track errors and starting position errors can be seen.

Figure 2.40: Track errors and starting position errors at different separation lengths.
a) Track error vs. separation length, grouped by track molecular weight. b) Starting
position error vs. separation length, grouped by track molecular weight. All other
separation conditions are standard (350 V/cm electric field strength, 75 µm ID capillary,
Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL).
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The track errors increase steadily with longer separation lengths. It must be noted
that the error values σa and σb that belong to the track fit parameters a and b do not
change very much. Here, the increasing track error is explained by the error propagation
2 2
2
σb ) describes how the
distance. Equation 2.16 from Section 2.1.3 (σp2 = bσa2 + a−t
b2
slope and intercept errors combine for an arbitrary migration distance. If σa and σb
vary only little with increasing separation length, but the (a − t) term (which is the
migration time) increases, then the overall effect is increasing track errors.
The higher molecular weight proteins are expected to show an extra increase in track
error, because those peaks are in the range where detection errors become relevant,
as illustrated in the dilution series above. Molecular diffusion scales with migration
time, so longer separation distances will cause an increase in track error especially for
150–225 kDa proteins.
The starting position errors follow the same trend and increase with increasing separation
distance. Some variations are seen, in particular the lower molecular weight errors
display a staggered local error minimum for certain lengths. The cause for this may be
found in the way counterband interactions affect band migration. In Figure 2.41 the
residual plots are shown for different separation lengths.

Figure 2.41: Residual plots for different separation lengths. a) Residual plot of
seven tracks from separation over 35 cm capillary. b) Residual plot of seven tracks
from separation over 25 cm capillary. c) Residual plot of seven tracks from separation
over 15 cm capillary. All other separation conditions are standard (350 V/cm electric
field strength, 75 µm ID capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard sample
(7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL).
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It seems that the first counterband intersects with tracks at different points in their trajectory, depending on separation length (35 cm, 25 cm, 15 cm). This is to be expected.
Because the capillary length from last pixel to outlet remains unchanged, the counterbands should always pass the detector at the same times, whereas the protein bands
pass the detector earlier for shorter separation length and later for a longer separation
length.
As observed from studying detection length, non-linear migration from counterband
interactions can counteract and correct for other non-linear effects. Depending on how
much of a migration kink is included in the track-fitting data, the errors can unexpectedly
be reduced (such as for the 50 kDa band for 30 cm separation length). Considering the
entire molecular weight spectrum, it is safe to conclude that short separation lengths
help reduce errors (at the cost of resolution).

2.3.3.3

Separation voltage

The separation voltage affects migration in two ways. Higher field strengths mean
faster separations with less molecular diffusion, as will be demonstrated. This competes with increasing Joule heating with higher separation voltage, which can affect
migration. [181,200,201]
Equations 1.20 and 1.23 from Section 1.3.2 are used to express the migration time
relationship to the electric field strength:
t=

Ls
µE

(2.18)

where t [s] is the migration time, µ [m2 /(sV)] the mobility, E [V/m] the electric field
strength, and Ls [m] the separation length. The diffusion width of bands is given by the
Einstein equation (1.20, Section 1.3.2):
σD 2 = 2Dt

(2.19)

where σD 2 [m2 ] is the zone variance, σD [m] the diffusion width, and D [m2 /s] is the
diffusion coefficient. With Equations 2.18 and 2.19 the diffusion width as a function of
the electric field strength becomes:
s
σD =

2D

Ls
µE

(2.20)

Equation 2.20 shows that with increasing separation field strength, the diffusion width
decreases.
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Increasing the separation voltage also increases the Joule heating. Considering only the
thermal power input from Joule heating in the capillary:
P = Q̇ = IV
with Equation 2.18, I = V /R, and the resistance R =
dQ = IV dt =

(2.21)
ρLc
A

µIV 2
µV 3 A
=
Ls Lc
ρLs L2c

we obtain:
(2.22)

where Q [J] is the energy contained within the volume, dt [s] the migration time, I [A]
is the current, V [V] the voltage, µ [m2 /(sV)] the mobility, Ls [m] the separation length,
Lc [m] the capillary length, ρ [Ωm] the specific resistance of the buffer, and A [m2 ] the
cross sectional area. The fact that the separation voltage occurs to the third power in
Equation 2.22 indicates how influential a parameter it is.
In Figure 2.42 the track errors and starting position errors for separation voltages between 300 and 500 V/cm are shown. To improve data quality, each run was performed

Figure 2.42: Track errors and starting position errors at different electric field
strengths. a) Track error vs. electric field strength, grouped by track molecular weight.
b) Starting position error vs. electric field strength, grouped by track molecular weight.
All other separation conditions are standard (200 mm separation length, 75 µm ID
capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa).
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twice, and error values were averaged. With increasing separation voltage, improved
detection due to faster migration and reduced diffusion (Equation 2.18) competes with
greater non-linearities in migration from Joule heating (Equation 2.22).
Regarding the track errors, high error values are observed for very low voltages and very
high voltages, with a minimum in between. An explanation for this is that diffusion and
detection errors dominate for low voltages, while heating effects dominate for higher
voltages, particularly for proteins over 100 kDa.
Regarding starting position errors, non-linear migration errors from thermal effects are
expected to increase with increasing voltage. In Figure 2.42b it can be seen that this
does not describe the behaviour very well. On the contrary, starting position errors
tend to decrease slightly with increasing voltage. It appears that errors from non-linear
migration due to Joule heating play a subordinate role. Instead, the starting position
errors reflect the behaviour of track errors.
In Figure 2.43 the track errors plotted against the starting position errors demonstrates
that there is a voltage dependence for errors. This means that for low voltages, the
starting position error is well correlated to the track error. Conversely, for high voltages
starting position errors do not depend strongly on track errors.

Figure 2.43: Track errors against starting position errors at different electric field
strengths. All other separation conditions are standard (200 mm separation length,
75 µm ID capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard sample (7 proteins,
10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL)

A comparison of residual plots shows that counterbands do not intersect protein bands
at the same position coordinate for different voltages. Figure 2.44 shows residual plots
for separations with 300, 400, and 500 V/cm electric field strength. In the 500 V/cm
separation, counterbands do not make their typical appearance. This is possibly because
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they have already passed, which is further supported by the wide distribution of hits
compared to the usual tight trajectories.

Figure 2.44: Residual plots for different electric field strengths. a) Residual plot of
first four tracks from separation with 300 V/cm electric field strength. b) Residual plot
of first four tracks from separation with 400 V/cm electric field strength. c) Residual
plot of first four tracks from separation with 500 V/cm electric field strength. All other
separation conditions are standard (200 mm separation length, 75 µm ID capillary,
Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL)

2.3.3.4

Capillary diameter

Another experimental parameter that is closely connected to thermal effects is capillary
diameter. As seen from Equation 2.22, the energy deposited in the capillary during a separation increases with current, which for the same buffer scales with area, or (diameter)2 .
Hence large bore capillaries are unfavourable due to significant Joule heating. On the
other hand, detection depth scales with diameter, so signal strength improves with diameter. This is counterbalanced to some degree by the lensing effects in smaller capillaries,
i.e. with the greater curvature light is bundled into the capillary, which improves signal
strength again. [70,71]
Capillaries of the same outer diameter (all 375 µm) with an inner diameter (ID) between
25 and 250 µm were used for otherwise standard separations. Figure 2.45 shows track
errors and starting position errors.
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Figure 2.45: Track errors and starting position errors for different capillary diameters.
a) Track errors for capillaries from 25–250 µm inner diameter, grouped by molecular
weight. b) Starting position errors for capillaries from 25–250 µm inner diameter,
grouped by molecular weight. All separations are performed under otherwise standard
separation conditions (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric field strength,
Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL).

Track errors decrease from 25 to 50 µm ID, and increase again over 100 µm ID. Especially
large proteins, which already in a standard run are approaching the detection threshold,
are affected by poorer detection, explaining the high track errors for 25 µm ID. For an ID
of 100 µm and over, proteins that are larger than 150 kDa are again difficult to detect,
this time presumably due to thermal dispersion.
The increase in current from 25 to 50 µm ID is 4-fold, and again 4-fold from 50 to
100 µm ID. At 250 µm ID the current (for a given voltage and therefore field) would
be 100-fold what it was at 25 µm ID, and some compromises regarding voltage were
necessary because the power supply limits current to 380 µA. Therefore the error values
are on the conservative side—with even higher power the already considerable heating
would be far more severe.
The track errors for 250 µm ID become very great, influencing slower proteins most. This
appears to be a molecular diffusion effect, as the starting position errors do not increase
nearly as much—indicating that here non-linear migration is less of an important factor
than molecular band diffusion.
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Figure 2.46: Track errors and starting position errors for different capillary diameters
under constant current conditions. a) Track errors for capillaries from 25–250 µm
inner diameter, grouped by molecular weight. b) Starting position errors for capillaries
from 25–250 µm inner diameter, grouped by molecular weight. Separation voltages are
adjusted to obtain the same electrophoretic current (90 µA).

Studying the starting position errors between 25 and 100 µm ID, it seems that the
general trend is an increase in error (i.e. more non-linear migration) with increasing
diameter. It is noteworthy that for the smallest capillary, 25 µm ID, the lower molecular
weight bands (≤ 50 kDa) have only very small errors of 1–4 mm and very nearly form
a vertex at the recorded injection coordinates. This indicates that non-linear migration
due to thermal effects is the primary cause for the starting position errors observed in
low molecular weight proteins.
For comparison Figure 2.46 shows the same series of experiments, this time with constant current and varying electric field strength. Here track errors remain in the same
range, while starting position errors steadily increase. This indicates that errors due to
thermal non-linear migration are quickly dominated by other error sources, including
peak detection and UV effects.
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Effect of gel formulation

As specified in the experimental details, the standard separation buffer is a SDS-MW
gel buffer for protein CGE (Beckman Coulter Inc., ProteomeLab, proprietary polymer
buffer formulation, pH 8.0, 0.2 % SDS). Since BioRad have discontinued their CGE
buffer product, Beckman ProteomeLab CGE buffer is the most widespread commercial
product. Despite this, alternative protein CGE buffers have been reported. [202–208] The
only alternative commercial buffer found was ‘Optima Protein Run Buffer for Molecular
Weight Standard’ from Groton Biosystems. [209] Buffer development for capillary gel
electrophoresis is a discipline in its own, and buffer behaviour is a critical factor in
separation performance.
To get an idea of the impact different buffers have on the track reconstruction of a separation, separations under same conditions with different buffers are compared. Buffers
compared are Beckman ProteomeLab buffer, Groton Optima buffer, and two custom
prepared dextran-based buffers. Dextran based buffers contain 10 % dextran 2,000 kDa,
1.2 M tris-borate, 0.2 % SDS and optionally 10 % glycerol (all from Sigma-Aldrich Co.).
Because the composition of both commercial products is proprietary, very little is known
about their formulation. Beckman buffer contains 0.2 % SDS, presumably in tris-HCl
(the same as in the sample buffer), while Groton buffer is assumed to be tris-borate.
Groton buffer is the least viscous of the four buffers and has the lowest conductivity.
The other three buffers have comparable viscosity and conductivity.
A first observation is that not all buffers have similar electropherograms, but in particular
custom prepared buffers show poor peak shape, especially for high molecular weight
proteins, see Figure 2.47. Plausible causes of this behaviour are absorption of proteins
to capillary walls and poor control of electro-osmotic flow.
Next it is observed that the sieving strength (quantified with the slope in molecular
weight–mobility plot) of the Groton buffer is significantly lower than the other buffers.
Figure 2.48 shows the logarithm of the mobility plotted against the logarithm of the
molecular weight, and is useful for distinguishing different sieving mechanisms. Figure 2.48b shows the logarithm of the molecular weight plotted against the inverse mobility and is useful for calibration. Both show that the separation of the dextran and
dextran-glycerol buffers is similar to that of Beckman buffer. Groton buffer on the other
hand shows weaker sieving. Under the same conditions protein resolution is different for
each buffer. This was already seen in the electropherograms in Figure 2.47b.
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Figure 2.47: Electropherograms for separations with different buffers. a) Beckman
buffer, b) Groton buffer, c) dextran buffer, d) dextran-glycerol buffer. The green arrow
indicates a particularly pronounced step from background interference. For all separations standard conditions apply (200 mm separation length, E = 350 V/cm, 75 µm
ID capillary), with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa). Electropherograms are
from pixel number 250.

Figure 2.48: Mobility-molecular weight calibration plots for different buffers.
a) log (mobility) plotted against log (molecular weight) for Beckman, Groton, dextran,
and dextran-glycerol buffer. b) log (molecular weight) plotted against (1/mobility)
for Beckman, Groton, dextran, and dextran-glycerol buffer. All separations were performed under standard conditions (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric field
strength, 75 µm ID capillary), with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa).
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Figure 2.49: Track errors and starting position errors for different buffers. a) Track
error plotted against molecular weight for Beckman, Groton, dextran, and dextranglycerol buffers. b) Starting position error plotted against molecular weight for Beckman, Groton, dextran, and dextran-glycerol buffers. All separations are performed
under standard separation conditions (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric
field strength, 75 µm ID capillary), with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa).

In Figure 2.49 the track errors and starting position errors for the different buffers, again
under standard separation conditions, are seen.
In Figure 2.49a the track errors for both dextran buffers are large, indicating peak
deterioration, especially for proteins over 100 kDa. This is not due to higher electrical
current, as conductivity for dextran buffers is similar to Beckman buffer. Addition of
glycerol achieves a slight improvement, especially in the lower molecular weight range.
Glycerol and other alcohols have been reported to have beneficial effects on surface
control in capillary electrophoresis. [40,210] Notably the Groton buffer has very small
track errors (all remain below 0.1 mm). This is in part because migration time and
molecular diffusion are minimal.
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Starting position errors reflect the same trends as track errors. Again Groton buffer
displays very small starting position errors. Tracks lie within 5 mm from the recorded
start coordinate.
In plain dextran buffer, background bands in both directions interfere with migration.
This effect is reduced with the addition of 10 % glycerol. This difference of background
bands explains the difference in track errors between the two dextran-based buffers.
The effect of background bands is seen in the residual plot in Figure 2.50, taken for
separations under standard conditions. For the custom prepared dextran buffer the
background step can easily be seen in the electropherogram, indicated with an arrow in
Figure 2.47.

Figure 2.50: Residual plots of separations with different buffers. a) Beckman buffer,
b) Groton buffer, c) dextran buffer, d) dextran-glycerol buffer. The standard separation
conditions apply.

To compare peak shape development as peaks migrate from the first to the last pixel, the
separation voltages are adjusted so that the migration speeds are same. In Figure 2.51
the peak asymmetry (half width at half maximum toward front and back of a peak) in
different buffers is compared.
In dextran buffers, in particular without addition of glycerol, the peak shape is irregular
and HWHM plots appear jagged. The large spikes in the backend (black) occur when a
background band has passed through the peak, and the baseline changes. This changes
the maximum and the width of the peak, and the way the algorithm works the backend
is more strongly affected. Observing the magnitude of HWHM, it appears that proteins
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Figure 2.51: Electropherogram peak shapes along detector (HWHM plot) for different
buffers. Black indicates the faster, leading flank of a peak, and red the slower, following
flank. a) Beckman buffer, b) Groton buffer, c) dextran buffer, d) dextran-glycerol buffer.
Only the first five tracks are included, because in dextran buffers the last two peaks are
not detected. Separation voltages are adjusted to ensure comparable migration speed
and UV exposure.

in Beckman buffer suffer the severest UV degradation, and proteins in Groton buffer are
least affected.
Overall, custom prepared buffers have similar performance as Beckman buffer in the
10–50 kDa range, but performance falls off above 50 kDa.

Groton buffer displays

favourable behaviour for track reconstruction, i.e. little effect of non-linear migration,
but has the drawback that sieving strength is comparatively low, and small molecular
weight differences might not be resolved. For molecular weights over 100 kDa, where
non-linear migration burdens tracking for the Beckman buffer, the Groton buffer seems
to be a useful alternative.

2.3.5

Effect of band crossings and multiple injections

All experiments discussed so far are based on migration tracks that intersect at the common starting coordinates, but otherwise do not interact. In a V2D separation, proteins
bands migrate through one another in the course of a separation, as faster proteins overtake slow proteins that started at a position farther along the pH gradient. Therefore
studying tracks that do not cross might produce results that are not representative of
real V2D separations.
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To introduce a certain degree of band interaction and crossing, a series of experiments
was performed where sample is injected twice at different times, allowing fast proteins
from the second injection to migrate through slow proteins bands of the first injection.
This gives an approximation of the impact of band interactions that occur in a V2D
separation. Tracks can be assigned to an injection, and the number of track crossings
recorded.
If band interactions occur and affect protein migration, then the migration trajectory
will be influenced by hitherto unaccounted for non-linear migration. In this case the
track fitted from the observed migration section will be particularly ill-fitted and the
discrepancy between recorded injection coordinate and reconstructed starting coordinate
will reflect this. Another consideration is that if bands are very close together in the
detection section of the capillary, then the fitted track can be influenced by the proximity of other peaks, similar to the interference of bubbles. Both of these effects, band
intersection and band distinction, have an impact on performance of a V2D separation.

Figure 2.52: Plot of tracks for a double injection separation. Sample (7 proteins,
10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL) was injected twice with an interval of 4 minutes. For illustration purposes tracks of the second injection are plotted in a lighter shade. The star
symbol indicates the recorded injection coordinates.

In Figure 2.52 the tracks are shown for a standard double injection. Only 12 of the
expected 14 tracks are displayed. The remaining two tracks, from the last band of
each separation, are below the hit-finding threshold for the chosen sensitivity setting.
In the region of the injection coordinates two different vertices can be distinguished,
and tracks can be assigned to either the first or second injection. Also, the number of
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band crossings can be deduced, whereby only protein bands are considered (including
undetected bands, but not for instance the sample ion fronts).
An initial series of investigations is dedicated to establish whether there are any systematic effects that change the separation from the first to the second injection. The data
from seven double injection separations are compared in Figure 2.53. In Figure 2.53a,
the track parameters for all tracks are overlaid. No tendency can be discerned for the
two different injections, and the variations appear to fall within the ordinary run-to-run
variations. To examine in closer detail how tracks change from the first to the second
injections, Figure 2.53b and 2.53c show the relative changes in track parameters for

Figure 2.53: Track fit parameters for seven repeat double injection separations.
a) Track intercept a and slope b (from track equation time = a + b × position with
a—track intercept, or migration time [s], and b—track slope, or inverse migration speed
[s/mm]), grouped by run. b) Quotient of mobilities. Within the same separation, the
mobility of a protein from the first injection is divided by the mobility of the corresponding protein from the second injection. c) Difference of migration times. Within
the same separation, the migration time of a protein from the second injection is subtracted from the migration time of the corresponding protein from the first injection.
Sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL) was injected twice with an interval of 4
minutes under otherwise standard conditions.
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tracks of the same run, always comparing two corresponding tracks belonging to the
same proteins.
In Figure 2.53b the quotient of mobilities (track slope) is shown, with values smaller
than one if the mobility of the second band is faster than the first band (proteins from
second injection appear accelerated). For the first four proteins, 10–50 kDa, this quotient
steadily increases from below unity to slightly above. For proteins above 50 kDa, no
trend can be discerned. This indicates that the effects dictating the observed changes
between first and second injection are more complex than for instance simple heating.
Figure 2.53c shows how the migration times change from the first to the second separation. Bands from the second injection arrive at the detector always slightly faster than
the same band from the first separation. An explanation for this is that the instrument
gradually heats up, causing systematically quicker migration in proteins of the second
injection. The smallest four proteins show a trend toward gradually increasing differences, but the proteins larger than 50 kDa behave more irregularly. Possibly the high
molecular weight proteins, which have more poorly-defined peaks, suffer the compound
effects of more than one error source (background migration effects, UV effects, capillary surface modification, or other uncharacterised effects). Superimposure of different
effects could cause the observed randomisation of behaviour. The low molecular weight
peaks have well-defined shapes, and would only suffer strong effects.

2.3.5.1

Track errors

In Figure 2.54 four graphs with track errors for bands with different molecular weight
are shown. Figure 2.54a displays the track errors for seven double injections, grouped
by run, with full symbols for tracks of the first injection and open symbols/dashed lines
for the second injection. Figure 2.54b shows the same data, but this time grouped
by the number of crossings, with open symbols/dashed lines where tracks intersect in
the detection window. Figure 2.54c shows the track errors of 12 standard runs, for
comparison.
Compared with standard separations, the track errors for double injection separations
appear to vary more. Track errors of the same run do not seem to correlate very well,
nor do tracks of the second injection show consistent behaviour relative to tracks from
the first injection. On closer inspection one might discern a slight trend toward higher
track errors for the second injection.
Within a 95.8 % confidence interval the track errors for the second injection are greater
than the track errors for the first injection (paired one-sided Students t-test). This is not
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Figure 2.54: Track errors plotted against molecular weight for 7 double injection
runs. a) Grouped by run with full symbols for first injection and open symbols/dashed
lines for second injection. b) Grouped by crossing number with open symbols for
band co-detection. c) Enlarged section of graph a) with track errors plotted against
molecular weight for double injection runs. d) Data from standard single injection runs
for comparison. Sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL) was injected twice with
an interval of 4 minutes under otherwise standard conditions.

due to longer migration times and greater molecular diffusion for tracks of the second
injection. On the contrary, the migration times of the second injection are systematically
shorter than for the first injection (as illustrated in Figure 2.53c). Tentative explanations might be that as time progresses the capillary suffers protein surface adsorption,
and EOF and electric field strength uniformity are poorer, resulting in increased band
broadening; or that the separation environment has heated up, from Joule heating or
UV absorption, causing faster molecular diffusion and wider bands.
With regards to the track errors for different numbers of crossings in Figure 2.54b, it
is more difficult to discern a pattern. There is a natural correlation between molecular
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weight and crossing number, i.e. the last protein band of the first injection always crosses
with the five fastest proteins in the second injection, whereas the last protein band of the
second injection does not intersect any other bands (as can be seen from Figure 2.52). If
anything, it appears that the track error is greater for tracks with the fewest crossings.
This could be simply the same effect as the observation that tracks of the second injection
have greater errors.
To study the effect of crossing number, proteins are grouped by molecular weight. The
confidence level that the population of (paired) error values differs between the first
injection compared to the second injection is evaluated with a Student’s t-test (one
sided, paired).

Figure 2.55: Confidence levels for track errors differing with crossing number, grouped
by molecular weight. a) Track errors of the 50 kDa proteins for the first and second
injection in 7 independent runs. b) Track errors of the 100 kDa proteins for the first
and second injection in 7 independent runs. c) Summary of confidence levels for all the
different molecular weights. The legend indicates which track error group is associated
with the confidence value of greater track errors. Full symbols indicate proteins from
the first injection, and open symbols indicate proteins from the second injection; the
colour indicates number of crossings (red—zero crossings, violet—five crossings).

To illustrate the test procedure Figures 2.55a and b show the track errors of the 50 kDa
proteins and the 100 kDa proteins for the first and second injection, in seven independent
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runs. The number of crossings each set of proteins undergoes is also noted. For the
50 kDa proteins, the track errors from the second injection (with three crossings) are
greater than the track errors from the first injection (with two crossings) with good
confidence. For the 100 kDa proteins, the track errors from the second injection (with
four crossings) are not distinguishable from the track errors from the first injection (with
one crossing).
In Figure 2.55c the results from all seven sample proteins are summarised. The legend
indicates which group (first or second injection), and the number of crossings associated
with that group. The tracks associated with the first injections are shown with a full
symbol, from the second injection with an open symbol. Low crossing numbers are
shown in red/orange, high crossings in blue/green symbols.
The aim of this analysis is to identify whether errors from the second injection are consistently greater, or whether errors with high crossing numbers are consistently greater.
Values below 95 % confidence (dashed line in Figure 2.55c) are disregarded because the
difference between the two sets of errors is not significant enough. Figure 2.55c shows
how ambivalent the track errors are with regards to differences depending on either
injection number or number of crossings.
It is equally convincing that tracks with fewest crossings tend to have greatest errors
(tendency toward red/orange symbols in high-confidence zone), and that tracks from the
second injection have greatest errors (tendency toward open symbols in high-confidence
zone). Neither statement is consistently observed, and what is more, the statements
are in conflict with one another. We therefore conclude that any correlation between
crossing number and track error is very weak, and band crossings do not significantly
influence track errors.
One final track attribute is drawn into the considerations in the search for an explanation
for greater track error variance in double injections. In nearly every run there are peaks
that run together in a part of the detection window. These are always peaks of different
injections, and in most cases the two peaks separate from one another in the detection
window and allow two distinct tracks to be laid. In the band merging region, it is to
be expected that the hit allocation to the tracks is influenced by the peaks merging. To
estimate the impact this has on track reconstruction, track errors are studied for bands
that co-migrate in the detection window, depicted with open symbols in Figure 2.54b.
Here merged bands do not seem to have any characteristic behaviour, and if there is a
difference between merged tracks and free-standing tracks, there are not enough data to
indicate this.
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To summarise, although it is observed that track errors show greater variance with
double injections than for standard separations, this is not well correlated with number
of crossings, nor injection number, nor track co-detection.

2.3.5.2

Starting position errors

Because the starting position errors are indicative of non-linear migration, studying
starting position errors is expected to give some answers to the question whether band
crossing affects protein migration. In Figure 2.56 the starting position errors for the
same seven double injection separations as above are shown. Again, sample was injected
twice with an interval of 4 minutes, and the errors that are associated with a band are
either grouped by run (Figure 2.56a, full symbols for the first injection, open symbols
for the second injection) or by crossing number and co-detection (Figure 2.56b). For

Figure 2.56: Starting position errors plotted against molecular weight for seven double
injection runs. a) Grouped by run with full symbols/solid lines for the first injection and
open symbols/dashed lines for the second injection. b) Grouped by crossing number
with open symbols for band co-detection. c) Data from standard single injection runs
for comparison.
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comparison the starting position errors of 12 standard (single injection) runs are shown
in Figure 2.56c.
Similar to the track errors discussed above, a first observation is that the variance
in starting position errors of double injection separations is greater than for standard
separations, especially for high molecular weight, slow migration proteins. On close
inspection there appears to be a trend toward greater starting position errors associated
with the first injection. This is confirmed with a paired Students t-test; the confidence
level is 97.6 %. This is different from the situation with the track errors, where the
errors associated with the second injection are greater.
As with the track errors discussed above, the starting position error behaviour with
regards to crossing number (Figure 2.56b) is not easily described. Again the starting
position error groups are tested for differences depending on crossings with a t-test. In
Figure 2.57 the confidence levels for differences between data groups are shown, with
the symbols indicating the set with the greater starting position error. Disregarding

Figure 2.57: Confidence levels for starting position errors differing by crossing number,
grouped by molecular weight. This shows the confidence level that proteins with a
particular molecular weight from the first injections (with a given number of crossings)
have greater starting position errors than the same proteins of the second injection (with
a different number of crossings). The legend indicates which starting position error
group is associated with the confidence value of greater starting position errors. Full
symbols indicate proteins from the first injection, and open symbols indicate proteins
from the second injection; the colour indicates number of crossings (red—zero crossings,
violet—five crossings).

confidence levels below 95 %, it is observed that there might be a slight trend toward
greater errors for higher crossing numbers. For extreme molecular weights where significant differences are observed (10, 150 kDa), the set with most crossings has the greater
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error (five vs. zero crossings, respectively four vs. zero crossings). In the mid-region of
molecular weight (35, 50 kDa), the sets with fewer crossings show greatest starting position errors (one vs. three, respectively one vs. two crossings), but here the differences
between crossing numbers of the two sets are fairly small. In these sets although there is
a significant difference between data groups, the group average values are very near to
one another (−18 mm vs. −15 mm, respectively −20 mm vs. −14 mm average starting
position error). Our interpretation of these findings is that there is indeed a tendency
toward greater errors with increasing number of band crossings, but the differences are
small and this is not consistently true for all molecular weights.
Band overlapping and co-detection effects (open symbols in Figure 2.56b) do not show
any characteristic pattern. Only in one instance, where bands co-migrate along the
majority of the detection window and the track finding algorithm returns only one track
instead of two, does this show any effect. This is the outlier value in Figure 2.56b
with a very low starting position error of the 50 kDa protein. Overall, it is observed
that although starting position errors vary more for double injection separations, the
variation does not depend simply on crossing effects or detection effects, but behaves in
a more complex manner.
Though the difficulties of correlating errors with a measurable property are unfavourable,
a calibration is conceivable if starting position errors correlate with track errors. In
Figure 2.58 the starting position errors are plotted against track errors, grouped either
by run (Figure 2.58a), or by crossing number (Figure 2.58b), with standard run data
for comparison (Figure 2.58c). Here the same trends as already discussed are seen
again. Values from first and second injections form distinct clusters, but no obvious
dependence on crossing can be discerned. Without prior knowledge of a protein band’s
starting coordinates, it is not possible to deduce an estimate for starting position errors
for a given track error, and correction of a reconstructed starting coordinate will fail.
Data from 94 tracks were analysed, with 18 tracks displaying an overlap in the detection
window, under conditions such that tracks intersect between zero and five times. Of
the maximum 98 tracks 4 were undetectable, in two cases due to poor signal, in one
case due to prevalent co-migration with another band and in the last case due to bubble
interference.
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Figure 2.58: Starting position errors are plotted against track errors for seven double
injection runs. a) Grouped by run with full symbols for first injection and open symbols/dashed lines for second injection. b) Grouped by crossing number with open symbols
for band co-detection. c) data from standard single injection runs for comparison.

From the data presented it appears that greater migration variations are introduced
with band crossings. It is observed that tracks from the second injection show a slight
tendency toward greater track errors (i.e. poorer hit-track alignment), perhaps from
gradual degradation of capillary conditions. It is also observed that increasing band
crossings show a slight tendency toward greater starting position errors (i.e. more nonlinear migration effects).
Despite these observations the variations in migration remain difficult to predict. This
might be a problem of experimental setup, in so much as the second injection interrupts
the first injection, and although the recorded starting coordinates are corrected for this,
it might introduce some unwanted effects such as residual electric field from capacitive
behaviour. Another consideration is that only protein bands were given attention, while
for instance the ion front from the sample buffer of the second injection might affect
migration.
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Discussion

The experiments and data presented above allow the conclusion that the greatest challenge in tracking protein migration is that proteins do not move on a straight-line trajectory in the time-space coordinate system, but are subject to non-linear migration.
This is illustrated in the schematic in Figure 2.59. In multipixel detection, the momentary migration speed in the detection window is evaluated. In the case of non-linear
migration, the momentary speed varies from the average speed (as evaluated in single
point detector setups). The migration speed at the beginning of the separation, v0 , is
not observed, nor is the majority of the migration trajectory.

Figure 2.59: Schematic of a migration trajectory x(t) with initial (v0 ), average (vavg ),
and observed (vt=τ ) migration speeds, as well as the reconstructed starting point from
the fitted migration track (orange).
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Various causes for non-linear migration, with different characteristic behaviour, have
been distinguished. Thermal effects make proteins accelerate as the separation progresses, and affects protein migration depending on migration time. Counterbands interfere with the migration trajectory, causing deviations from a straight line. UV related
effects occur in the detection window, making bands migrate quicker as they progress.
Finally, protein band crossing is thought to influence migration trajectories.
In the following discussion the findings of the experiments will be used to develop a
model for the different categories of non-linear migration. The causes for non-linear
migration will be characterised and quantified. The findings will be summarised to find
optimal conditions for a V2D separation for maximum accuracy, and estimate performance limitations. The data from double injection separations will be used to construct
a mock-up of a V2D separation and use various calibrations to correct for known error
sources.

2.4.1

Errors due to thermal effects

In the course of separations a gradual increase in electric current is observed. This is attributed to an increasing temperature in the capillary (as electric conductivity changes
with temperature). Temperature affects CGE separations in different ways: molecular diffusion is temperature dependent; medium viscosity is temperature dependent;
and sieving in a polymer network is affected by temperature. [187] Manifold publications
study the axial and radial temperature distribution in a capillary during electrophoresis, with particular focus on peak broadening effects. [200,201,211–217] The time-dependent
temperature development has received little attention. Because conventional detection
does not have the means to measure and compare the migration speed at the point of
detection with the average migration speed (as illustrated in Figure 2.59), there were no
grounds to expect non-linear migration.
To assess whether a gradual temperature increase in the capillary could account for
the observed discrepancy between recorded migration starting coordinates and reconstructed migration trajectory, a mathematical model for time dependence of temperature
is presented for different cases. With this and a model for temperature dependence of
mobility, the resulting deviation from linear migration will be estimated and compared
to the observed values.
The temperature increases due to Joule heating, with the generated power P [W]
P =VI =

V 2A
V2
=
R
ρL

(2.23)
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for voltage V [V], current I [A], resistance R [Ω], capillary cross sectional area A [m2 ],
specific resistance of the buffer ρ [Ωm], and capillary length L [m]. The sieving medium
requires a minimal buffering power, which puts an upper limit on resistance. To develop
an analytical model of errors due to changes in temperature, the following equations are
used to find the time-dependent temperature T (t) [K] in the capillary.
Joule heating:
P =

∂Q
= Q̇HV = V I
∂t

(2.24)

Newton’s law of unforced cooling:
∂Q
= Q̇Co = kS(T − T∞ )
∂t

(2.25)

QCa = mcT

(2.26)

Q̇Ca = mcṪ

(2.27)

Heat capacity QCa [J]:

with energy Q [J], time t [s], heat transfer coefficient k [W/(m2 K)], surface area across
which heat is transferred S [m2 ], environment temperature T∞ [K], unit mass m [kg],
and specific heat capacity (per unit mass) c [J/(kgK)]. Under the assumption that the
temperature in the capillary is uniform throughout the capillary, and that the Joule
heating is constant, the balance of energies gives:
Q̇HV − Q̇Co = Q̇Ca

(2.28)

leading to the differential equation for T (t):
mcṪ + kST − kST∞ − V I = 0

(2.29)

With T (t = 0) = T∞ as the boundary condition, this solves for:
T (t) = T∞ +


VI 
−αt
1−e β
α

with α = kS

and β = mc

(2.30)

With appropriate coefficients (see Appendix A for derivation):
T (t) = 22 + 11.897 1 − e−1.404t



(2.31)

Equation 2.31 describes a temperature that increases gradually until it converges to a
steady-state value. In Equation 2.30, the

α
β

term describes how fast the steady-state

temperature is reached. From thermodynamic tables the
calculated to be in the range of 1.4

s−1

α
β

term for the given system is

(see Appendix A for details). With this rate con-

stant, the capillary is fractions of a degree away from its steady-state temperature within
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seconds. As this time scale is much smaller than the separation time scale (30–40 min),
this model describes constant temperature of the buffer after a very short initial heating
up phase.
Two approximations are employed to derive this result: the current I is assumed constant, and the environment temperature T∞ is assumed constant. Measurements show
that the environment temperature actually increases slightly in the course of a separation from 22 to 26 ◦ C, due to heat dissipation from instrument components such as
light source and power supplies. The current also increases gradually in the course of a
separation, typically by about 6 % in the course of a separation (87 to 92 µA in 40 min).
Finally, the temperature within the capillary may very well not be uniform, neither in
axial nor in radial direction. For a more detailed study numerical simulations are necessary, however this goes beyond the scope of this thesis. For an approximate analysis
of the impact of capillary temperature on protein migration trajectories, only the effect
of increasing environment temperature will be considered.
The constant environment temperature (T∞ ) is replaced with an increasing environment
temperature (T0 + ht), with a temperature-increase coefficient h [K/s]. This results in


an additional term of h t − αβ in Equation 2.29, the differential equation that is solved
to find T (t). The result describes a temperature profile similar to the one above, but
with an overlaid gradual (linear) increase. The resulting equation for temperature is:
(see Appendix A for derivation)

T (t) = T0 +



β
VI
−αt
− h 1 − e β + ht
α
α

with α = kS

and β = mc

(2.32)

With suitable coefficients:

T (t) = 22 + 11.896 1 − e−1.404t + 0.001t

(2.33)

Although this model still uses some approximations, such as uniform temperature within
the capillary at all times and constant Joule heating, it agrees well with the observable
data (i.e. thermal increase in buffer conductivity). Temperature measurements at different positions along the capillary (shown in Figure 2.60) further confirm this as a suitable
description of the course of temperature. Equation 2.33 will be used as the basis for estimating non-linear migration in the course of a separation with changing temperature.

Previous work has characterised how temperature influences the sieving effect in capillary
gel electrophoresis of proteins. [187] For different proteins between 10 and 100 kDa, the
electrophoretic mobility µ increases with temperature. In a (ln µ) vs. (1/T ) plot, a
linear relationship is observed, with the slope varying for different sieving matrices and
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Figure 2.60: Calculated and measured temperature profiles. The red line indicates
the calculated temperature profile (the starting temperature T0 is adjusted to 22.5 ◦ C).
Green and blue lines represent different positions along the capillary, measured from the
injection point. Orange and pink lines represent the ambient temperature at different
regions of the instrument. Data are recorded with K-type thermocouples and an eightchannel data logger (Pico TC-08) at 1 Hz, on a standard capillary (200 mm separation
length, total length 350 mm; 75 µm inner diameter, 375 µm outer diameter) under
standard conditions (12.25 kV at anode, or 350 V/cm electric field strength; Beckman
SDS gel buffer).

the intercepts varying for different molecular weights:
B

µ(T ) = Ae− T

(2.34)

With the condition µ(T = T0 ) = µ0 we find:
B

A = µ0 e T0
B

(2.35)
B

µ(T ) = µ0 e T0 e− T

(2.36)

To find the temperature dependence of migration trajectories, Equation 2.33 for T (t) is
used to express the mobility µ as function of time:
B

µ(t) = µ0 e T0 e

−

B
T0 +11.897(1−e−1.404t )+0.001t

(2.37)

Although the (1 − e−1.404t ) term is already at 0.999 for t = 5 seconds, and could be
considered negligible, it will be included for the sake of accuracy. With the definition
of mobility (µ = v/E with velocity v [m/s] and electric field strength E [V/m], see
Equation 1.17), the migration speed becomes:
B

v(t) = v0 e



1
1
−
T0
T0 +11.897(1−e−1.404t )+0.001t



(2.38)
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Figure 2.61: Migration speed as a function of time according to time-dependent
temperature. The plotted speeds are for T0 = 295 K, v0 = 0.1 mm/s and B = 1850,
which are typical values. All other conditions are standard (E = 350 V/cm, Beckman
buffer, fused silica capillary with 75 µm inner diameter, 375 µm outer diameter).

In Figure 2.61 the resulting migration speeds in the course of a separation are shown.
The migration trajectory x(t) is found by integrating Equation 2.38 over t.
As no exact integration is available for the function in Equation 2.38, integration is
done numerically with MATLAB. First, the temperature coefficient B, which defines
how strongly the mobility changes with temperature, is determined.
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In the literature B values in the range of 1000–3000 are reported, depending on matrix
composition (B = 2310 for 15 % dextran 72 kDa matrix; B = 1573 for 3 % PEO 100 kDa
matrix [187] ). Because the buffer used (Beckman SDS-MW gel buffer) is of undisclosed
formulation, different values for B are compared to find the value that fits the observed
data best. In Figure 2.62 trajectories with the same initial speed, but different B values
are plotted. A value of B = 1850 is found to fit actual migration data best.
For a variety of initial migration speeds, the trajectories are plotted. Once the trajectory is given, the time a protein arrives at the detection window (at 200 mm) can be
determined, along with the speed at which it migrates. The tracks that would be fitted
from observation at the detection window are determined. The reconstructed starting
point for these fitted tracks allows quantification of the error (the ‘starting position’
error as defined in Section 2.2.3). Figure 2.63 shows 10 migration trajectories with their
fitted tracks.
By consulting a molecular weight-mobility calibration curve as measured in Section 2.3.1.3,
the tracks with an arbitrary initial migration speed can be assigned an observed migration speed and from that a molecular weight. [195] The errors associated with different
molecular weights can then be determined. The results are shown in Figure 2.64. The

Figure 2.62: Migration trajectories for different temperature-mobility coefficients B.
The tangent to one of the trajectories at 200 mm is indicated as a dashed line. All
trajectories are for T0 = 295 K, v0 = 0.1 mm/s. All other conditions are standard
(E = 350 V/cm, Beckman buffer, fused silica capillary with 75 µm inner diameter,
375 µm outer diameter).
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Figure 2.63: Migration trajectories for different initial migration speeds v0 . The fitted
tracks are indicated as a dashed line. The panel on the right shows an enlarged section
of the vertex region. All trajectories are for T0 = 295 K, B = 1850. All other conditions
are standard (E = 350 V/cm, Beckman buffer, fused silica capillary with 75 µm inner
diameter, 375 µm outer diameter).

unevenness of the thermal error curve is attributed to the resolution of the numerical model (1 second time steps), but a trend toward slightly larger errors for higher
molecular weight can be recognised.
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Figure 2.64: Errors for different molecular weights arising from non-linear migration due to temperature-dependent mobility (‘thermal error’). a) Thermal errors. b)
Thermal errors and actually observed (‘starting position’) errors of the reconstructed
starting point. Thermal error model coefficients: T0 = 295 K, B = 1850, v0 = 0.1–0.19
mm/s. All other conditions are standard (E = 350 V/cm, Beckman buffer, fused silica
capillary with 75 µm inner diameter, 375 µm outer diameter, detection at 200 mm).

Thermal errors are in the range of 3–7 mm for the chosen conditions. As seen in Figure 2.64b, the actually observed errors are around one order of magnitude greater. From
this we conclude that thermal errors only make a minor contribution to the observed
errors. For low molecular weight proteins thermal errors are of more relevance than for
high molecular weight proteins. Non-linear behaviour due to thermal effects may be the
reason why trajectories are never seen to go through the actual (recorded) coordinates
of the start of separation, even for very good data quality and no otherwise observable
deviation from a straight line track.
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Errors due to background effects

As illustrated in Section 2.3.1.5, migration trajectories display kinks with peak widening
thereafter. It was demonstrated that these trajectory bends coincided with a counterband, a background disturbance which slowly migrates from the anode to cathode, in
the opposite direction as proteins. This discontinuous background is seen as steps in the
electropherogram. Different steps of varying height but all the same migration speed
can be distinguished.
By tracking the migration of steps, the starting position of different steps is found to be
at different positions in the capillary. These starting positions lie between the last pixel of
the PDA and the anodic buffer vial (Figure 2.27). The position where the counterbands
intersect with a given protein band depends on capillary geometry, as well as separation
voltage. Different buffers show similar counterbands under otherwise identical separation
conditions. Notably buffers with high conductivity show the strongest counterbands.
To further characterise the behaviour of such counterbands, separations were performed
on capillaries that were pre-run for 60 minutes, see Figure 2.65. It can be seen that if the
separation voltage is applied for 60 minutes prior to protein injection and separation, the
characteristic bends in the migration trajectories do not occur. From this it is concluded
that the cause of counterbands is a characteristic of the system that takes longer than
the typical separation time (40 minutes) to reach steady-state.
If there were some evidence that the counterbands all originate in the anodic vial, electrochemical modification of the buffer system could be a plausible explanation. Since
this is not the case, thermal effects are investigated as a cause. The anodic vial is at
high voltage, whereas the cathodic vial is grounded. If there were leakage current at

Figure 2.65: Track shape with and without pre-flow before separation. a) Residual
plot of a separation with 60 minutes pre-flow prior to the separation. b) Residual plot of
a standard separation without pre-flow. All other separations conditions are standard
for both separations (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric field strength, 75 µm
inner diameter capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard sample (7 proteins,
10–225 kDa).
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the anodic vial, Joule heating would affect the vial and the inserted capillary end. Additionally, the anodic end of the capillary is in a section of the instrument with little
air flow, so the heat transfer from capillary to environment could be significantly lower,
causing excessive Joule heating in that capillary section. To assess this, the temperature
at different positions along the capillary was measured with thermocouples.
In Figure 2.66a, the temperature in the course of a standard separation is recorded at
three positions along the capillary between injection end and detection window. Alongside this the ambient temperature in different areas of the instrument is recorded, as
well as the temperature near the electrode reservoir vials. It is noteworthy that the
temperature at the high voltage electrode (anode) increases to a level above the ambient
temperature, indicating non-uniform temperature within the capillary.
Following the observation that the capillary temperature at the anodic end of the capillary is significantly higher than at the cathodic end, cooling measures were installed and

Figure 2.66: Temperature at different positions along the capillary in the course of a
standard separation a) without and b) with additional cooling. Cooling is achieved with
a 28.7 W Peltier element at the anodic vial holder, and a 1.4 W fan. The temperature
is measured with K-type thermocouples at 5 cm, 11 cm, and 17 cm from the capillary
end (cathodic sample injection end), as well as in close proximity to the electrode vials
and the ambient temperature in the region of the capillary around both ends. All other
separation conditions are standard (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric field
strength, 75 µm inner diameter capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with the standard
sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL).
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separations under optimised anodic cooling conditions were performed. Figure 2.66b
shows the development of temperature during the same standard separation, but with
better cooling. Here the overall temperature differences are reduced, and the anodic
electrode vial is maintained at the same temperature as ambient air.
In Figure 2.67 the residual plots of standard separations, with and without additional
cooling measures, are shown. It is seen that with careful temperature control the large
bends are suppressed and better linearity is achieved. From this it is concluded that what
is seen as counterbands are actually temperature steps that run through the capillary.
Upon encountering a temperature step, the migration speed of a band changes due
to altered buffer sieving behaviour. This causes the observed kinks in the migration
trajectory.

Figure 2.67: Track shape with and without additional cooling. a) Residual plot of
standard separation with additional cooling. b) Residual plot of a standard separation
(no additional cooling). For cooling a 28.7 W Peltier element is installed at the anodic
vial holder, with 1.4 W fan. Residuals are shown for the 10, 20, 35, and 50 kDa tracks.
All other separation conditions are same (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric
field strength, 75 µm inner diameter capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard
sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL).

To confirm whether the migration of the counterbands is affected by electro-osmotic flow
(EOF) or by thermal conductance, the EOF for otherwise standard condition is examined. This is done by filling the capillary with buffer as usual, but spiking the electrode
vials with an EOF marker (1 mg/mL thiourea, which does not migrate electrophoretically because it is uncharged, but absorbs light at 214 nm). The result is shown in
Figure 2.68, where it can be seen that there is indeed an electro-osmotic flow, from anode toward cathode (i.e. the opposite direction from protein migration), of comparable
migration speed as the counterbands.
To summarise, migration trajectories of proteins display bends that are associated with
non-uniform temperature distribution throughout the capillary. Data indicate that this
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Figure 2.68: Electro-osmotic flow from anode. A strong drop in photocurrent is seen
where run buffer from the anodic vial enters the detection window. All other conditions
are standard (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric field strength, 75 µm inner
diameter capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer, no sample).

could be caused by buffer zones of different temperature that migrate with the electroosmotic flow. This effect is dependent on instrumentation, and can be minimised by
optimising temperature control.

2.4.3

Errors due to UV effects

As illustrated in the results characterising a standard separation (Section 2.3.1.6), protein bands are seen to accelerate as they progress through the detection window. This
goes together with the development of a pronounced tail at the leading (‘fast’) flank
of peaks. The peak asymmetry is used as an indicator for this phenomenon. It was
shown that the tailing is suppressed when the capillary is shielded from irradiation with
ultraviolet light at 214 nm.
Various studies have analysed capillary electropherogram peak shapes, in particular for
capillary zone electrophoresis and DNA gel electrophoresis. [180,181,218–220] Wall-analyte
interactions are a common cause of tailing at the following peak flank. Peak symmetry
can also be affected by background electrolyte conductivity and pH. Peak asymmetry
can be caused by radial thermal gradients (causing mobility gradients) from Joule heating. [200,201,213] Searching literature gives no indication that UV associated tailing has
been observed before, which is not surprising because most instruments use single point
illumination and detection.
Assuming UV irradiation affects the separation, different potential mechanisms are conceivable. Absorption of UV light could cause heating and expansion, although such
expansion would be uniform across the detection window and not necessarily cause
asymmetric band distortion. As mentioned above, if absorption of UV illumination
were to cause a radial temperature gradient similar to Joule heating, but confined to the
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illumination window, the changes in mobility might cause peak asymmetry and acceleration. Since in CGE separations mobility increases with temperature, this mechanism
would cause a tail at the following flank of peaks, not at the leading flank.
Absorption of UV light could also cause degradation of the capillary contents. Either
protein degradation, or degradation of the sieving matrix could cause acceleration. Protein degradation would cause breakage into smaller protein fragments, which migrate
quicker and shift the bulk volume of the peak forward. Degradation of the sieving
matrix would also cause proteins to accelerate, due to less matrix resistance. Matrix
degradation does not explain peak asymmetry, as the matrix is stationary and uniform
across the window, but it will not be ruled out. To explore whether protein degradation by UV irradiation is involved in causing the observed non-linear migration, further
evidence is considered.
To study UV degradation mechanisms, the behaviour of proteins forced to migrate back
and forth in the detection window is studied. For a standard separation of a certain
number of proteins, the separation is allowed to progress until the proteins have passed
beyond the detection window. At this point, the voltage polarity is reversed, forcing the
proteins to migrate back through the detection window again.
So far it appears that whatever the mechanism of UV degradation, it is directed toward
the anode, i.e. the driving force is electrophoretic. If this is correct, then after reversing
polarity the leading tail of a peak will start the second pass at the following edge.
The peak shape will progressively shift back to re-form a tail at the leading peak edge.
Conversely, if the driving force is, for instance, pressure driven, then reversing polarity
will have no effect on how the peak asymmetry develops, and in the second pass the tail
will remain at the same peak flank. Figure 2.69 illustrates the two possible outcomes of
the voltage switching experiment.
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Figure 2.69: Schematic of anode directed peak asymmetry and electric field independent asymmetry. a) A leading tail develops as a peak progresses across the detection
window. When the separation polarity is switched after the peak has passed, the tail
re-enters the detection window at the following peak flank. Gradually, the bulk of the
peak migrates forward again, creating a new, reversed, asymmetric peak. b) If the
peak asymmetry is not related to electrophoresis, in the second pass the peak continues
forming in the same manner, despite migrating in the opposite direction.

The results from voltage switching are shown in Figure 2.70. From the electropherograms, it can be observed that peak asymmetry is reversed with the change of separation
polarity. This is quantified in the HWHM plot in Figure 2.71, where the peak shape
from first and second pass of each band is compared.
From Figures 2.70 and 2.71 it is clear that in the second pass, what started as a following
tail at the back of the peak returns to a symmetric peak and then shifts further to re-form
tail at the leading (‘fast’) edge. This fits well with the tentative explanation of protein
cleavage under UV irradiation: the shorter, quicker fragments that have accumulated at
the front of a band suddenly find themselves at the back, and again migrate ahead and
overtake larger proteins, resulting in the renewed formation of a leading tail shape.
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Figure 2.70: Electropherograms at different positions for first and second (reverse)
pass of four protein peaks. a) Electropherogram of the first pixel in the detection
window. b) Electropherogram of the last pixel in the detection window. c) Electropherogram of the last pixel after a voltage polarity switch. d) Electropherogram of the
middle pixel in the detection window after a voltage polarity switch. e) Electropherogram of the first pixel in the detection window after a voltage polarity switch. Unlike
the schematic in Figure 2.69, the x-axis indicates time. What was the last peak in
the first pass is the first peak to re-enter the detection window, and electropherograms
appear as mirror images.

Figure 2.71: HWHM plot for the 4 bands seen in the electropherograms in Figure 2.70.
To compare the peak shape from the first pass with the second pass, HWHM curves are
positioned side by side, and not in the order of elution. Red colour indicates the slow,
tailing half width. The leftmost group of curves is the first to re-enter the detection
window, i.e. the last to pass the detection window before switching polarity (highest
molecular weight).
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To assess the role of the sieving matrix in peak asymmetry, it would be helpful to
understand how migration progresses after UV exposure, in the absence of further illumination. Because the sieving matrix does not migrate (or only very slowly), after
passing the detection window protein migration continues in a buffer environment that
is unaffected by UV exposure. If buffer degradation is causing the peaks to deform, then
once outside the illumination window, no further deformation is expected. If, on the
other hand, protein degradation is causing peak deformation, then the fragments would
continue to migrate farther away from the parent peak. In this case the peak shape
would continue to change even in the absence of illumination.
A set of sliding window experiments was designed to determine post-exposure behaviour.
A capillary with two detection windows was used. Initially the separation is observed
in the first detection window, until at a given time the separation is interrupted and the
capillary is shifted to allow detection in the second window. Typically proteins migrate
for 18 cm before the first window, then undergo 5.1 cm illumination and detection,
followed by another 7 cm unperturbed migration before entering the second detection
window.
In Figure 2.72 the electropherograms of two peaks at different positions along the capillary are shown. Here the HWHM is not the ideal metric for observing the peak shapes,

Figure 2.72: Sliding detection window: electropherograms of 35 kDa and 50 kDa
peaks at different positions along the capillary. a) First window, pixel 10 (18.1cm).
b) First window, pixel 500 (23 cm). c) Second window, pixel 10 (30.1 cm). d) Second
window, pixel 450 (34.5 cm). Separation performed under otherwise standard conditions
(350 V/cm electric field strength, 75 µm inner diameter capillary, Beckman SDS gel
buffer), with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL).
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Figure 2.73: Sliding detection window: comparison of different peaks at different
capillary positions. Detection windows at 18 and 30 cm. Separation performed under
otherwise standard conditions (350 V/cm electric field strength, 75 µm inner diameter
capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa).

because there is a distinct peak and tail, and, especially in the second window peaks, the
tail does not affect the half widths. Comparing the peaks in Figures 2.72b and 2.72c,
it appears that the tail has migrated independently of the main of the peak, and has
spread out further. In Figure 2.73 the different peak electropherograms are overlaid for
better comparison. In all peaks it can be seen that the leading tail has migrated ahead
of the main peak, indicating that the damage sustained during the UV illumination is
permanent damage to the proteins of that peak.
Having demonstrated that proteins undergo degradation under UV illumination, it remains unclear whether this is a buffer mediated phenomena, or direct photolysis of
peptide bonds.
For protection of the high molecular weight sieving polymer in gel buffers, scavengers
may be included in the gel buffer formulation, indeed even with the bulk polymer.
Comparing different separation media, it is observed that separations in capillary gel
electrophoresis (CGE) experience fronting/tailing, for all buffer formulations examined
(Beckman SDS gel buffer, Groton Optima buffer, and custom prepared dextran-based
buffers, see Section 2.3.4). This indicates that UV degradation occurs for different buffer
formulations, and although it is particularly pronounced in some formulations, it occurs
widely.
Unlike CGE separations, capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) separations show symmetric peaks up until the end of the detection window. This is illustrated in Figure 2.74,
where the HWHM toward front and back of peaks are plotted against the time coordinates of hits. In the left image the separation of five proteins in a CZE buffer is shown.
The right image shows the separation results of five proteins in a commercial CGE buffer
with a non-crosslinked, entangled polymer sieving matrix, where severe tailing is seen.
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Figure 2.74: Comparison of peak asymmetry for different separations: a) capillary
zone electrophoresis, b) capillary gel electrophoresis. Half width at half maximum
toward fast (black) and slow (red) flanks of peaks are plotted against hit position.
a) CZE, sample of five proteins with molecular weights 8–50 kDa, normal polarity
separation in 42 mM sodium tetraborate, pH 9.3 (strong EOF). b) CGE, sample of five
proteins with molecular weight 10–100 kDa, reverse polarity separation in commercial
Beckman buffer (negligible EOF).

At a first glance it appears that proteins do not undergo degradation solely from UV
irradiation, but degradation is related to the buffer environment. However, it must be
taken in consideration that the mechanism of separation differs between CGE and CZE.
In CZE the electrophoretic force depends on the charge-to-size ratio (Section 1.3.2).
In CGE on the other hand, the driving force is same for all proteins, with a constant
charge-to-mass ratio. Instead, the sieving effect of the matrix separates smaller, more
mobile proteins from longer, less mobile proteins. Assuming protein cleavage, in CGE
the fragments invariably migrate faster. In CZE the charge-to-size ratio might increase,
decrease, or remain same, so fragments might migrate faster or slower, or at the same
speed, and peak shape is not the anticipated indicator of degradation. Another consideration is that in CZE, proteins are not necessarily denatured, nor are disulphide
bonds reduced. Therefore if peptide bonds were cleaved, conceivably the fragments
could continue migration with the bulk of the protein and no changes would be observable. Finally, the mobility differences in CZE are far smaller than in CGE, so if protein
fragmentation were to occur, it would be more difficult to observe than in CGE.
To determine whether protein degradation under UV illumination is related to CGE
buffer composition, or if it is a universal, buffer-independent phenomenon, CZE experiments were designed to see if peak degradation can be observed under some circumstances. The CZE buffer used was a simple sodium tetraborate buffer (42 mM, pH 9.3)
in water with 8 M urea and 2 % w/v CHAPS to ensure denaturing conditions (all from
Sigma-Aldrich Co.). The previously introduced sliding window setup was used, with the
first window for exposing one band to a high dose of UV illumination. After exposure of
one band in the first window, the capillary is shifted to the second window and the peak
shape is recorded. Because only one band received extra exposure, only one peak would
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Figure 2.75: Comparison of peaks in denaturing CZE separation with and without
pre-exposure of a peak. The upper and lower panel are repeat runs of the same experiment. The electropherogram of a control run with no pre-exposure (but otherwise
identical conditions) is underlayed in orange, to illustrate changes in the pre-exposed
peaks. Of the two prominent peaks, only one, the second peak, is pre-exposed. Conditions: normal polarity CZE separation in sodium tetraborate buffer (42 mM, pH 9.3)
with 8 M urea and 2 % w/v CHAPS. 8 minutes pre-exposure of second peak at 15 cm,
detection at 60 cm. Separation in 75 µm inner diameter capillary at 230 V/cm electric
field strength, under strong EOF conditions.

show degradation in the second window, allowing comparison to unexposed bands that
underwent the same separation.
In Figure 2.75 the electropherograms of a separation with pre-exposure and a control
separation is shown. As Figure 2.75 shows, the pre-exposed band (labelled as band 2)
displays considerable peak degradation after an additional 45 cm migration distance,
unlike the unexposed peak preceding it. This illustrates that under specific conditions,
peak degradation can be shown to occur in CZE separations, indicating that protein
fragmentation can be observed in a simple medium with minimal additives. This is
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further supported by evidence found in the literature that peptide bonds can undergo
photolysis around 214 nm in aqueous solution. [77,221–226]
To summarise, UV illumination causes bands to accelerate and develop a tail at the
leading front. If the polarity is switched, the peak tails shift back forward to the leading
flank. After UV illumination, the leading tail continues to move farther away from the
main peak. Peak degradation is not ordinarily observed in CZE, but can be induced
under certain conditions. These observations are consistent with degradation and cleavage of proteins into smaller fragments which migrate with a higher mobility. The most
plausible cause for proteins to undergo fragmentation is direct UV photolysis. Some
evidence shows that sufficient UV irradiation can break peptide bonds. [77,221–226]

2.4.4

Error optimisation and estimation

In a V2D separation, reconstructing the starting position of the CGE migration is crucial.
In the light of minimising the error of this reconstructed starting position, the presented
data can supply some optimal experimental conditions. This is summarised in Table 2.1.
The values in Table 2.1 are applicable for separations of samples in the range of 10–
225 kDa using Beckman buffer with the instrument described in Section 2.2.2.
Table 2.1: Optimal experimental conditions for minimal errors on the reconstructed
starting position. For samples 10–225 kDa, using Beckman SDS gel buffer on the custom
built instrument.

Experimental parameter

Optimal value

Hit threshold

100 x noise level

Detection length

> 20 mm

Electric field strength

300–400 V/cm

Separation length

10 cm

Capillary diameter

50 µm

With regards to instrumentation, the single most influential factor is temperature control. This affects how much proteins migration has deviated from a linear trajectory
(thermal effects), as well as how tracks are fitted (background effects).
Further to the optimal experimental conditions, it is possible to derive estimators for
the errors under arbitrary conditions. Conventional studies of errors in capillary electrophoresis generally describe the peak shapes, in particular the peak height and width,
for different experimental conditions. This is the standard approach for a single detector, where the (average) migration speed is determined by the quotient of the separation
distance divided by the migration time, i.e. the time of detection. In a V2D separation
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by contrast, the separation distances vary for different proteins, and are not known
a priori. Here the migration speed needs to be determined by tracking along multiple
pixels. Hence the errors on migration speed are not necessarily dominated by the same
factors.
One of the first observations is that the actual error on the reconstructed starting position
is significantly greater than the error associated with the tracks (Section 2.3.1.2). As
the track errors are related to peak shape parameters, similar to single detector data,
this indicates that the observed reconstruction errors are heavily influenced by further
factors.
In the foregoing discussion, three causes of non-linear migration and resulting errors
were identified and characterised: thermal effects, background effects, and UV effects.
Here we will develop an estimate of the contribution of each of these factors to the error
on reconstructed starting position.

2.4.4.1

Estimate of thermal errors

The thermal error is caused by the separation buffer gradually heating up, causing proteins to migrate slower in the beginning and faster toward the end. This depends mostly
on factors such as external heat sources (e.g. light source) and instrument cooling, and
the duration of the separation. Although Joule heating (i.e. buffer resistance, separation
voltage) causes the capillary temperature to increase, after the first couple of seconds
of a separation a steady state is attained (for a narrow bore capillary in any case), and
thereafter Joule heating hardly contributes to non-constant temperature conditions (and
non-linear migration).
For the characterised system, the thermal error for a variety of proteins is small (3–
7 mm) compared to the actually observed errors (10–60 mm). This means that in a
first approximation the thermal error is independent of molecular weight, and adds an
offset error. This explains why the tracks do indeed vertex reasonably well for the first
few tracks, but not at the recorded vertex. For data from a standard separation, this
offset is in the region of 13 mm, slightly greater than the thermal model in Section 2.4.1
predicts.
It is possible to define a function that describes the thermal error dependency on migration time, although this requires calibration data for different instrumentation. In
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Figure 2.76 a linear function describes thermal errors with:
Θ = −0.0042τ − 0.2678

(2.39)

where Θ [mm] is the thermal error, and τ [s] is the migration time. With τ = L/(µE) this
can be correlated with the more common experimental parameters mobility µ [mm2 /(sV)],
separation length L [mm], and electric field strength E [V/mm]. It is important to remember that Equation 2.39 is only an approximation. As shown in Section 2.4.1 the
underlying function is more complicated.

Figure 2.76: Errors for different migration times arising from thermal effects. Conditions: T0 = 295 K, B = 1850, v0 = 0.1–0.19 mm/s. All other conditions are standard
(E = 350 V/cm, Beckman buffer, fused silica capillary with 75 µm inner diameter,
375 µm outer diameter, detection at 200 mm).

2.4.4.2

Estimate of errors from background effects

Errors from background effects (counterbands) are related to thermal errors in so far
as they are also caused by a non-constant temperature, however they display quite
different phenomena. Counterband errors are caused by distinct buffer zones of different
migration behaviour. The buffer zones migrate against the proteins and originate from
the anodic (high voltage) end of the capillary. Counterbands can be reduced by enforcing
heat transport for a uniform temperature distribution. Counterband reduction brings
about straighter tracks and smaller χ2 values for better fits, but the influence on the
reconstructed starting position error is more complicated. For instance, under some
circumstances the counterband contributions balance out, and the overall influence is
very small.
As shown in Section 2.3.2 where data from varying sub-sections of the detector were used
for track fitting, depending on how much and which section of the track is included in
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the analysis, the observed reconstructed starting position error can increase or decrease.
Studying these errors gives an indication of how counterband-induced migration irregularities affect the errors. Apart from the last two tracks (which undergo particularly
severe UV degradation), the range within which the reconstructed position error varies
is same for all proteins. In the ‘increasing pixel subset’ data series, the variations lie
within 12.1 ± 0.9 mm. In the ‘moving pixel subset’ data series, the variations lie within
19.4 ± 4.1 mm.
Although this gives a range within which errors due to counterbands may lie, the actual
contribution of counterbands to the errors of an arbitrary track is still unknown. This
factor depends very much on how exactly counterbands intersect with protein trajectories. In Figure 2.77 the first four trajectories are shown, along with their residuals, with
each linear subsection marked in a different colour.

Figure 2.77: Protein migration trajectories: counterband subsections. a) Migration
trajectories. b) Residual plots (trajectory as seen from fitted track). For each trajectory
the first linear section is marked blue, the second section in grey, and the third section
in red. Tracks fitted to the subsections are indicated with dashed lines. Separation
conditions are standard (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric field strength,
75 µm inner diameter capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer). The four displayed tracks
belong to 10, 20, 35, and 50 kDa proteins respectively.

It is possible analytically to describe the counterband migration trajectory, intercept
the trajectories with an arbitrary protein migration track, and with that information
describe how the protein migration trajectory changes. The occurrence of counterbands
is highly dependent on experimental details such as how the capillary is clamped to a
capillary holder, or fill levels of the electrode vials. Therefore it seems more useful to
devote effort to ensuring robust separation conditions rather than attempting to develop
a model that describes all these factors.
To give an approximation of the errors caused by counterbands, the ratio between the
overall slope of trajectories in the detection window and the slope of the first trajectory
subsection is determined. The first subsection merits special scrutiny because it has
undergone the least counterband interference. The ratio of these slopes is constant for
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proteins < 100 kDa, beyond which UV effects become dominant. For the tracks with
molecular weight smaller than 100 kDa, this ratio is:
bS1 = (1.052 ± .005)boverall

(2.40)

with bS1 [s/mm] denoting the slope (inverse migration speed) of the track prior to
counterband interference, and boverall [s/mm] the slope of the track with counterband
interference. With the corrected slope, using Equation 2.16 for error propagation, the
contribution from counterbands on the reconstructed starting position error becomes:
CB = −

τ
boverall


1−

1
1.052


=−

τ
0.049
boverall

(2.41)

where CB [mm] is the error from counterband interference, and τ [s] is the migration
time. With τ = L/(µE) this can be correlated with the mobility µ [mm2 /(sV)], separation length L [mm], and electric field strength E [V/mm].

2.4.4.3

Estimate of errors from UV effects

The third characteristic error source, non-linear migration due to UV effects, is caused by
UV illumination gradually generating protein fragments. As the smaller fragments begin
to move ahead of the parent peak, the peak shape becomes asymmetric and the overall
peak appears to accelerate. The migration trajectory becomes progressively steeper,
and the fitted tracks deviate more and more from the true starting coordinates. Errors
from UV effects depend on factors such as UV exposure, molecular weight, and sieving
strength of the CGE buffer.
To quantify the effects of UV fragmentation, without the influence of other error sources,
a Monte Carlo simulation was adapted.2 Briefly, proteins of 10–225 kDa molecular
weight are populated at a starting coordinate with a Gaussian position distribution.
Next each protein is made to migrate according to a given molecular weight-mobility
calibration function. Once the protein enters the illumination/detection window, in
each time-step it absorbs photo-energy relative to its molecular weight, resulting in a
probability for random fragmentation in that time step. The population of proteins is
used to generate a set of data equivalent to photocurrent data from a photodiode array
(based on UV absorption). These simulated data are then analysed the same as ordinary
data. In Figure 2.78 the resulting simulated data are compared to real data.

2

courtesy Phil Lewis, deltaDOT Ltd.
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Figure 2.78: Monte Carlo simulation compared to real separation data. a) Electropherogram, first pixel. b) Electropherogram, last pixel. c) Half width at half maximum
(peak asymmetry). d) Fitted tracks. All data are for identical conditions (200 mm
separation distance, proteins molecular weight 10, 20, 35, 50, 100, 150, and 225 kDa,
Beckman SDS gel buffer mobility calibration).
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The Monte Carlo simulation is comparable to the real separation data, for which reason
it is used to estimate the error contribution from UV mediated protein fragmentation. In
Figure 2.79a the errors on the reconstructed starting coordinates are shown for proteins
with different molecular weights. Notably, high molecular weight proteins suffer greater
track distortion due to UV effects. This is caused in part by heavy proteins migrating
more slowly, and thus receiving greater exposure; and in part by the size distribution of
the fragments spanning a greater range (0.1–225 kDa vs. 0.1–10 kDa).

Figure 2.79: Monte Carlo simulation of UV induced fragmentation: errors on the
reconstructed starting coordinates. a) Error vs. molecular weight, for two different
buffers. b) Error vs. migration time, for two different buffers. All data are for identical
conditions (200 mm separation distance, proteins molecular weight 10, 20, 35, 50, 100,
150, and 225 kDa), with Beckman SDS gel buffer (respectively Groton Optima gel
buffer) mobility calibration.

If the migration calibration of another buffer, i.e. Groton buffer, is implemented, the
UV effects are far less pronounced. This illustrates how the sieving strength of a buffer
influences UV effects.
In Figure 2.79a, the error starts to increase significantly above a certain threshold. To
study this the errors of the last four simulated tracks were evaluated for increasing pixel
number (i.e. UV exposure time), see Figure 2.80.
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Figure 2.80: Monte Carlo simulation of UV induced fragmentation: increasing UV
exposure. a) Error vs. UV exposure time for protein molecular weights 50, 100, 150,
and 225 kDa. b) Development of track parameters a (intercept: migration time to first
pixel) and b (slope: inverse migration velocity) with increasing UV exposure time. c)
Track parameter b vs. UV exposure time. All data are for identical conditions (200 mm
separation distance, protein molecular weight 50, 100, 150, and 225 kDa, Beckman SDS
gel buffer mobility calibration).

In Figure 2.80a it is seen that the track error of a particular protein gradually increases,
until a certain threshold is crossed, beyond which the error rapidly increases. In Figure 2.80b the two track parameters (intercept a and slope b) are plotted for increasing
UV exposure. While the intercept only increases marginally, the slope of the tracks is
strongly affected by UV exposure. In Figure 2.80c the slope of tracks of the same protein, but with increasing UV exposure is evaluated. Again a threshold-type behaviour
is observed, where the slope b initially remains constant, and only starts to decrease
above a certain threshold exposure.
Observing the 50 kDa protein in Figure 2.80, the slope (and error) do not vary greatly
within the observation window. The next heavier protein (100 kDa) shows similar behaviour, up until a threshold, where the slope (b value) begins to drop off. It appears
that the threshold depends on the molecular weight of the protein. For the 150 kDa protein a far lower exposure time induces the same behaviour, and for the heaviest protein
(225 kDa) the exposure threshold is reached shortly after enough data are collected to
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fit a track. This threshold behaviour is possibly due to a critical mass of fragmentation,
before which the parent peak is still dominant.
In Figure 2.80c it is noteworthy that the b values of different molecular weights form
a common line, indicated with a dashed line in the figure. With increasing exposure
b values remain constant, until they intersect with this line, whereafter they decrease
following the trendline. This observation is used to define a critical exposure, beyond
which extra errors are introduced from changes of the track slope (b value).
The critical exposure threshold δ ∗ [s] in dependence of the slope b0 [s/mm] (without
UV exposure, or in approximation, the slope along the first couple of pixels) is:
δ∗ =

8.9 − b0
0.0045

(2.42)

With a function describing the critical exposure threshold, an estimate for the errors
below this threshold is developed. In Figure 2.79a the starting position error from simulated UV fragmentation data is plotted against the molecular weight. The proteins

Figure 2.81: Monte Carlo simulation: function used to estimate errors from UV
effects. Function describing the starting position errors of 10–50 kDa proteins (subcritical, baseline error baseline [mm]) in dependence of the (measured) slope of the
trajectory b0 .

10–50 kDa are below the critical exposure threshold, and are used to find a function
describing the (subcritical) baseline error baseline [mm], again correlated to the (measured) slope of the trajectory. Here a quadratic function describes the errors best, as
illustrated in Figure 2.81.
baseline = −0.23(b0 − 5.5)2 − 0.5

(2.43)
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Finally, an estimate for the errors above the critical exposure threshold is developed. The
additional ‘supercritical’ error supercritical [mm] is caused by the b (track slope) values
dropping off from the baseline b0 values, as observed in Figure 2.80c. Furthermore,
the b values for different molecular weights begin to follow the same function (dashed
trendline in Figure 2.80c). The slope of this line is −0.0045 [mm]. Using this, the b
value at an arbitrary time after super critical exposure is:
b = b0 − 0.0045(δ total − δ ∗ )

(2.44)

where b0 [s/mm] is the track slope prior to UV exposure (or in approximation the track
slope of the first 100 pixels), δ total [s] is the total exposure time, and δ ∗ [s] is the critical
exposure time, as expressed in Equation 2.42. With this expression for the slope, the
additional error this contributes to the error in the reconstructed starting coordinate is
found using distance x =

migrationtime τ
:
b

τ
τ
supercritical = x − x0 = −
b b0


1
1
supercritical = −τ
−
b0 − 0.0045(δ total − δ ∗ ) b0


1
1
= −τ
−
8.9 − 0.0045δ total b0

(2.45)

(2.46)

Equations 2.42, 2.43, and 2.46 are used to describe the critical exposure time δ ∗ [s], the
error if the exposure is below the critical exposure baseline [mm], and the additional
error for exposure above the critical exposure supercritical [mm]. The necessary values
are the initial track slope (or for first 100 pixels) b0 [s/mm], the migration time to the
first pixel τ [s], and the total exposure time δ total [s].
Although these expressions are purely descriptive and fitted to a Monte Carlo fragmentation simulation, they describe the actual data behaviour well. For real data the
numerical values in Equations 2.42, 2.43 and 2.46 are adjusted slightly, which describes
actual (not simulated) data better:
8.1 − b0
0.005
baseline = −0.23(b0 − 4)2 − 0.5


1
1
supercritical = −τ
−
8.1 − 0.005δ total b0
δ∗ =

(2.47)
(2.48)
(2.49)
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In Table 2.2 the estimates are summarised for errors on the reconstructed starting position from different causes (thermal, counterbands, UV effects). In Table 2.3 these
estimates are applied to a set of standard data, and the resulting overall error estimates
compared with the actual starting position errors.
Although there are minor differences between estimated and observed starting position
errors (up to 3 mm overestimate), the standard deviation is 1.7 mm, which is a vast improvement over the uncorrected 10–70 mm error. Optimisation of the estimate functions
could further improve the accuracy of the error estimates.
Table 2.2: Estimates of errors for different types of non-linear migration.

Error source
Non-linear migration

Estimate1
Θ = −0.0042τ − 0.2678

from thermal effects
Counterband crossing

CB = −

τ
boverall

0.049

critical exposure δ ∗ =
UV degradation

1

8.1 − b0
0.005

δ total ≤ δ ∗ :

U V = −0.23(b0 − 4)2 − 0.5

δ total > δ ∗ :

U V = −0.23(b0 − 4)2 − 0.5


1
1
−τ
−
8.1 − 0.005δ total b0

For samples 10–225 kDa, using Beckman SDS gel buffer on custom built instrument.
With thermal error Θ [mm], error caused by counterband interference CB [mm], and
error from UV effects U V [mm]. τ [s] is the migration time to the first pixel, and can be
substituted with τ = L/(µE) with separation length L [mm], mobility µ [mm2 /(sV)],
and electric field strength E [V/mm]. boverall [s/mm] is the track slope, b0 [s/mm] is
the initial track slope (or for first 100 pixel), δ total [s] the total exposure time.
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Table 2.3: Comparison between observed starting position errors and estimated starting position errors for sample separation data1 .

τ

boverall

b0

δ total

δ∗

Θ

CB

10

857

4.043

4.248

207

770

-3.87

-10.39

20

1004

4.689

5.007

240

619

-4.48

35

1151

5.309

5.713

272

477

50

1278

5.861

6.222

300

100

1546

6.697

6.680

150

1719

6.850

225

1888

7.056

MW

1

U V

estimated

observed

-0.51

-14.77

-12.06

-10.49

-0.73

-15.71

-14.14

-5.10

-10.63

-1.18

-16.91

-16.88

376

-5.64

-10.69

-1.64

-17.96

-18.09

342

284

-6.78

-11.31

-12.71

-30.79

-30.91

7.194

326

181

-7.49

-12.29

-29.58

-49.36

-50.89

7.848

300

50

-8.20

-13.11

-49.36

-70.67

-67.55

Contributions are shown for thermal errors Θ [mm], errors caused by counterband
interference CB [mm], and errors from UV effects U V [mm]. τ [s] is the migration time
to the first pixel, boverall [s/mm] is the track slope, b0 [s/mm] is the initial track slope
(or for first 100 pixel), δ total [s] the total exposure time, and δ ∗ [s] the critical exposure
time. Separation conditions are standard (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric
field strength, 75 µm inner diameter capillary, Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard
sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL), using custom built instrument.
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Expected performance of V2D separations

The data gathered so far can be used to generate a mock virtual 2D (V2D) separation,
and quantify the expected performance of a V2D separation. Double injection data are
used as the basis for the V2D mock-up, in order to include realistic band crossings and
a variety of starting coordinates. In Figure 2.82 the double injection track plot along
with its V2D mock-up is shown, with a conventional 2D gel image for comparison.

Figure 2.82: Mock V2D separation. a) Reconstructed migration tracks of the double
injection separation used for a V2D mock-up. With observed trajectory (red), and fitted
track (blue). b) Schematic illustration of migration tracks in a V2D separation. c) Mock
V2D: starting coordinate (related to pI) against migration speed (related to MW). The
second injection time is used as the mock-up separation starting time. Asterisk symbols
indicate expected values, full symbols observed values. Standard separation conditions
apply (200 mm separation length, 350 V/cm electric field strength, 75 µm ID capillary,
Beckman SDS gel buffer), with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa, 3.2 mg/mL).
Sample was injected twice with an interval of 4 minutes. d) 2D gel image with pI
against migration speed (human lymphoma, from ExPASy [46] ).

In Figure 2.82c the uncorrected reconstructed starting coordinates of tracks are shown.
The errors are associated with the variance of the observed migration trajectory around
the fitted track. Proteins of the first injection are marked in green, proteins of the second
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injection in blue. Since this is a double injection, it is known that one set of proteins
started at a given position (−200 mm in this case), and the other has migrated (for
4 minutes in this case) from that same starting position and is already farther along the
capillary. This second group of proteins is expected to lie on a straight line (because
the distance each protein travels in the same time is linearly proportional to its speed).
In Figure 2.82c the expected positions of proteins are indicated with asterisk symbols.
Clearly the reconstructed positions need correction before the data are of reasonable
significance.

Figure 2.83: Calibration and correction of mock V2D separation. a) Calibration
function (quadratic) for correlation of track error and starting position error, data from
a standard (single injection) separation. b) Mock V2D with correction by track error
calibration. Starting coordinates (related to pI) are plotted against migration speeds
(related to MW). Red asterisk symbols indicate expected values, open green symbols
uncorrected values, and blue solid symbols corrected values. Data is from a double
injection separation (injection interval 4 minutes), and the second injection time is
used as the separation starting time. All other separation conditions are standard,
with standard sample (7 proteins, 10–225 kDa).
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In Section 2.3.1.3 it was observed that the track error is loosely proportional (correlation
coefficient 0.73) to the actual (‘starting position’) error. An error correction with the
track error seems plausible because the track error contains influences from all error
sources. Also, the track error is a value that is easily available for an arbitrary track. In
Figure 2.83 the correction resulting from a linear correction function is seen. Comparing
the uncorrected positions with the corrected ones, there is a noticeable improvement,
however the inaccuracy is still considerable.
Instead of applying a correction that is correlated to the track errors, the more refined
error estimates defined in Section 2.4.4 can be used. In Figure 2.84 the same mock-up
V2D gel with error estimate corrections is seen.

Figure 2.84: Correction of mock V2D separation with error estimates. Starting
coordinates (related to pI) are plotted against migration speeds (related to MW). Red
asterisk symbols indicate expected values, open green symbols uncorrected values, and
blue solid symbols corrected values. Data is from a double injection separation (injection
interval 4 minutes), and the second injection time is used as the mock-up separation
starting time. All other separation conditions are standard, with standard sample
(7 proteins, 10–225 kDa).

In Figure 2.85 the different corrections and their performance are compared. For lighter
(faster) proteins (< 100 kDa) the correction with the error estimate produces quite
satisfactory results, with the uncertainty of the starting positions in the range of 1–7 mm.
Assuming a pH gradient length of 50 mm, a 2 mm starting position error corresponds
to a relative error of 4 %. If the pH gradient spans 7 pH units (pH 4–11), then the
pI error is 0.28 pH units. Here up to 25 peaks can be separated, or 500 peaks per
metre. These figures of merit are only for the first, reconstructed IEF dimension of the
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Figure 2.85: Comparison of different error corrections for V2D separations. a) Uncorrected mock V2D separation. b) Mock V2D separation with corrections as a function of track errors. c) Mock V2D separation with correction by the error estimates
from Section 2.4.4. Starting coordinates (related to pI) are plotted against migration
speeds (related to MW). Data is from a double injection separation (injection interval
4 minutes), and the second injection time is used as the mock-up separation starting
time. All other separation conditions are standard, with standard sample (7 proteins,
10–225 kDa).

separation. For the second, gel electrophoresis dimension, the performance relates to
the capillary gel electrophoresis separation. For a typical capillary gel electrophoresis
separation under the conditions used here, the theoretical plate number is 24600 plates,
or 123000 theoretical plates per metre. The height equivalent to one theoretical plate is
0.008 mm, and the resolution between two adjacent peaks is 3.9. The peak capacity is
39 peaks. For two orthogonal separations that are combined, the peak capacity is the
product of the individual peak capacities. In this case the V2D separation has a peak
capacity of 975 peaks. This is more than either separation individually, and more than a
standard capillary gel electrophoresis separation can achieve under optimal conditions,
but it is less than conventional two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. For longer separation
lengths (e.g. 100 mm IEF, 600 mm CGE) higher peak capacities up to 5850 peaks can
be obtained, which compares well to two-dimensional gel electrophoresis.
Particularly important factors for migration reconstruction are quick separation and rigorous temperature control. Microfluidic chips are especially favourable in both respects.
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Table 2.4: Estimates for overall relative errors of a V2D separation under optimal
experimental conditions.

V2D accuracy
migration speed

<1%

starting position

4%

peak area

3%

Higher molecular weight proteins (100 kDa and over) suffer greater uncertainties regarding starting position, in the range of 1–2 cm. Presumably the correction could be
improved for a given microfluidic chip, and with optimised instrumentation and buffers
uncertainties in the range of millimetres should be possible, even for higher molecular
weight proteins. This illustrates the importance of a relatively long pH gradient. Although from a microfluidic perspective a pH section as short as 1 cm is more obvious,
from a tracking perspective short pH gradients result in poor sensitivity. In Table 2.4
the potential accuracy of a V2D separation under ideal conditions is summarised.

Chapter 3

V2D Separations
3.1
3.1.1

V2D separations in a two-buffer system
Introduction

In Section 1.5 the concept of virtual two-dimensional (V2D) separations was proposed in
the form of collinear isoelectric focusing (IEF) and capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE),
where the separation results of the individual separations are reconstructed by tracking.
While IEF and GE are the most customary techniques for 2D protein electrophoresis
separations, this approach requires the development of an elaborate microfluidic structure with an integrated pH gradient. A simpler way to combine two collinear separations
is to start with a conventional capillary-based separation, but implement two different
buffer sections in the same capillary.
In a separation with two buffer sections in the same capillary, a plug of protein mixture
starts to migrate in the first section. Eventually a given protein passes through the
interface into the second section, where its migration behaviour changes due to a change
in the chemical conditions. After migration in the second section, the protein passes
a detection window, where the migration trajectory is observed. From this track, the
protein migration speed in the second buffer is known. Assuming the interface location
is known (either by measurement or by prior positioning), the interface crossing can
be reconstructed. With this and with information on injection time and position, it
is possible to reconstruct the migration speed in the first section. From one set of
measurements two different separations are resolved. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
The concept of changing the separation conditions mid-run has been proposed in earlier
work, in particular dynamic change of pH. [121,169,227] Although these reports include
166
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Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of a V2D separation in two different buffers. After
proteins migrate and separate in a first buffer section, they pass across an interface
into a second buffer section. Here the migration behaviour changes due to a change
in chemical conditions. After migration in the second section, the proteins pass a
detection window, where the migration of each protein group is tracked. With this
migration trajectory, the buffer interface crossing can be reconstructed. Given the
injection coordinates, the migration speed in the first section is reconstructed.

schematic diagrams of the protein migration trajectories, these are exclusively for illustration. The aim of these separations is to improve performance by selectively shifting
peaks that would otherwise co-migrate, and not to reconstruct separations under different conditions. By contrast, in this work the concept of tracking is applied to ‘twocondition’ separations. If the migration trajectory of proteins under different conditions
is determined, it becomes possible to compare the migration change and gain additional
information on the separating proteins.
While the capillary-based format is attractive in regards to simplicity, it does put some
restrictions on the choice of separation modes. Since two buffers share the same capillary, they need to be compatible. Otherwise unwanted behaviour may interfere with the
separations. Problems can arise from differences in electro-osmotic flow in the two sections, isotachophoretic behaviour if the background electrolyte varies, [228,229] variation
in the electric field strength if the buffer conductivities are mismatched, [230] as well as
migration of any charged buffer components such as SDS. [40]
The two separations we chose to investigate in a model separation system are capillary
zone electrophoresis (CZE) and sieving capillary zone electrophoresis. As described in
Section 1.3.2, CZE defines an electrophoretic separation in a non-sieving matrix where
the native charge of a protein (which depends on the protein’s pI relative to the buffer
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pH) causes electrophoretic migration. Separation occurs according to the charge-tosize ratio of different proteins. In sieving CZE, the driving charge is still the native
charge of a protein, but like in capillary gel electrophoresis, the buffer contains a sieving
matrix. This affects small proteins less than large proteins, and contributes a sizedependent factor to the overall electrophoretic migration. [203] Comparison of a protein’s
CZE mobility with its sieving CZE mobility then gives an indication of the protein’s
size.
Unlike in conventional 2D gel electrophoresis, the two separations are not orthogonal
(independent), but somewhat linked. As previously mentioned, the conditions need to
be compatible, resulting in a trade-off between compatibility and orthogonality.
One more issue needs consideration, namely how to control the position of the interface
between the two different buffer sections. Either the position of the interface is defined,
and does not vary in the course of the separation; or the interface moves in the course
of the separation, and needs to be observed. Whether the interface position moves or
is stationary depends on the electro-osmotic flow (EOF). Unless the EOF is zero, the
interface is dragged along.
The EOF can be controlled with additives and surface treatments, [210,231,232] and two
segments of capillary with different filling can be coupled. Coupling of two capillary
segments is likely to bring losses compared to an uninterrupted capillary, and the position
of the buffer interface is not directly observable but must be assumed to be at the
capillary joint.
To avoid these problems, the separation can be set up as normal polarity CZE, with
strong EOF and sample injection at the anode end. If the anodic reservoir is changed
to the second buffer after a given time, the EOF will draw the second buffer into the
capillary and proteins migrating against the EOF will eventually migrate into the second
buffer section. Both the interface and finally the proteins pass the detector near the
cathode. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Here the interface position is directly observed
and the problems arising from coupling are avoided.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of a V2D separation in two different buffers with
a moving interface. After sample injection, the anodic reservoir is changed to the
second buffer after a given time. The electro-osmotic flow (EOF) draws the second
buffer into the capillary. Proteins migrating against the EOF eventually migrate into
the second buffer section, where their migration behaviour changes due to different
chemical conditions. Both the interface and finally the proteins pass the detector near
the cathode. From the migration trajectory of the interface and a protein, the buffer
interface crossing can be reconstructed. Given the injection coordinates, the migration
speed in the first section is reconstructed.

3.1.2

Experimental methods

Instrumentation and data analysis: The instrumentation and data analysis package are the same as previously described in Chapter 2.2. Briefly, a custom built capillary
electrophoresis system was used for standard measurements. Along an optical rail are
positioned: a deuterium light source, imaging optics and wavelength filters, a capillary
stage, and the detector. The capillary ends are immersed in vials with buffer and platinum electrodes that are connected to a high voltage power supply. The detector is a
linear photodiode array with 2048 pixels, each 2.5 mm × 25 µm. Data are digitised and
acquired at 10 Hz and the values of four adjacent pixels are averaged. This comes to
the same effect as a detector with 512 pixels of 100 µm width each.
A set of custom offline analysis packages (ENIUS, deltaDOT) were used and adapted
to requirements. To outline the data analysis process, the program begins by loading
detector data from a file, then identifies so-called ‘hits’ (where something passes the
detector), and finally fits tracks through the found hits. The slope and intercept for the
fitted tracks are displayed for further use. Various operations can be performed with
the data, for instance plotting the reconstructed migration trajectory.
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Experimental procedures and reagents: Fused silica capillaries (PolyMicro Technologies) with 75 µm inner diameter and 375 µm outer diameter are used for all experiments. Standard separation length (to first pixel) is 60 cm, with a 5.5 cm imaging
window and 75 cm total capillary length. Capillaries are subjected to a cleaning routine immediately prior to every separation (flush under pressure for 15 minutes with 1 M
NaOH, 3 minutes ultrapure water, 3 minutes separation buffer, and 3 minutes separation
buffer into cathode vial) as well as a special cleaning routine for new capillaries (5 min
methanol, 3 min ultrapure water, 5 min 0.1 M HCl, 3 min ultrapure water, 15 min 1 M
NaOH, 3 min ultrapure water, 3 minutes separation buffer, and 3 minutes separation
buffer into cathode vial).
Standard CZE buffer is a sodium tetraborate buffer, 50 mM, pH 9.3 (from SigmaAldrich Co., 99.995 %). For sieving matrices, the following polymers were evaluated:
polyethylene oxide, MW 5,000 kDa (Avocado Research Chemicals Ltd.); polyethylene
oxide, MW 300 kDa (Alpha Aesar); dextran, MW 70 kDa (Sigma-Aldrich Co.); and
dextran, MW 6 kDa (Sigma-Aldrich Co.). The composition of the standard sample,
with 5 proteins and a marker for the electro-osmotic flow (all from Sigma-Aldrich Co.),
is summarised in Table 3.1.
The sample is dissolved in the same sodium tetraborate solution as is used for the run
buffer. The sample is injected electrokinetically (as described in Chapter 1.3.2), with 160
V/cm field strength for 5 seconds. Standard separations proceed at 160 V/cm. For the
two-buffer separations, after 45 seconds of separation, a 5 second electrokinetic injection
of only EOF marker in the run buffer precedes the second buffer section. This serves to
mark the interface. The second buffer section is introduced simply by exchanging the
reservoir vial at the anode, and letting the electro-osmotic flow draw it into the capillary.
Table 3.1: Standard sample for two-buffer V2D separations.

Molecular

Isoelectric

Concentration

weight [kDa]

point

[mg/mL]

Ubiquitin

8.5

6.3

0.1

Myoglobin

17

7

0.3

α-Lactalbumin

14.2

4.3

0.3

Fetuin

48

3.5

0.6

Trypsin inhibitor

20

4.6

1.5

Thiourea

(EOF marker)

(uncharged)

0.03

Protein

Numerical simulation: To assess the effects of migration on the interface between
the two buffer sections, a finite element simulation of the concentration dispersion by
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hydrodynamic and electro-osmotic flow was performed using COMSOL Multiphysics
software (from COMSOL AB., software formerly known as FEMLAB). The exact location of the interface is critical in reconstructing the migration trajectories. If the
interface itself is not sharp, the uncertainty of the reconstruction will increase.
Within the COMSOL Multiphysics software, the following equation sets were combined:
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and conductive media direct current equations
to describe the electro-osmotic flow (mmglf and emdc, from the MEMS module), and
convection and diffusion equations (chcd, from the chemical engineering module). The
electro-osmotic mobility is defined as a function of concentration, and so is the viscosity.
To prevent singularities, the functions are formulated with smoothing functions instead
of step functions (hyperbolic tangent functions; see Appendix B for details).
To avoid the model becoming very large, only the buffer interface region in a 20 mm
capillary section is simulated. As the interface itself migrates, this requires a moving
reference system. The capillary is simplified to a two-dimensional model, because radial
symmetry may be assumed. The very simple geometry (a long rectangle) makes a
structured mesh of rectangles most suitable. The dimensions of the model for simulation
are 20 × 10−3 m length and 75 × 10−6 m height (diameter), and the mesh rectangles are
10 × 10−6 m by 12.5 × 10−6 m. The initial conditions are a concentration distribution
with a smoothed interfacial region of 50 × 10−6 m, less than the capillary diameter.
Furthermore, there is no pressure at the capillary outlets, and the concentration at the
outlets is constant.
Simulations are run over a time span of 900 seconds. For all functions and parameters the
values that correspond to the actual system were measured and evaluated. Appendix B
lists the values and functions that were applied. Figure 3.3 shows the model capillary
with the initial concentration distribution.

Figure 3.3: COMSOL model of the capillary with enlarged image of the buffer interface, initial conditions. The colourscale to the right indicates concentration [% w/v] of
the sieving matrix component.
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Results

First investigations were directed toward finding a sieving buffer that is compatible with
the non-sieving capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) buffer, and at the same time causes
a change in protein mobility. The properties that are particularly important for compatibility are conductivity, viscosity, and electro-osmotic mobility. If the buffers have
different conductivities, then the electric field strength is different in the two sections.
Well-matched electro-osmotic flow (EOF) is important to ensure that the interface between the two sections is not unnecessarily spread out. A large difference in viscosity
will cause a non-uniform flow profile.
As discussed in Chapter 1.3.2, the sieving property of a buffer is imparted by adding
a soluble polymer that creates an entangled network with pores. [69] For UV absorption
detection, the buffer ought to be transparent at the detection wavelength, 214 nm here.
Suitable polymers include polyethylene oxide and dextran, amongst others. [40,88] These
polymers are available in good purity and designated molecular weights.
In Figure 3.4a the change in mobility (‘sieving response’) of a sample protein, trypsin
inhibitor, for different buffers is shown. In Figure 3.4b the EOF of these buffers is seen.
The viscosity of PEO solutions becomes too great for capillary filling under pressure
for solutions over 0.5 % (for 5,000 kDa MW), respectively 3 % (for 300 kDa MW).
By comparing the two graphs in Figure 3.4 it is seen that PEO affects the EOF more
strongly than dextran for the same sieving effect. For this reason dextran based buffers
were chosen as a sieving system.
Theoretical models predict that the entanglement threshold (critical overlap concentration) for 70 kDa dextran is around 4.8 % (after Sartori et al. [69] ). A concentration of 5 %
dextran, just above the entanglement threshold, was chosen, for at this concentration a
change of mobility is observable, while minimising the difference of the EOF.
Addition of 5 % dextran decreases the conductivity of the buffer slightly. To adjust the
buffer conductivities, the concentration of sodium tetraborate in the CZE buffer was
reduced from 50 mM to 42 mM. Figure 3.5 shows the current for 5 % dextran in 50 mM
sodium tetraborate buffer (referred to as ‘sieving buffer’ hereafter), the conductivityadjusted 42 mM sodium tetraborate buffer (referred to as ‘CZE buffer’ hereafter), and
also the conductivity of the 50 mM sodium tetraborate solution.
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Figure 3.4: Effect of adding different polymers to CZE buffer solution. a) Mobility of
a sample protein (trypsin inhibitor, MW 20 kDa) in the direction opposite to the EOF.
With increasing polymer concentration, the mobility decreases. b) Electro-osmotic
mobility vs. concentration for different polymers. With increasing addition of polymer
to the solution, the EOF decreases. This is more pronounced for PEO than for dextran.

Figure 3.5: Current across a capillary (75 µm inner diameter, 35 cm total length)
with different buffer fillings. In the CZE buffer the concentration of the background
electrolyte (sodium tetraborate) needs to be adjusted from 50 mM to 42 mM to ensure
the conductivity is same as for the sieving buffer (5 % dextran in 50 mM sodium
tetraborate).
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With the buffer system characterised, a COMSOL simulation of the interface region was
performed. The different physical constants are defined for a 5 % dextran (70 kDa)
solution in 50 mM sodium tetraborate. Figure 3.7 shows how the interface develops
over time, as well as a plot with concentration against position after 900 seconds. In
Figure 3.7b the width of the 70 % concentration span is indicated. This is approximately
4 mm.
If the interface position assumed for trajectory reconstruction is incorrect by 4 mm,
the resulting error in reconstructed migration in the unobserved buffer section can be
characterised. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6 with data from a typical two-buffer reconstruction. Here the relative error of the reconstructed migration speed, as contributed
by the interface uncertainty, is in the range of 1.3 %.
From the error analysis results previously presented, it is known that CZE tracks do
not demonstrate significant non-linear migration due to UV effects, and background
buffer migration effects that can cause non-linear migration are not observable either.
Only thermal effects play much of a role, and these are of the same magnitude for most
tracks. With regards to track reconstruction, the combination of CZE and sieving CZE
is advantageous.

Figure 3.6: Reconstruction of the migration trajectory of a protein with an interface
error of 4 mm. An inset shows an enlarged section of the interface crossing. Solid lines
indicate the observed tracks, and dashed lines the tracks with a 4 mm interface error.
Blue lines indicate the protein trajectory in the second buffer, red the buffer interface,
and orange lines indicate the reconstructed track in the first buffer section. The data are
from a typical two-buffer separation (EOF marker: thiourea, protein: α-lactalbumin).
Separation conditions: CZE buffer 42 mM sodium tetraborate, sieving buffer 50 mM
sodium tetraborate with 5 % dextran, separation distance 600 mm, E = 160 V/cm,
sieving buffer introduced to anodic end 45 s after sample injection.
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Figure 3.7: COMSOL simulation of interface region of two-buffer separation. a) Interface region at different times from 0 to 900 s. b) Concentration profile at 900 s with
70 % concentration difference as a measure for interface width. Conditions are for 5 %
dextran at the right side (sieving buffer), 0 % dextran at left side (CZE buffer), with a
background electrolyte of 50 mM sodium tetraborate.
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With the confirmation that the chosen buffer system fulfils the requirements, a series
of two-buffer separations was performed with a single protein. Figure 3.8 shows the
mobilities in the two different buffer sections, whereby µsieving is directly observed and
µCZE is reconstructed.

Figure 3.8: Repeat runs of a single protein in the two-buffer system. The mobility
in the unobserved, CZE section is plotted against the mobility in the observed, sieving
buffer section. The pink marker indicates mobility values obtained when measured in
a single buffer system (averaged for four runs). The light blue line indicates where the
mobility in both sections is identical. Protein: trypsin inhibitor (pI 4.6, MW 20 kDa).
Separation conditions: CZE buffer 42 mM sodium tetraborate, sieving buffer 50 mM
sodium tetraborate with 5 % dextran, separation distance 460 mm, E = 160 V/cm,
sieving buffer introduction 120 seconds after sample injection. The error values from
the two-buffer separation are obtained from the least squares fit to the detection data.
The error value for the single-buffer mobility is obtained from the standard deviation
of the four averaged runs.

Two observations can be made. The first is that the values for the observed (sieving)
mobility show a small variation from run to run, whereas the reconstructed (CZE)
mobilities vary significantly. The errors on the tracks are seen as error bars, indicating
that it is not the reconstruction itself that causes the variability, but a more fundamental
variability in the separation. This is likely to be the electro-osmotic flow, which is difficult
to control in absolute terms and introduces considerable variations in separations. The
second observation is that the values obtained from single-buffer systems are different
to the values from two-buffer separations. Especially the observed sieving mobility is
consistently higher in two-buffer separations.
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Figure 3.9: Separation of five proteins in the two-buffer system. Observed migration
tracks of five proteins in blue, buffer interface in red, reconstructed migration tracks in
magenta, and EOF marker injected with sample in black. Proteins: My—myoglobin,
Ub—ubiquitin, aL—α-lactalbumin, Fe—fetuin, TrI—trypsin inhibitor. Separation conditions: CZE buffer 42 mM sodium tetraborate, sieving buffer 50 mM sodium tetraborate with 5 % dextran, separation distance 600 mm, E = 160 V/cm, sieving buffer
introduction 45 s after sample injection.

CZE separations can have relatively high run-to-run variations, because the EOF depends on the capillary surface charge, which can be influenced by many factors. [40] Instead of comparing different runs of a single protein, a single run with numerous proteins
will provide better consistency. In Figure 3.9 the reconstructed migration trajectories
of five proteins in a two-buffer separation are shown.
In Figure 3.9 it can be seen that proteins appear to change migration speed at the
interface in a characteristic manner. To ensure that the change in migration speed at
the interface is not caused by systematic effects, control experiments were performed
where the first and second buffer sections are identical. Figure 3.10 shows the tracks for
such a control experiment. From Figure 3.10 it is concluded that the observed different
migration behaviour in the two buffer sections is indeed a result of the different buffers.
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Figure 3.10: Two-buffer separation control experiment. a) Separation of three proteins in the CZE/sieving two-buffer system. b) Separation of the same three proteins
in a CZE/CZE two-buffer system (with twice the same buffer). In the CZE/CZE twobuffer system no change of migration speed at the ‘interface’ is observed. Migration
tracks of three proteins in blue, buffer interface in red, and EOF marker injected with
sample in black. Proteins: My—myoglobin, Ub—ubiquitin, TrI—trypsin inhibitor.
Separation conditions: CZE buffer 42 mM sodium tetraborate, sieving buffer 50 mM
sodium tetraborate with 5 % dextran, separation distance 600 mm, E = 160 V/cm.
The second buffer is introduced 45 seconds after sample injection.
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Figure 3.11: Two-buffer separation of a sample with five proteins: CZE mobility (first
buffer section, reconstructed) vs. sieving mobility (second buffer section, observed).
a) Two-buffer separation, and b) Mobilities measured independently in one-buffer systems. Proteins: myoglobin (pI 7, MW 17 kDa), ubiquitin (pI 6.3, MW 8.5 kDa),
α-lactalbumin (pI 4.3, MW 14.2 kDa), fetuin (pI 3.5, MW 48 kDa), trypsin inhibitor
(pI 4.6, MW 20 kDa). Separation conditions: CZE buffer 42 mM sodium tetraborate, sieving buffer 50 mM sodium tetraborate with 5 % dextran, separation distance
600 mm, E = 160 V/cm, sieving buffer introduction 45 s after sample injection. Errors
are obtained from the least squares fit of a line to detector data.

Figure 3.11 shows the mobility values for five proteins measured in a two-buffer system,
along with the corresponding values measured in a single buffer system. In Figure 3.11,
it appears that the mobilities of proteins display a similar pattern when measured in
a two-buffer system or in a single buffer system. It is however remarkable that in the
two-buffer system, the µCZE values are considerably smaller than when measured in the
single buffer system. Indeed, where the value for µsieving is expected to be smaller than
the corresponding µCZE value, it is observed to be consistently greater. Figure 3.12
shows repeats of the same measurement.
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Figure 3.12: Repeat runs of two-buffer separation: CZE mobility (first buffer section,
reconstructed) vs. sieving mobility (second buffer section, observed). Full symbols
represent four repeat two-buffer separation, for each run a different symbol. Open
symbols show mobilities measured in one-buffer systems. The line indicates where
µsieving = µCZE . Proteins: myoglobin (pI 7, MW 17 kDa), ubiquitin (pI 6.3, MW
8.5 kDa), α-lactalbumin (pI 4.3, MW 14.2 kDa), fetuin (pI 3.5, MW 48 kDa), trypsin
inhibitor (pI 4.6, MW 20 kDa). Separation conditions: CZE buffer 42 mM sodium
tetraborate, sieving buffer 50 mM sodium tetraborate with 5 % dextran, separation
distance 600 mm, E = 160 V/cm, sieving buffer introduction 45 s after sample injection.
Errors are obtained from the least squares fit of a line to detector data.

The figures of merit for the separations seen in Figure 3.12 are found with Equations 1.2–
1.14 in Chapter 1. The theoretical plate number for the first, unobserved, CZE separation is 2330 plates. The theoretical plate number for the second, observed sieving CZE
separation is 2176 plates. The height equivalent to one theoretical plate is 0.17 mm for
the first buffer section, and 0.09 mm for the second buffer section. The resolution of two
adjacent peaks is 0.63. The peak capacity is 12.1 peaks for the first buffer section, and
11.7 peaks for the second buffer section. Because the separations are not orthogonal,
the combined peak capacity is lower than the product of the individual numbers, 140.7
peaks. A conventional CZE separation is likely to perform slightly better than the individual sections in a two-buffer separation, but the combined separations are is likely
to perform slightly better than the conventional separation. The peak capacity of a
two-buffer separation is lower than for conventional two-dimensional gel electrophoresis.
In Figure 3.12 the mobility pattern is seen to vary from run to run, and the only
consistent feature is that the CZE mobility is consistently lower than expected from
single-buffer data. Indeed, where the value for µCZE is expected to be greater than
µsieving , for nearly all proteins the opposite is true. Although the tracking of proteins is
successful, the dominating contribution to the different mobilities in the different buffer
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sections is not related to properties of the proteins. Explanations for this behaviour will
be discussed in the following section.

3.1.4

Discussion

Despite successfully reconstructing migration trajectories in different buffer sections,
the observed protein mobility differences between the two buffers do not seem to be
correlated with the protein size. It would appear that the difference in electro-osmotic
flow completely dominates the change in migration at the interface. In other words, the
change in protein mobility caused by the additional sieving effect is negligible compared
to the change in electro-osmotic mobility. The separations in the two buffer sections
are clearly far from orthogonal, and even when sieving mobility and CZE mobility are
measured independently, only small differences can be seen between very large and very
small proteins.
In CZE based separations, the mobilities are very low, and the migration speed is heavily
influenced by the electro-osmotic flow. In the separations discussed, the migration speed
of a protein is typically around 0.17 mm/s, while the EOF is typically 0.7 mm/s. Between
the sieving and CZE buffers the change in protein migration is around 0.02–0.08 mm/s.
The EOF not being constant throughout the capillary is evidently problematic. Figure 3.13 illustrates the tracks of EOF markers injected at different points in the twobuffer system. Between the sieving and CZE buffers the change in electro-osmotic flow
is around 0.25 m/s. This is an order of magnitude greater than the changes in protein
migration that are of interest.

Figure 3.13: Electro-osmotic flow in different sections of the two-buffer system.
a) First CZE buffer, second sieving buffer. b) First sieving buffer, second CZE buffer.
The EOF differs in the first and second section by +7.3 % (a), respectively by −18.1 %
(b). Separation conditions: CZE buffer 42 mM sodium tetraborate, sieving buffer 50
mM sodium tetraborate with 5 % dextran, separation distance 600 mm, E = 160 V/cm.
EOF marker (thiourea 0.03 mg/mL in CZE buffer) was injected electrokinetically 3
minutes before and after the change of buffer, and at the buffer interface.
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The problem of EOF dominating the migration change could be avoided by reducing
the sieving component in the sieving buffer, for instance from 5 % dextran to 2 %
dextran. As illustrated in Figure 3.4, this would reduce the EOF difference between
the sieving buffer and the CZE buffer. This would also reduce the difference in protein
mobility between sieving and CZE separation, and is therefore not desirable. Other
buffer additives or surface treatments could be used to control the electro-osmotic flow,
or different sieving matrices employed.
Some small improvements were achieved by adding 5 % dextran, molecular weight 6 kDa,
to the CZE buffer. This concentration of dextran is below the entanglement threshold
for this molecular weight. The EOF of the two buffers is more closely matched, but
protein migration changes remain dominated by the change of EOF.
Finally it was concluded that in this separation system, the trade-off between orthogonality and compatibility does not leave enough margin to resolve protein-characteristic
migration.

3.2
3.2.1

Microfluidics for V2D separations
Introduction

As described in Chapter 1.5, V2D separations combine isoelectric focusing (IEF) with
capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE). Unlike conventional 2D separations, the two separations are performed collinearly, one after the other, and tracking of protein migration
trajectories is used to reconstruct the first separation.
To implement a virtual two-dimensional (V2D) separation, it is necessary to integrate a
pH gradient in a channel. Microfluidic structures offer far more configurational flexibility
than conventional capillaries, and are therefore an ideal tool in this regard. Although pH
gradients can be generated in free solution, here it is preferable for the pH gradient to
be immobilised. Otherwise the pH generating additives would interfere with the second
separation, as discussed in Chapter 1.3.
In Figure 3.14, a basic chip structure is seen, albeit without specific design elements for
pH gradient genesis. In this section we will discuss suitable materials and microfabrication processes, characterise the microfluidic structures obtained, introduce different
approaches to implementing immobilised pH gradients on-chip, and present the results
of pH gradient fabrication on-chip.
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Figure 3.14: Basic layout of a V2D chip. In a first section, a pH gradient is integrated for isoelectric focusing. In the extension of the pH gradient channel, the second
separation, capillary gel electrophoresis, is performed. At the end of the CGE channel,
proteins are detected by UV absorption. Reservoirs are included to fill channels and to
apply voltages. The chip dimensions are 25 × 75 mm.

3.2.2

Microfabrication

One of the first considerations relates to the choice of material, as this often dictates
which fabrication techniques may be applied. As discussed in Chapter 1.5, the detection
scheme is based on ultra-violet light absorption by proteins between 200 and 220 nm.
This heavily influences the choice of material, since anything that is not transparent
below 220 nm is unsuitable. This immediately excludes microfabrication favourites such
as silicon and glass. Quartz and fused silica are transparent in this wavelength range.
Polymers are convenient from a fabrication perspective because they are generally easy
to structure and inexpensive.

Unfortunately, many polymers hardly transmit light

below 300 nm. These include poly(methylene methacrylate) (PMMA), epoxy based
polymers, polystyrenes, and polycarbonates. [233] Another microfabrication favourite,
poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS), only transmits light down to around 250 nm. Finally
a variety of cyclic olefin polymers and copolymers (COC) are available with different
transparencies, some of them tolerably transparent below 220 nm. Their properties are
illustrated in Figure 3.15, where the transmission between 200 and 300 nm is shown for
a variety of polymeric films.
Some trials were performed with PDMS, but it was found that films of the necessary
thinness are structurally not rigid enough. A related silicone, poly(methylhydrosiloxane)
(PMHS), has better transparency, [235] but trials showed it is unsuitable for casting and
peeling, due to formation of a brittle surface layer. The materials found to be suitably
transparent are fused silica, quartz, and COC.
For fabricating three-dimensional structures in quartz or fused silica, common procedures include etching in solutions of hydrofluoric acid, and powder blasting. [236] Etching
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Figure 3.15: Transmission spectra between 200 and 300 nm for a variety of polymer
films. PDMS (Dow Corning Corp., Sylgard 184) films are cast and polymerised according to standard protocols. [234] Films of different grades of cyclic olefin polymers (COP)
and cyclic olefin copolymers (COC) are obtained from Plitek LLC. The film thickness
is measured to 10 µm accuracy with a micrometer. The wavelength of interest, 214 nm,
is indicated with a dashed line.

with hydrofluoric acid produces shallow channels, and powder blasting causes rough surfaces. For these reasons neither technique is ideal for this application. Alternatively a
sandwiching approach can be employed, where an easy-to-structure (polymeric), opaque
material is sandwiched between two quartz slides. With regards to surface-dependent
electro-osmotic behaviour of electrophoretic systems, this can be problematic. Furthermore, bonding of quartz to polymers to create sealed channels is not trivial. [233] Instead,
COC microfabrication was chosen. This fulfils the detection requirements and can be
done with standard microfabrication equipment and without hazardous chemicals.
COC is an ethene-norbornene copolymer, as illustrated in Figure 3.16. Trade names
of COC include Zeonor (Zeon Chemicals L.P.), Topas (TOPAS Advanced Polymers
GmbH), and Apel (Mitsui Chemicals Inc.). [237] Due to the variability of the copolymer’s
microstructure, COC is available in many different grades, with varying optical and
thermal properties.

Figure 3.16: Structural formula of cyclic olefin copolymer (COC).
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For structuring the high-UV-transparency COC, it was found that the originally intended process of dissolving COC pellets in toluene, casting a negative from a mold,
and drying off the toluene affected the transparency of the COC. Even after extensive
drying, residual toluene in the films caused poor transparency below 220 nm. This is
shown in Figure 3.17.

Figure 3.17: Transmission spectra of COC films with residual toluene. COC (Topas,
8007x4, granules) is dissolved 25 % w/v in toluene (BDH AnalaR), spin-coated onto
glass slides, and dried at room temperature for at least 24 hours. Films of the same
COC, but fabricated by hot pressing, have far higher transmission at 214 nm.

Since COC is a thermoplastic, embossing and other related techniques are an obvious
alternative. A rapid prototyping process based on lamination was adapted, as illustrated in Figure 3.18. [97] Briefly, a master structure is fabricated with SU-8 100 negative
photoresist (MicroChem Corp.). COC films (Plitek AM4939) are laminated onto the
master structure with a hot roll laminator (Albyco Photopro 33).
For sealing the channels, a second COC film is plasticised by wetting the surface with
a hexane solution. Following plasticisation, the second film can be bonded to the first
at a temperature slightly below the glass temperature, again with a hot roll laminator.
This bonds the films without damaging the structure. Fabrication process details can
be found in Appendix C.
The lamination-based microfabrication process allows quick fabrication of microfluidic
structures that fulfil the minimum requirements for a V2D separation. This comes at
the cost of channel cross section shape. In Figure 3.18c, the cross section of a channel
is seen. The side walls are not vertical, but approach a catenary shape. This causes an
enlargement of the channel compared to the master it was originally laminated onto.
For a master width of 100 µm, the laminated channel is around 70 µm wide at the top,
and around 350 µm wide at the bottom. Furthermore, the channel cross section is not
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Figure 3.18: Microfabrication process: COC rapid prototyping with lamination.
a) Schematic of channel embossing and bonding of COC films. b) Images of COC
microfluidic chips, each 25 × 75 mm in size. c) Micrographs of channels with cross
section and enlarged micrograph of channel cross section. The SU-8 mold dimensions
for the smaller channel are 100 × 100 µm, for the larger cross-channel 400 × 100 µm.

symmetrical, but appears to have suffered some distortion in the second pass through
the laminator, when the sealing film is bonded on.
As discussed in Chapter 2.3.3.4, tracking becomes worse with increasing channel cross
section area. For V2D separations, the cross section in Figure 3.18c is larger than
ideal. For good master fidelity, hot embossing is a better technique. [238] Despite these
drawbacks, laminated chips are quick and easy to make and were therefore employed to
establish a protocol for fabrication of a pH gradient on chip.

3.2.3

Fabrication of an immobilised pH gradient on-chip

With the UV transparent, rapidly fabricated chips characterised in the forgoing section,
the next aim is to integrate a pH gradient that is immobilised in a channel section. The
formation of immobilised pH gradients is a well established process for macroscale applications. [59] For standard applications, acrylamide and bisacrylamide monomers are polymerised with ammonium persulfate as reaction initiator and tetramethylethyldiamine
(TEMED) as catalyst, forming the matrix. [239] The pH generating species, so-called
Immobilines (from GE Healthcare), are copolymerised with acrylamide, as described in
Chapter 1.3.
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To form the gradient, the initial prepolymer aliquot is split in half, and one half is supplemented with a cocktail of acidic Immobilines, and the other half with basic Immobilines.
These acidic and basic aliquots are poured to form a gradient, with exclusively acidic
prepolymer on one side, and exclusively basic prepolymer on the other side, and a linear
gradient of the two solutions in between. The gradient is formed with a gradient mixer,
in which two chambers are joined and gradually flow out. [59,60,65] The conventional gradient mixing technique cannot be applied directly to microfluidic chips. For microfluidic
chips, the total gradient volume is in the range of microliters, which is far below the
handling capabilities of a gradient mixer.
For generating immobilised pH gradients on-chip, two approaches have been reported
so far: diffusion-based gradients of Immobilines in polyacrylamide, [56] and surface functionalisation with focused carrier ampholytes. [122–124] For surface functionalisation with
carrier ampholytes, monolithic capillary columns are synthesised to increase the surface
area. This approach has the advantage of very elegant pH gradient generation (the
carrier ampholytes generate a pH gradient on application of an external electric field).
A disadvantage is the number of reaction steps it takes to generate the monolith, prepare the surfaces, and link the carrier ampholytes to the surface. Considering monolith
fabrication is not a routine technique, this reaction protocol may require significant
optimisation and fine-tuning to implement.
The diffusion-based Immobiline gradients are closer to a well-established protocol, and
the passive gradient generation is easily implemented. Figure 3.19 shows the chip layout employed for fabricating diffusion-based immobilised pH gradients. An important
feature of the diffusion-based gradient is that the concentration at the ends must not
be depleted, but maintained at the same level throughout the diffusion process. This
is achieved by replenishing the ends with a constant flow from a cross-channel. Crosschannels are relatively wide to avoid influx to the gradient channel, and pressure levels
are carefully adjusted to prevent pressure-driven flow through the gradient channel.
In conventional IPG fabrication, polymerisation of acrylamide and bisacrylamide is
achieved with ammonium persulfate as a reaction initiator. For microfluidic applications, photopolymerisation is an attractive alternative. This can prevent unwanted
polymerisation, for instance in access channels. Photopolymerisation can be achieved
with commercial azo initiators such as VA-086 from Wako. [56,240,241] The detailed composition and conditions of polyacrylamide polymerisation can be found in Appendix D.
Photopolymerisation of polyacrylamide in microfluidic COC channels successfully produces a gel structure, as confirmed in unsealed COC test channels. However, it was found
that the polyacrylamide gel has very poor channel adhesion, and indeed is routinely
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Figure 3.19: Microfluidic chip design for generating immobilised pH gradients by
diffusion. Concentration at the ends of the gradient section is maintained constant
with the feed from the cross-channels. The chip dimensions are 25 × 75 mm.

flushed out of the channel upon sample application. COC is known to have a low surface energy, [237] which is undesirable for immobilising the polyacrylamide gel. To affect a
bond between the gel and the channel, a photografting protocol was adapted. [109,242,243]
Briefly, a benzophenone solution is flushed through the channel, and exposed to UV
light to form surface-bound radicals, as illustrated in Figure 3.20 (for details see Appendix D). Surface grafting of polyacrylamide then follows, by photopolymerisation as
previously described.

Figure 3.20: Photografting of polyacrylamide gel to COC channel. In an intermediate
step, a benzophenone solution is irradiated to form surface-bound radicals. Adapted
from [243] .

With satisfactory fabrication of polyacrylamide gels in COC microfluidic channels, fabrication of pH gradient gels was investigated. To visualise the gradient, dye gradients
were formed. Figure 3.21 shows a dye gradient and the corresponding line scan intensity.
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The line scan indicates that the gradient is approaching a linear gradient, in this case
after 12 hours diffusion time.
With protocols in place for fabricating immobilised pH gradients in microfluidic COC
channels, validation of isoelectric focusing on-chip was attempted. Prior to isoelectric focusing, the pH gradient was submitted to 60 minutes ‘electrophoretic flush’ at 30 V/cm,
and 24 h rinsing of the cross-channels with ultrapure water. This is to remove unpolymerised acrylamide monomers and other residual contaminants in the pH gradient.
For isoelectric focusing, a high voltage power supply (Spellman MP10P24F) was controlled via a USB data acquisition module (Data Translation DT9800) using a custommade script written in C. The electric field across the pH gradient was gradually ramped
up to 280 V/cm, and held there for 120 minutes. This is comparable to the protocol
suggested by manufacturers for commercial immobilised pH gradient strips. [245]
Myoglobin (10 mg/mL in 50 mM sodium tetraborate) is used as a protein sample,
because it has a vivid colour and is easily visualised. Figure 3.22 shows the results of
myoglobin isoelectric focusing.
Although the myoglobin appears to have entered the immobilised pH gradient and collected in a general region of the pH gradient channel, this is far from a focused zone.
Possible causes for such poor focusing and approaches for improvements are discussed
in the next section.

3.2.4

Discussion and chip outlook

In the forgoing section it was demonstrated that pH gradients fabricated on-chip can
perform isoelectric focusing. It was also noted that isoelectric focusing was not optimal,
and the protein sample remains dispersed over a wide spatial range, even after excessive
focusing. A number of causes are likely to contribute to this.

Figure 3.21: a) Dye gradient in microfluidic channel, after 12 h diffusion time. b) Line
scan of intensity profile along gradient channel in a). In sections of the channel where
the dye gradient is obstructed by nanoports, the line scan is tinted light blue, and a
dashed line is drawn for guidance. In yellow a linear gradient is indicated. Line scan
obtained with ImageJ software. [244] The gradient channel is 60 mm long.
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Figure 3.22: Isoelectric focusing of myoglobin in immobilised pH gradient on-chip.
a) Photograph, and b) Schematic of photograph. The pH gradient spans from four to
nine, and the isoelectric point of myoglobin is seven.

In conventional fabrication of immobilised pH gradients, the gel is thoroughly soaked
in water to remove unpolymerised acrylamide, Immobilines, TEMED, and initiator. [59]
With a closed channel, this is not possible, and instead an ‘electrophoretic flush’ is
applied. Although there have been reports of successful focusing after electrophoretic
flushing, [56] they were achieved in relatively short immobilised pH gradients of 5 mm,
and supplemented by cross-channel flushing.
The chip design for V2D separations requires a rather longer pH gradient channel, since
the reconstruction relative accuracy is better if proteins are spread farther apart. In the
chip layout used for fabricating pH gradients, the gradient channel is 60 mm long. If
cross-channel flushing is crucial for removing contaminants, it is likely that with longer
channels this is insufficient.
The solution to this problem lies in a next generation of chip layout, where a dedicated
flush-channel is implemented. This is also a requirement if proteins are to be ‘equilibrated’ with SDS after the isoelectric focusing and prior to capillary gel electrophoresis.
In Figure 3.23, a chip design with a flush-channel adjacent to the pH gradient channel
is seen. The flush-channel is connected to the pH gradient channel via narrow crosschannels, to enable access while affecting electric field distribution in the pH gradient
channel only moderately. [246]
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Figure 3.23: Microfluidic chip design with a flush-channel adjacent to the pH gradient
channel. The flush-channel is connected to the pH gradient channel via narrow crosschannels, to enable rinsing of the gel after polymerisation and SDS treatment of focused
proteins prior to the second (capillary gel electrophoresis) separation.

As mentioned above, previous success with isoelectric focusing in diffusion-based gradients was achieved in relatively short microfluidic channels. In this report, the channel
cross section area is of a similar magnitude (100 × 100 µm), but the channel length
is an order of magnitude greater. Trials with dye already demonstrated that a linear
gradient may not yet be formed within 12 hours. Using an estimate for steady-state
diffusion time t = L2 /(2D) with diffusion length L = 60 mm, and diffusion constant of
aqueous acrylamide monomer D = 1.8 × 10−10 m2 /s, [241] we obtain a time of tens of
days. Diffusion-based gradients are not ideal for the lengths intended here.
Alternative techniques to diffusion-based gradients may bring improvements. Passive
generation of gradients has been addressed for microfluidic systems in the past. Approaches include micro-tunnel feed channels, [117] ladder structures, [118] cross-section dependent dispersion, [247] designs with delay channels, [119] and with channel networks. [248]
Some approaches are better suited for temporal gradients, i.e. they produce spatial gradients distributed along a very long channel section, which is useful for liquid chromatographic applications. [119,120]
The generation of gradients with microfluidic networks has been well characterised,
and is a promising approach for generating gradients in a channel as required for V2D
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separations. [249–252] Figure 3.24 shows the chip design for optimised isoelectric focusing
on-chip, with a microchannel network for gradient genesis, and gel-rinse access channels.
To improve channel cross section characteristics, the fabrication by hot embossing is
preferred to lamination, and channel cross section dimensions are designed to be 50 ×
50 µm, with a view toward tracking accuracy.

Figure 3.24: Chip design with a microfluidic channel network for forming a pH gradient. Two feed flows, one with high pH and the other with low pH, are successively
split, rejoined, and mixed to generate a gradient in the channel for isoelectric focusing.

Chapter 4

Conclusion
4.1

Summary

The work in this thesis has been directed toward establishing virtual two-dimensional
separations, where collinear separations are distinguished through the reconstruction
of protein migration trajectories. Specifically, studies involved a theoretical analysis
of the migration trajectory reconstruction process as well as software, instrument, and
microfluidic device development. Significantly, for the first time, non-linear migration
of proteins in capillary gel electrophoresis is characterised and quantified.
The migration behaviour of proteins in capillary gel electrophoresis has been characterised at a fundamental level. This is of crucial importance for virtual two-dimensional
(V2D) separations, where reconstruction of the first separation is based upon migration trajectories of individual proteins. It was found that thermal effects caused by
Joule heating in the course of electrophoresis have a significant impact on the migration
trajectory, and hence on reconstruction accuracy. This affects both of the V2D dimensions, the molecular weight (defined by the migration speed or the slope in time-position
space), and the pI of the protein (defined by the reconstructed starting coordinates).
Accordingly, a variety of experimental settings were evaluated to find optimal conditions. Importantly, models describing non-linear migration effects have been developed
and used to improve the accuracy of track reconstruction, allowing a ten-fold reduction of typical reconstruction errors. While thermal effects are highly dependent on
experimental and instrumental factors, another more fundamental effect is described:
UV induced fragmentation of proteins. Although non-linear migration trajectories are
of particular relevance for V2D separations, UV effects may be of relevance for other
protein electrophoresis applications.
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The concept of protein track reconstruction is validated in a two-buffer separation system, where proteins migrate through sections with different chemical conditions. For
the first time, the concept of migration trajectory reconstruction is applied to capillary electrophoresis separations of proteins under non-constant buffer conditions. Here
protein migration reconstruction is successful, but the compatibility of the two buffers
imposes severe limitations on the choice of separation conditions. It was found that the
difference between the chemical conditions dominates and masks any potential difference
in protein migration from one section to the other.
To implement V2D separations, a microfluidic system with integrated components for
the two separations was developed. A protocol for rapid prototype fabrication was
adapted to the requirements of the system. This included surface preparation and
functionalisation. For the first separation, an immobilised pH gradient was fabricated
within a cyclic olefin microfluidic chip. Isoelectric focusing of a protein sample on-chip
was demonstrated.
Table 4.1 compares the performance of V2D separations and two-buffer separations
with conventional separations. Based on the error analysis for the V2D reconstruction,
a peak capacity comparable to two-dimensional gel electrophoresis is achievable. The
advantage of the high sample load applicable to isoelectric focusing is combined with
the detection performance of capillary gel electrophoresis. While two-buffer separations
demonstrate the principle of separation reconstruction, they do not perform as well as
the combination of isoelectric focusing with capillary electrophoresis.

Capillary electrophoresis1

Isoelectric
focusing2

2D gel electrophoresis3

2D liquid chromatography4

V2D5

2-Buffer6

Peak capacity

65 [40]

130 [56]

2,000–10,000 [47]

100–500 [36]

5950

< 140

Dynamic
range
(orders of magnitude)

4 [58]

< 3 [59]

< 3 [36]

3 [36]

4

4

Sensitivity

400 pg [58]

100 pg [59]

100 pg [50]

20 pg [36]

400 pg

400 pg

Accuracy

1–10 % [58]

0.15 pH unit [60]

1–10 % [38]

< 1 Da [38]

4%

2%

Sample load

nL [58]

50-100 µg [50]

50-100 µg [50]

µL [36]

µg

nL

1
2
3
4
5
6
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Table 4.1: Comparison of performance metrics for V2D and conventional protein separation techniques.

Capillary gel electrophoresis, UV detection
In immobilised pH gradient strip, silver stain
Silver stain
Ion exchange-reverse phase LC, nanoLC coupled to nanoESI, detection by MS
Reconstruction of IEF and CGE, from error analysis
Reconstruction of sieving CZE and CZE
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Outlook

With regards to the characterisation of non-linear migration, a Monte-Carlo simulation
was applied to provide an estimate of the impact of UV induced protein fragmentation. A
detailed quantitative study of UV absorbance and protein fragmentation during capillary
electrophoresis would be of great merit, particularly as this appears to be fundamental
behaviour and has not been previously reported. This could influence the design of
future V2D separations, as UV exposure can be reduced with a trade-off in the volume
of detection data. The other contributor to non-linear migration (thermal variation in
space and time) is dependent on instrumentation and requires optimisation specific to
the design.
Microfluidic devices for virtual two-dimensional separation need further optimisation
before they can be applied in a robust way to V2D separations. As demonstrated and
discussed in Chapter 3.2, isoelectric focusing results in a band of protein that is still
widely dispersed. This is not suitable for V2D separations because the premise of the
reconstruction is that the starting position is confined in a tight band. Optimisation
of the microfluidic chip will include implementation of additional structures to assist in
flushing the immobilised pH gradient gel, which will remove unpolymerised monomers
and other interfering chemical residues. Rinse channels are also of critical importance for
preparing the second, SDS-based capillary gel electrophoresis separation. Furthermore,
it is desirable to design a long pH gradient section, as this improves the relative accuracy
of the reconstruction. The implemented design for generating a gradient by diffusion
is far better suited to short sections in the range of millimetres, because the diffusion
time for distances of 5–10 cm become prohibitively long. An alternative design with a
channel network for gradient genesis by flow splitting is expected to achieve a better,
more linear gradient.
Once isoelectric focusing has been optimised, the remaining procedure for virtual twodimensional separation must be defined. This will include rinsing the focused protein
bands in the immobilised pH gradient gel with SDS and preparing the capillary gel
electrophoresis channels. Rinsing needs to be adjusted to permit full SDS denaturing
of proteins, while avoiding excessive diffusion. Preparing the CGE section of the channel is expected to be straightforward and broadly similar to conventional capillary gel
electrophoresis. Optimisation of injection structures is of less relevance, since sample is
focused in the immobilised pH gradient.
Other issues particular to on-chip protein electrophoresis pertain more to the V2D design. For example, as the surface properties of a microfluidic channel can dramatically
influence the electro-osmotic flow, under some circumstances it is necessary to engineer
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the surface. [99,100,253] In capillary gel electrophoresis the sieving buffer usually contains
surfactants (such as SDS), and the sieving constituents can provide additional dynamic
coating, wherefore using polymeric channels might not have an adverse influence. Should
the electro-osmotic flow prove problematic, the procedure for photografting described in
Chapter 3.2 could easily be applied to the CGE section of the channel. Channel design
is another important issue that may need consideration. This includes assessment of
factors such as low dispersion turn geometry (to avoid the ‘race track effect’). [254]
Following the results regarding optimal conditions for track reconstruction (Chapter 2.4.4),
a different microfabrication process will be necessary to reduce the channel cross section
area to around 50 × 50 µm. Instead of the lamination of cyclic olefin copolymer films,
hot embossing is expected to be better suited to this problem. The requirements of the
mold structure for hot embossing are different than for lamination, and possibly more
sophisticated molds (than SU-8 on glass) will be necessary. Common problems include
release of the mold from the polymer, especially if the side-walls are undercut, and mold
robustness.
Despite all the potential pitfalls discussed above, it is not unlikely that a virtual twodimensional separation can be demonstrated successfully without extensive optimisation
efforts.
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Appendix A

Derivation of thermal model
A.1

Differential equations for temperature-time function

Assumptions:
 Uniform temperature throughout the capillary (in axial and in radial direction).
 Constant Joule heating (constant electric current and voltage).
 Constant environment temperature.

Joule heating:
P =

∂Q
= Q̇HV = V I
∂t

(A.1)

with power P [W], energy Q [J], time t [s], voltage V [V], and current I [A].
Newton’s law of cooling:
∂Q
= Q̇Co = kS(T − T∞ )
∂t

(A.2)

with heat transfer coefficient k [W/(m2 K)], surface area across which heat is transferred S [m2 ], capillary temperature T [K], and environment temperature T∞ [K].
Heat capacity QCa [J]:
QCa = mcT
Q̇Ca = mcṪ
with mass m [kg], and specific heat capacity c [J/(kgK)].
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(A.3)
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Substituting
kS = α
mc = β

(A.4)

Equations A.1, A.2, and A.3 become:
Q̇HV = V I
Q̇Co = α(T − T∞ )
Q̇Ca = β Ṫ

(A.5)

A balance of energies gives:
Q̇HV − Q̇Co − Q̇Ca = 0

(A.6)

Applying Equations A.5 to the balance of energies leads to a differential equation for
T (t):
V I − β Ṫ − αT + αT∞ = 0
β Ṫ + αT = αT∞ + V I
α
αT∞ + V I
Ṫ + T =
β
β

(A.7)

The differential equation A.7 is solved with the following equations: [255]
for y0 + u(x)y = v(x)
y = G(x)e−U (x)
Z
with U (x) = u(x) dx
Z
G(x) = v(x)eU (x) dx

(A.8)
(A.9)
(A.10)

Applying this to Equation A.7, the differential equation for T (t), we obtain:
Z

α
α
dt = t + C1
β
β
Z
αT∞ + V I αβ t+C1
β αT∞ + V I αβ t+C1
G(t) =
dt =
+ C2
e
e
β
α
β


α
VI
t+C1
= T∞ +
eβ
+ C2
α



α
VI
t+C
− α t−C1
1
T (t) =
T∞ +
eβ
+ C2 e β
α


VI
−αt
= T∞ +
+ Ce β
α

U (t) =

(A.11)
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The integration constant C is found by applying the condition T (t = 0) = T∞ :
T∞ = T∞ +
C=−

VI
+C
α

VI
α

(A.12)

With Equation A.12 the equation describing the temperature in dependence of time
becomes:

VI 
−αt
(A.13)
T (t) = T∞ +
1−e β
α

Case: non-constant environment temperature
In the temperature model developed above, it was assumed that the environment temperature T∞ is constant. In the following a more realistic model with gradually increasing
environment temperature is developed. The environment temperature will be replaced
with:
T∞ = T0 + ht
(A.14)
where T0 [K] is the initial environment temperature, and h [K/s] is a temperatureincrease coefficient. Equation A.14 describes a linear increase in environment temperature with time, starting from an initial value T0 . Replacing T∞ in the energy equations A.6 gives:
Q̇HV = V I
Q̇Ca = β Ṫ
Q̇Co = α(T − T∞ ) = α(T − T0 − ht)

(A.15)

Again Equations A.15 are applied to a balance of energies Q̇HV − Q̇Ca − Q̇Co = 0, leading
to a differential equation for T (t):
V I − β Ṫ − αT + αT0 + αht = 0
β Ṫ + αT = V I + αT0 + αht
Ṫ +

αT0 + V I
αh
α
T =
+
t
β
β
β

(A.16)
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The differential equation A.16 is solved with the same approach as above:
for y0 + u(x)y = v(x)
y = G(x)e−U (x)
Z
with U (x) = u(x) dx
Z
G(x) = v(x)eU (x) dx

The solution to Equation A.16 is obtained with:
Z
α
α
U (t) =
dt = t + C1
β
β

Z 
α
αT0 + V I
αh
t+C1
G(t) =
+
t eβ
dt
β
β


Z 
α
αh αβ t+C1
αT0 + V I
t+C1
dt
eβ
+
te
=
β
β




2
α
α
VI
β
αh
β
t+C
t+C
1
1
= T0 +
eβ
eβ
t − 2 + C2
+
α
β
α
α


α
β
VI
t+C1
= eβ
+ ht − h + C2
T0 +
α
α




α
V
I
β
t+C
− α t−C1
1
T (t) = e β
T0 +
+ ht − h + C2 e β
α
α


β
VI
−αt
+ ht − h + Ce β
= T0 +
α
α

(A.17)
(A.18)

Again the integration constant C is found by applying the condition T (t = 0) = T0 :
VI
β
− h+C
α
α
VI
β
C=−
+ h
α
α
T0 = T0 +

(A.19)

With Equation A.19 the equation describing the temperature in dependence of time
becomes:



β
VI
−αt
T (t) = T0 +
− h 1 − e β + ht
(A.20)
α
α
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Coefficients for temperature-time function

Joule heating Q̇HV = V I
V = 12.25 kV = 12250 V
I = 90 µA = 9 × 10−5 A
V I = 1.1025 J/s
Heat capacity QCa = βT
β = mc =mbuffer cbuffer + mcapillary ccapillary
mbuffer cbuffer = Vbuffer ρbuffer cbuffer
d2i
Lρbuffer cbuffer
4
mcapillary ccapillary = Vcapillary ρcapillary ccapillary

d2a − d2i
Lρcapillary ccapillary
=π
4
=π

where m [kg] is the mass, c [J/(kgK)] the specific heat capacity (per unit mass),
V [m3 ] the volume, ρ [kg/m3 ] the density, di [m] the inner capillary diameter,
da [m] the outer capillary diameter, and L [m] the capillary length.

d [m]

L [m]

ρ [kg/m3 ]

c [J/(kgK)]

buffer (water)

75 ×10−6

0.35

1000 [255]

4182 [255]

capillary (quartz)

375 ×10−6

0.35

2660 [255]

710 [255]

(75 × 10−6 )2
× 0.35 × 1000 × 4182
4
= 0.0065

mbuffer cbuffer = π

(375 × 10−6 )2 − (75 × 10−6 )2
× 0.35 × 2660 × 710
4
= 0.0595
J
β = 0.660
K

mcapillary ccapillary = π
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Newton’s law of cooling (Q̇Co = α(T − T∞ )):
α = kS
S = πda L = π × 375 × 10−6 × 0.35
= 4.123 × 10−4 m2
with heat transfer coefficient k [W/(m2 K)], surface area across which heat is transferred S [m2 ], capillary temperature T [K], environment temperature T∞ [K], outer
capillary diameter da [m], and capillary length L [m].
The heat transfer coefficient k for n different layers of material, each with thickness
xn , is found with:
X xn
1
=
ktotal
Kn
n
The x and K values are: [255]

thickness xn [m]

quartz

polyimide

air

150 × 10−6

20 × 10−6

100 × 10−6

1.3

0.12

0.024

unit thickness heat
transfer coefficient Kn [W/(mK)]

ktotal = 244.785 W/(m2 K)
α = 0.093 W/K
Increasing environment temperature T∞ = T0 + ht
T0 [K] is the initial environment temperature, and h [K/s] is a temperature increase
coefficient. The temperature increase coefficient is found with two measurement
values:
T∞ (t = 0) = 295 K
T∞ (t = 60 min) = 299 K
→ h = 0.001 K/s
T∞ (t) = 295 + 0.001t
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With the calculated coefficients the temperature equations can be formulated with numerical values.
In the case of constant environment temperature:
T (t) = T∞ +


VI 
−αt
1−e β
α
VI
= 11.897 K
α
α
= 1.404 1/s
β

T (t) = 295+11.897 1 − e−1.404t



(A.21)

The initial temperature can also be written in ◦ C instead of K (295 K ≈ 22 ◦ C).
In the case of increasing environment temperature:


β
VI
−αt
T (t) = T0 +
− h 1 − e β + ht
α
α
VI
β
− h = 11.896 K
α
α
α
= 1.404 1/s
β


h = 0.001 K/s

T (t) = 295+11.896 1 − e−1.404t + 0.001t

(A.22)

Appendix B

COMSOL conditions and
parameters
Concentration c [% w/v] dextran 70 kDa in 50 mM sodium tetraborate
Viscosity η(c) [sPa]:
η(c) = 4e-3 tanh(2c − 5) + 5e-3
η(c = 0) = 1e-3; η(c = 5) = 9e-3

(values from measurement)

Electro-osmotic mobility µ(c) [m2 /(sV)]:
µ(c) = −4.3352e-9 tanh(2c − 5) + 3.9528e-8
µ(−∞ → 1.5) = 4.385e-8; µ(3.6 → ∞) = 3.519e-8

(values from measurement)

Constants:
Density ρ = 1e3 [kg/m3 ] (for dilute aqueous system)
Electrical conductivity σ = 6.2e-9 [S/m] (from measurements)
Diffusion coefficient D = 4e-11 [m2 /s] (for dextran 70 kDa [256] )
nitial conditions, and boundary conditions: see B.1.

Figure B.1: Geometry, initial conditions, and boundary conditions for COMSOL
model of interface region of two buffers co-migrating (not to scale).
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Appendix C

Cyclic olefin copolymer
microfabrication process
SU-8 mold

Photolithography process

1. Clean float glass slides (VWR International LLC, 25×75×1 mm) for 10 minutes in
an ultrasonic bath (Ultrawave Ltd.) in acetone (VWR International LLC, HiPerSolve CHROMANORM), followed by 10 minutes in an ultrasonic bath in ultrapure
water (Purite Ltd., > 18 MΩ), then at least 24 h in sulphuric acid (Riedel-de Han,
95-97 %). Finally slides are rinsed four times with ultrapure water and baked for
45 minutes at 200 ◦ C (Clifton, hot plate) for surface dehydration.
2. Spin coat SU-8 100 (MicroChem Corp.) using the following spin procedure: ramp
up to 500 rpm at 100 rpm/s, hold for 30 seconds; ramp up to 2000 rpm at
300 rpm/s, and hold for 40 seconds before deceleration (Brewer Science, Inc., Cee
200 Coat-Bake system). Nominal SU-8 thickness is 125 µm. [257]
3. Soft bake (Brewer Science, Inc., Cee 200 Coat-Bake system) with the following
temperature profile: ramp up to 65 ◦ C, hold for 5 minutes, ramp up to 95 ◦ C, hold
for 60 minutes, and gradually cool down (ca. 4 hours) to room temperature.
4. Expose the SU-8 by flood exposure for 500 seconds (Tamarack Scientific Co., Inc.,
PRX 200/350 collimated exposure system). This creates an adhesion layer of SU-8
on the glass slide.
5. Post exposure bake with the following temperature profile: ramp up to 65 ◦ C, hold
for 10 minutes, ramp up to 95 ◦ C, hold for 40 minutes, and gradually cool down
(ca. 4 hours) to room temperature.
6. Spin coat a second SU-8 100 layer using the following spin procedure: ramp up to
500 rpm at 100 rpm/s, hold for 30 seconds; ramp up to 2000 rpm at 300 rpm/s,
and hold for 40 seconds before deceleration.
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7. Soft bake with the following temperature profile: ramp up to 65 ◦ C, hold for
5 minutes, ramp up to 95 ◦ C, hold for 60 minutes, and gradually cool down (ca.
4 hours) to room temperature.
8. Expose the top SU-8 layer for 500 seconds with a mask for photolithography (photoemulsion transparency, plotted from AutoCAD drawing at Technical Graphics
Ltd.). The mask design is shown in Figure C.1.
9. Post exposure bake with the following temperature profile: ramp up to 65 ◦ C, hold
for 10 minutes, ramp up to 95 ◦ C, hold for 40 minutes, and gradually cool down
(ca. 4 hours) to room temperature.
10. Develop structure in Microposit EC solvent (Shipley Europe Ltd.) under agitation and visual monitoring. Stop development with isopropanol alcohol (VWR
International LLC, GPR Rectapur), and dry under nitrogen stream.

Figure C.1: Photolithographic mask design for SU-8 master for embossing microfluidic
channels in COC by lamination. Dimensions of framed area: 25 × 75 mm.

Cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) microfluidic chip Lamination process
COC films from Plitek (AM4939, Topas 8007x4 extruded to 100 µm thickness)
1. Emboss pattern from SU-8 master with hot roll laminator (Albyco Photopro 33) at
lamination speed 1, lamination temperature 130 ◦ C. Allow to cool before detaching
the COC film.
2. Cut access holes at reservoirs manually with 0.7 mm diameter syringe needle
(Terumo Europe N.V., Neolus).
3. Plasticise the surface of a second COC film with 7 % hexadecane (Sigma-Aldrich
Co., 99 %) in isopropanol alcohol (VWR International LLC, GPR Rectapur) by
spin coating the solution at 2000 rpm for 60 seconds.
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4. Immediately bond the plasticised film to the embossed film by a single pass through
the hot roll laminator at speed 1, 80 ◦ C.
5. Glue on Nanoport reservoirs (IDEX Corp, previously Upchurch Scientific Inc.)
with Loctite polyolefin primer 770 and Loctite 406 cyanoacrylate adhesive.

Appendix D

Photopolymerisation of
polyacrylamide on-chip
Prepare acrylamide solution For 2 mL of acrylamide mix:
 8 mg VA-068 (final concentration 0.2 % w/v), from Wako Pure Chemical Industries Inc.
 330.3 µL acrylamide/bisacrylamide solution 30 %, 2.6 % C (final concentration
5 % T, 2.6 % C), from Sigma-Aldrich Co.
 1 µL TEMED from Fluka Biochemika
 1665.7 µL ultrapure water (Purite Ltd., > 18 MΩ)

Prepare Immobiline mix For 1 mL final IPG solution: [59]
Immobiline species1
pK 3.6
pK 4.6
pK 6.2
pK 7.0
pK 8.5
pK 9.3
total volume
add acrylamide solution
for 1 mL IPG solution
1

pH 4 mix [µL]
55.24
15.69
15.46
1.49
16.68
14.76
119.3

pH 9 mix [µL]
9.82
28.28
24.01
19.76
4.71
44.17
130.7

880.7

869.3

Immobilines from GE Healthcare, 10 mL solution 2M

Immobiline mix is prepared weekly in aliquots, acrylamide solution is prepared fresh
daily. IPG solution is degassed for 60 minutes prior to use.
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Prepare COC channel surface for photografting
1. Flush channel with 5 % benzophenone (Fluka Analytical) in methanol (BDH
AnalaR) for 5 minutes.
2. UV exposure (Tamarack Scientific Co., Inc., PRX 200/350 collimated exposure
system) for 6 minutes.
3. Flush channel with methanol for 5 minutes.

Prepare and polymerise diffusion gradient
1. Flush channel with acrylamide solution (without Immobilines) for 60 minutes.
2. Fill reservoirs with pH 4, respectively pH 9, IPG solution, adjust levels and allow
to diffuse 15 hours.
3. Expose IPG channel section with a slit mask for 45 minutes (Tamarack Scientific
Co., Inc., PRX 200/350 collimated exposure system). Allow polymerisation to
continue for > 6 hours prior to further use.

